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Some little time has passed since the Red
The funeral of the late George E.
Cross campaign week. We know the public Brackett was held at his
home, No. 35
is very much interested in the outcome of Spring street, at 2
p. m., July 19th, Rev.
that campaign, and it has been our inten- Walter T. Hawthorne of the
;
Congregation all along to make some acknowledge- I tional church
officiating. There was a
ment of it, but there has been so much large attendance of friends and
business
detail work to be attended to, the matter men. The bearers were Messrs.
Robert
has passed Unattended to until now.
F. Dunton, F. Wallace Chase, Charles H.
If it is not too late, we wish first of all Twombly and Charles S. Bickford. The
to thank everyone who had anything floral offerings were beautiful and abundwhatever to do with the work for the ant including a crescent from his
wife;
splendid service they rendered. It was pillow, Albert E. Brackett and family ^basin every sense of the word an unselfish kets, Travellers Club, Mrs. H. H. Johnservice done for and in the interests of son and Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock, Mrs.

Northport Country Club.. Per-

hr

Red
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News of Belfast.
ia Our War’’..Grain for th»

the other fellow who will from now on be

Austina G.

battles and representing us
at the front.
Many of the business men

R.

Wilson; wreath, Mrs. George
Portland; sprays of carnations and roses, Hospital Aid, Children’s
Milk Calf..Corn Flour .Great
Parade of 5,000. .Talking Ma- al! over the country gave their time and Aid Society of Maine, Mrs. A. P. MansMade Perfect-Dodge the use of their automobiles for several
now
field, Miss Sue M. Partridge, Mr. and
Hers Sedan First Pleasure Car
As a result the show- Mrs. W. R. Howard of Williamstown,
France. ..Those who are days and nights.
nter
vuiteed Profit.... Practical and ing is very creditable indeed.
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. F. Wallace Chase of
.essentials in Aviation. .Our
We give below a list of the towns show- Newtonville, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. W. K.
Women. ..Obituary. .Woman’s
Well Said. Mr. Cratts. ..Woning the amount of money paid and MacNeil, Miss Mary A. Bickford, GardiLittle Bird. ..Canned Goods
pledged by each. This money has been ner L. and Miss Harriet E. Hatch, Mrs.
Soldiers
on
rved...Our
Leave,
oh Coats and Service Uniforms.
deposited in the City National Bank and 0. E. Clay, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Bowen
sense
.Tranfers in Real Ea- the Waldo Trust Co. in
approximately of Waterville, Mr. and Mrs. Fred A.
Death of Capt. W. E. Farrow.
Tank Was Full. .The Human equal amounts, and receipts have
bee^i Seward, Miss Alberta Farnham, Mrs.
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i) Interest

Drafted

Men.

lit of those who now have
and know about the order
are likely to be called for
rider the Selective Draft
(•stated that the next official
ide, according to the regulation by the Governor of
be called and furnished by
al boards.
determine how many men
Mrict must go into the ser; 'ssibility of exemptions will
e examination of
two or
many men as are needed,
bulletin
for the
’•■■partment’s
f registrants reads in part:
quotas are assigned to each
h board, each board will cal!
chose cards are in its jurising them to present themlimation. This call will be
dice of the local board and
11 be requested to print it.
also be mailed to you, but
: the list at the office of the
leemed sufficient notice to
th the duty of presenting

•

r

•icrefore makes it your duty
ourself when you are called.
is for your convenience, but
ever reaches you, you canv

tv

excuse.

an

lists at the office of your
when you are called for

-((■

report for physical examinanamed in your call.
are found physically discard will give you a certifid explain to you what your
are.

found physically qualilaim for exemption within
d'ter your call you will be
after filing your claim of
:ile proof in support of your
a re

uption.
found physically qualii,o claim for exemption, or if
•pear for physical examinainie will be posted to the dis•s
one who was called
for
e and was not exempted or
re

ghtli day after

call,

or

within

reafter, copies of the list of
>led to the district boards
:o the press with a request
.1, will be posted in a place
f the local board accessible
view, and notice will be
at the address on your regatch the notices posted in
he hoard about ten days
you were called and make
for the prompt receipt of

1

instructions from the War
therefore put it up to you.
Ml.i BELFAST MAN’S NARROW
ESCAPE.
S. Dutch and three
lie coal hajge City of Washed Key West yesterday in
Friends, after having esng by a hairsbreadth.

\ unso

Washington

Davis of

being
will be held in the several weeks ago and had since been
c
Luchonback No. 4. to a Tel. 143-4. Services
hen she went ashore on the Congregational church on Sunday morn- confined to the house. He was born in
ierty-five miles southwest of ing at 10.45 o’clock. The minister’s serDoylestown, Penn., 67 years ago, the son
recking crew from Key West mon will be “How Life Manifests Itself.”
of the late E. Maurice and Julia (Hendrie)
in response to signals of
He was a lawyer and a member
borrowed the barge’s only Music will be led by our chorus choir. We Lloyd.
mg they would bringithack. shall be glad to have you worship with us. of the New York and Philadelphia hars.
rang up after the wrecking Sunday school at noon. Tonight, Thurs- Mr.
Lloyd bought Lakeside cottage at
for their ship, according to
mid-week service will be held in Quantabacook several years ago and has
'h, bringing with it a heavy day, the
Saturday at 7.30 spent his summers there and in Belfast.
atened to break up the barge, the vestry at 7 o’clock.
signaled to the crew of the p. m. the choir will meet for practice.
The funeral services will be held at his
Jg to bring the lifeboat but
Jate home and the interment will also be
t hat it was too dangerous,
WEDDING BELLS.
made in Doylestown.
His widow and
the tug Three Friends had
■*
i their two sons and
branded barge and come in as
Henry A. Jr.
daughter,
The
marriage
Moo»Y-BradstrEET.
ale.
Captain Dutch selected
of New York, Maurice Van V. ot Cleveand
Hazel
MilMiss
G.
of
Moody
Clyde
to
;
reach
the
attempt
tug.in
land, Ohio, and Mrs. Julia L. Chenery of
they returned after a futile dred Bradstreet took place at the MethoBoston will leave today, Thursday, to acthe high seas.
dist parsonage, 7 Court street, at 7.30 p.
:: mmselt with one or his j
the remains.
company
Rev. Charles W. Martin,
> lien made an attempt 0? get m. July 21st
church
the
Methodist
of
TRADE CONDITIONS.
officiated,
ug tug, and after a lon& tiard pastor
I e elements succeeded,
just using the single ring service. The bride
ran alongside the tug, the
The extraordinary heights to which
wore a white net dress with a corsage
.u two and turned turtle, and
have risen cause extreme cautiousof white roses and a large white prices
bouquet
who
had
on
life
ness on the part of buyers.
put
board,
In the dry
and
Mr.
hat.
were
by
accompanied
They
into
the
sea.
rnped
Captain
goods market it is remarked that there is
vliausted, but the mate of the Mrs. Elwood Titcomb. After a reception no purchasing on a large scale, and in
•Is and a deckhand went out
at the home they left in a shower of con- all departmemts small individual trans»
actions make only a fair total.
try to rescue the crew of
The supply of raw cotton has become
battling against fearful odds, 1 fetti, by auto for Swan Lake, where they
summer.
the
succeeded in rescuing three will spend the remainder of
quite a factor, and transportation diffinot known whether the re- ! Both ha ve been employed in the Leonard culties are also mentioned as a cause of
nder of the crew, the cook, i
At Barrows shoe factory.
They will be- vexation in the textile trade. Supplies
drowned.
of raw material cause less anxiety to wool
gin housekeeping in the early fall. The
(1 men, all of of whom are
than to cotton
mills.
bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. manufacturers
and
were
Wool has been quiet and, while there is
the captain
Robert E. Bradstreet and the groom is the
■'■'■‘e, and will remain for several son of Mr. and Mrs. Orlando Moody of no weakness, some small speculative lots
1 nd
to matters connected with
have been offered at slight concessions in
No. 4 Pearl street.
the hope of attracting buyers. Summer
barge.—Key West Exchange.
shoes have been selling well and retail
THE NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
'■len I). French of Waltham,
trade during July has been so good that
is at Northport for the seaV
it is unlikely dealers will be obliged to
>ur grandsons who have reJ. F. Abbott, overseer of the Maine carry over large stocks.
With shoe
j
sled. Three are sons of Clar- State
i
Grange, will be the speaker at the manufacturers, however, there is not a
r; nch of
Waltham: Herbert A.
situation
noted, regular
next meeting of Waldo County Pomona very satisfactory
h
Cavalry at Fort Ethan Altrade having been a disappointment thus
'. tfC a sergeant in Co. F. of the Grangejwhich will be held in Burnham far. Many factories are slowing up, the
***•
Regiment; Clarence F., Jr., with Sebasticook Grange on Aug. 8fh. only activity being in those shops having
M
I ufts College Hospital continiv
State|Master Thompson has been invited army and navy contracts.
f ranee.
Winslow, the son of to the annual fieldday which will be held
Trading in flour is on a very moderate
C f rench of
I,,
scale and stocks show some increase
Sacramento, Calif.,
in the regular army at An- some date in the month of August, prob- over a month ago. Comparatively
high
ts', Reward French Fletcher, son of ably on the east side of Swan lake, and a prices for butter check the demand and,
e-'K-h’s niece, Mrs. Belle French committee
this
for
it
is
to
M.
difficult
reason,
support
^
consisting of D.
Kimball,
Carson, Nev., and a recent W. J. Mathews and J. W. Nickerson has values, notwithstanding smaller receipts.
«■:
° l^e
State College at
Nevada
Cheese
is
firm
in
with
the
feelsympathy
®ltele
also enlUfed and is with been appointed to make the necessary ar- ing that revival in export demand will
“
ross in France,
soon occur. Supplies of eggs grow smaller.
ang(iEcntslfor|the outing.
was

j
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Northport Country

Club.

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL

Mrs. J. G. Paul is visiting relatives in
West Penobscot.

Mrs. Sarah J. Childs of Boston is spending the week in Belfast.

Mark Shibles of Knox is the
guest of
his cousin, Mrs. B. O. Norton.
Miss Sue Shute of Westbrook is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. D. H. Strout.

Miss Velma Grant of West Winterport
is the guest of Miss Eva M. Wight.

Mr. and Mrs. Alec Fuller and
son Bliss
of Union called on friends in
town last

Miss Nellie P. Colley is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon in Albion.

Sunday.

!

Miss Anne M. Kittredge
Cobe Mansion, North port, July
gave a luncheon Thursday
25th, at 11 a. m.

At the

Hillside Farms, Northport, the beautiful summer home of Mr. and Mrs. Ira M.
Cobe, was an ideal setting for one of the
most artistically appointed private resi- j
dence marriages ever held in this section j
of Maine, when Miss Marian Marguerite
Heal became the bride of Dr. Ansel ;
Mayo Lothrop. Several hundred invita- |
tions were issued and as the guests assembled Miss Amy E. Stoddard of Belfast presided at the two-manual pipe organ and played in succession “In the Twi-

those registered recently are:
Miss Florence Haskell, Mr. and Mrs. C.
H. Glaster, Mrs. Beach Geary, Bangor;

by Harper, "Nocturne in F.
Minor” by Chopin, “Berceuse in D. Major” and “At Daybreak” by Spinney.
The immense reception hall, where the
ceremony took' place was decorated with
asparagus ferns and New England daisies
under the direction of Adam Schenber, a

Bangor

florist.

initials of
was

valley

either side

noon

the

the contracting parties.

It
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uujh
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wao ui

ilive

were

on

club with their needlework.

The golf

is in excellent condition
and even on the hottest days the players
say there is a cool breeze there.
The
course

links are very

popular,

large

a

number

playing every morning while another contingent plays in the afternoon, many perferring that to the morning. Instructor
Jennings is very popular with the players
and has a large number of beginners whom
he is breaking in. It bids fair to become
the most popular pastime of the season.
One of
the largest and most delightful parties of the summer season was
given Friday by Mrs. Louis
K. Hirsh of Akron, Ohio, who is spending the season at her bungalow on the
Little River shore.
It was in honor
of the house guests of the hostess, her
sister-in-law, Miss Clara Hirsh of Maserick. Benson of

long table

was

Youngstown,

Ohio.

A

laid in the main dining

room, with 22 covers.
Red, white and
blue was the color scheme and it was carried out in a unique manner. On a raised centerpiece was a ship of the national
colors dying the American and English
On her prow were the words,
flags.

when drawn out had at the end a favor.
These were pipes or flowers, each con-

taining
whistle,
The table
was given.

which

with

a

was

a

salute

further deco-

rated with the national colors and was
one of the prettiest seen at the club in its

history. An elaborate menu was served.
Adjourning to the porch, the guests spent
the afternoon playing “blind euchre” in
which each plays the cards without look! ing at them, holding them so that all the
l other players can see them.
Mrs. William E. Kotman, receiving the greatest
number of

j

points,

won

the first

prize,

a

Peavey,

V. Parker, Miss Carolyn Perrine, Mrs.
Charles Rogers, Mrs. Richard E. Stevens.
The musical last Sunday afternoon was
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Stevens of Boston giving a song and piano re-

delightful,
cital.

Mrs. Stevens

was

never

heard to

better advantage.
Those who had never
heard her before realized that they have
missed much and her friends believe that
never

were

college

Germany has refused to submit
major operation, but sooner or later
will have to go on the table and have her
Meanwhile she is
militarism removed.
on a diet.—Pittsburgh Gazette Times.
So far

to

a

F. L. Ward and Earl Dow

H. C. Pitcher.
Mrs. Carrie H. Littlefield of

Saturday

arrived

for

an

Eastport

extended visit

were

in Bel-

fast last Friday.
L.

C.

Dow

was

a

business visitor in

with relatives.

Bangor last Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. T. Marshall Saunders of
Rockland were guests of Belfast relatives
the past week.

Mrs. Jennie Dockham spent the weekend of July 14fh and loth in Bangor.

Mr.

Miss Bernice Kingsbury of Stillwater
McCausland of was a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
in Belfast last Sunday Dow.

and Mrs.

N.

Old Town were

calling

on

C.

friends.

Henry D. Clough is able to be up town
after having been confined to his home
for four weeks by illness.
Mrs.

A. Savage of Brewer arrived
Tuesday to attend the Lothrop-Heal
wedding at Hillside Farms.

Mrs. J.

A. Gray spent Wednesday in
with her parents, Mr. and

f’rankfort

Mrs. Arthur Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Berk and Mr and

Myra Sawyer, telephone observer
John, N. B., is the guest of her day

at St.

sister,

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Trevett came from
and are at their
summer home.

Lynn, Mass., Wednesday

Mrs. L. F. Ames were in

Miss

Mrs. Leroy W. Strout.
utiuiuv

xiauoiiuc,

L1U1U1C11

in

Mrs. Sallie Durham Hanshue of Boston,
are the guests pf relatives in Belfast.
Miss Julia

Brown returned to her
duties as clerk in the Carle store last

Monday after

E.

a

two weeks’ vacation.

Misses Zulma and Ella Tinker of Minturn are visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. H. McIntosh and Mrs. M. S. Dodge of Sears-

Frank McCormack of

Hartland arrived

Bangor Thurs-

to attend the circus.

Mrs. John Boyd and daughter Ada of
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. S. Killman last Thursday.

Frankfort

Mrs. M. K. Stackpole spent several
days lately in Frankfort, the guest of rhe
aunt, Mrs. Fremont Pendleton.
Mrs. Cleveland Hooper and Mrs. Guy
West of Stockton Springs called on their
uncle, Mr. Hatzel Gott, last Sunday

Dorothy Dockham,
Eldridge

Misses

Dockham and Frances

terport
here.

arc

Gladys
of Win-

guests of relatives and friends

Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Ames of Stockton
Springs, with their aunt, Miss Elvena
and Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Ames as
Miss Nettie M Follett of Brookline, Grant,
their guests, motored to Winterport last
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Tileston WadWednesday and called on Mrs Lena
lin and later will visit relatives in Lib-

Saturday for

a

short visit with Belfast

friends.

Weed.

erty.

J. F. Lindsey and daughter Helen of
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll B. Carter and son
arrived in town July
Roy Carleton of Lowell, Mass., are guests Leominster, Mass.,
15th. The former returned the fo’lowing
of Mr. Carter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. H.

day, leaving

H. Carter.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Hollis

Crommett and

party of Weeks Mills were in Belfast
over Sunday, the guests of Miss Mildred

Miss Helen for a stay of
several weeks with her grandfather, C.
H. Lindsey, and her uncle and aunt, Mr
and Mrs. Walter Brown.

in town last week.
Sturgis Dexter, B. H. S. T7, left Mon- called on friends
H.
Black
of Chelsea, Mass.,
Mrs.
C.
for
where
he
will
day
Beverly, Mass.,
have employment in the drafting room of accompanied by a friend, are occupying a
the United Shoe Co.
cottage on the east shore of Swan Lake.
William Keene

of

Chopin

compositions wnich

deliehtfuL

Mr.

Pittsfield, Mass.,

of

and Mrs. W. E.

Damm,

son

Mc-

formerly of Belfast, was calling on friends Kinley and niece, Hazel Nickerson, went
last Thursday while on an auto trip with to the seashore for an outing the first of
the week.
members of his family.

sang better.

Miss Bernice W. Rogers of Cambridge,
Mass., gave a dinner on Saturday night

a

went to Harvard Dental

PROSPECT.

Ralph L. Pitcher and family arrived
Sunday by auto to visit his mother, Mrs.

The little Misses Harriet and Eleanor
Pier numbers inCross of Bangor have been guests the past
cluded Good-Morning, by Liza Lehman;
week of their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Avrilen Fleurs, Brun; Come to the GarI Loren Cross at Bayside.
den Love, Salter; The Star, Rogers; DayMr. and Mrs. Lewis S. Auspland of
break, Mabel Daniels; Spinning song
N. B., are visiting in BelFredericton,
Matthews.
Mr.
StevMunroe; Spring,
fast and vicinity. Mr. Auspland is subens played her accompaniments and was
ject to draft from Belfast.
highly complimented. Later he played a
she

ucolgll,

where he was graduated and at once
opened dental parlors in the Colonial
Theater block, where he has deservedly
worked up a large and lucrative practice.
The bride graduated from the Mary E.
Pierce school of stenography in Boston
and has since been employed as assistant
secretary for Mr. Cobe. Both have been
prominent members of the Northport
Country club, the bride recently resigning as assistant secretary.

James F. Preston of Lowell,
is the guest of Mrs. Annie White
Hinchman at the White homestead.

pair of silver candlesticks; and Mrs. Carl M. Slater.
SWANVILLE.
1 Lamson, the consolation, a china marmaFred A. Harriman and niece, Miss Flora
lade dish with spoon. The other guests
Henry Trundv of Frankfort is visiting
Meyers, of Waterville were guests Monwere Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Mrs. Grace
his son, Chester Trundv, and family
and Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
day
Baker, Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, Mrs. N. P. DeaMr. Smith of Kingman, Maine, has
McDonald.
vours, Mrs. Ralph L. Flanders, Mrs. G.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Ingersoll of been the guest of his daughter, Mrs. Z.
Frank Harriman, Miss Alice Hutchinson,
I). Hartshorn, and family.
Mrs. Harold Ingraham, Mrs. Austin W. Deering were guests over Sunday of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Rev. A. A. Blair of Livermore Falls
Keating, Miss Anne M. Kittredge, Mrs. IngersolTs parents,
at Z. D. Hartshorn’s and
was a guest
P.
Coombs.
M. F. Peavey, Miss
Miss Melvina

future anniversary of this in honor of Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Deavours,
happy event. The place cards were tiny of Dallas, Texas, house guests of Mrs. M.
wedding bells, hand painted with Colo- F. Peavey, Bay View Farms, Belfast.
nial scenes and tied with tulle and orange The guests were seated at one long table,
blossoms. The silver nut baskets were beautifully appointed, pink roses used in
tied with tulle and bore a spray of orange profusion as decorations. Pink bon-bons
with paper caps were given as favors.
blossoms.
FollowDr. and Mrs. Lothrop left by motor An elaborate menu was served.
for Bangor and from there will go on a ing dinner, dancing was enjoyed in the
The
camping trip to Northern Maine. They club living room until midnight.
plan to return to their home, No. 16 other guests were Judge R. W. Rogers,
Franklin street, by August 12th.
The Mrs. M. F. Peavey, Miss Peavy, R. A.
bride’s travelling gown was of olive Peavy. Mr. and Mrs. George L. Bowman,
green velour with white straw tailored | Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Stevens, Dr.
hat. They have been the recipients of j Raggio.
Handsome flags, the gift of the presimany valuable and beautiful gifts, principally of sterling and cut glass. The en- dent of the club, Charles Bradbury, have
tire furnishings of their home were the been placed in the living room, dining
gift of Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe at room, billiard room and over the entrance
whose home the bride has spent most of to the club. They add much to the atthe time for several years.
tractiveness of the place.
The marriage is the happy outcome of
The men’s bridge tournament opened
a Belfast High school
romance, both grad- Monday' night at 8 o’clock with the foluating in the class of 1910. Later Dr. lowing entries: Ira M. Cobe, Ralph L.

Lothrop

Mrs.

Mass.,

Gilchrest.

Northport Club. At each place was a
port.
replica of the centerpiece, filled with
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hunt and Mr.
nuts, and a ribbon leading to it, which

but bore only the letters “L.” and “H.”
intertwined. It was not used but .will be
boxed for

week.

sillon. Ohio. anri her dflncfhtpr Mrs Fr^H_

group
a

arranged

the porch. A
number of members not entered in the
tournament spent the afternoon at the

cut by the bride.

»»*v

Rev. Arthur A. Blair of Livermore
Falls was in Belfast several days last

Mrs. Frances Donaldson and
daughter
Dora of New York are guests of Miss
Louise Hazeltine.

R.

and owing to the warm weather the

tables

in its

were

on

Leon Goddard of Portland left Friday
after a few days visit with Belfast friends.

Mrs. C. C. Merriam of Chelsea,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bickford of BrighMass.,
Sweetser, Portland; Mr. and
arrived Tuesday to lisit her
nieces, Mrs.
Mrs. W. M. Phillips, New York; Mrs. W. ton, Mass., arrived last Saturday to visit
Fred Rackliff and Mrs. Giles G. Abbott.
H. Emerson, Mrs. H. A. Fogg, Miss May relatives.
Claude B. Roberts and bride, formerly
Mr. W. M. and Mrs. T. A. Wentworth
White, Bangor; Mrs. Phillip Vaughan,
Miss Dorothea Sargent of Malden, Mass.,
Portland; Mrs. J. Bradbury and Mrs. E. of Old Town called on Belfast friends
will arrive today, Thursday, to spend
D. Cole, Brookline.
last Sunday.
their honeymoon in Belfast and vicinity.
There was a large attendance at the
John Snow, Jr. of Rockland arrived
They were married at noon July 25th at
ladies’ bridge tournament Thursday after- last
Saturday to visit his uncle, Elon B. the
bride’s home in Malden.

George

The altar was erected in

bride roses and lilies of the

center, while

Belfast
before the
tournament, entertaining the following
guests: Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Mrs. Ira
M. Cobe, Mrs. Ralph L. Flanders, Mrs.
Louis K. Hirsh and her guests, Mrs.
Frederick Benson and Miss Clara Hirsh,
Mrs. A. W. Keating, Mrs. G. Frank Harriman, Mrs. M. F. Peavey, Miss Evelyn
Peavey and their guest, Mrs. N. P. Deavours, Miss Caroline Perrine and Mrs.
Richard E. Stevens.
of

Among

light,”

front of the French door leading to the
porch.
All its appointments were in
white and were from Dean’s of New York
city. The altar was a large white basket,
and four tall baskets in combination with
sent out to nearly all the contributors. George W. Burgess, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
broad white satin ribbons formed an aisle
Other receipts will go forward as quickly 1. Wilson, Mrs. Isa P. Morse, Mrs. Mary
to the bridal staircase. The altar cushIt has P. Colcord, Miss Minnie A.
as we can get them made out.
Shaw; cut ions were in jvhite satin and the prayer
been something of a task to handle these flowers—La France roses,Mrs. Ira
M.Cobe, book used for the ceremony was bound
4,000 receipts. In some cases they have Hadley roses, Mrs. Rosa Whitten; roses, in white satin with the initials
of the
been returned to us from the post office Miss Lucy
Pendleton; carnations, Mrs. contracting parties in gold on the covers.
on account of officials not knowing the
Robert F. and Miss Margaret A. Dunton, At the first strains of the Bridal
Chorus
Later on a complete list Ben D.
correct address.
Field, Mrs. S. W. Mathews; rose from “Lohengrin” by Wagner the dainty
of all returned receipts will be published peonies, Mrs.
jQseph Tyler; fox gloves, little flower girl, Alice, the daughter of
in both our local papers. In this way we Mrs. Inez E. Crawford. The interment
Mr. and Mrs. Marion E. Brown of Belhope to reach every contributor with a was in the Brackett lot in Grove Cemefast, bearing a basket of daisies and Edproper receipt.
tery.
win Burough Worthen, Jr., of
Lexington,
We wish to thank everyone who has
the four-year-old nephew of the
Mass.,
William
the
veteran
Farrow,
contributed money, thereby making this
sailmaker,
died at his home on Masonic street, Rock- bride with a white satin cushion bearing
campaign a creditable success. We also
land, July 15th, lacking but afewmonths the bridal rings, appeared on the stairs.
wish to thank the public for the patient of having attained his 914c
birthday. He They were followed by the matron of
way in which it has received and put up had been in feeble health for some time,
honor, Mrs. DeWitt C. Brewster of Boswith mistakes made because of our inex- but Sunday there was nothing about his
a
sister of the bride, gowned in a
ton,
condition to foretell that the end was so
perience in such matters.
near.
It was a sudden collapse, and ap- white net dress over pink taffeta and carCash.
Pledgee,
parently a painless death. Mr. Farrow rying a bouquet of Killarney roses. The
771 76
Belfast.$; .316 20
was born in Islesboro Oct.
15, 1826, a son
57 £6
15 50
Belmont.
diitCS UOIieS
auciiuanis, xmo.
3111
of William and Charity iCoombs) Far307 50
Brooks.
of Morrill and Miss Clara B. Keating of
When
row.
he
was a lad of eight the
102
00
Burnham.
150 00
family moved across the bay to Belfast, Belfast, wore w hite net over pink silk.
Frankfort.
where he resided until his father’s death The skirts were fluted
206 00
45 00
Freedom.
ruffled, the waists
48
954
15 00
Islesboro.
in 1870.
His mother died a year later,
with pink girdles. They carried
88 50
Jackson.
and for two or three years the boy went surplus
444 49
50 41
Knox.
to sea as a cook on coasting and fishing arm bouquets of pink sweet peas, preced161 00
Liberty—.
vessels. At 15 he was skipper of a 40- ed by the bride beautifully gowned in white
303 10
Lincolnville.
31 60
ton fishing craft.
At 17 he shipped for a I silk net over white satin cut short
Monroe
231 50
84 50
with a
Southern voyage, receiving $10 a month. !
163 50
10 00
Montville.
net veil caught with'a full head
102 80
The sea did not appeal as strongly to him i long
Morrill.
wreath of orange blossoms. She carried
as it had to his ancestors, and he engaged
Norlhport. 417 60
155 75
Palermo.
with his brother-in-law, A. C. Tibbetts a shower bouquet of bride roses and white
144 54
Prospect.
for three years, at $40, to learn the sail- sweet
peas and was accompanied by her
916 00
oearsp.rrt.
making trade. Later he became a part- j
148 30
19 00
Searsmont.
father, Mr. Amasa S. Heal of Belfast.
ner in the business, which proved to be
Stocuton Springa.
453 82
his life’s vocation. The loft was located They were met at the altar by the groom
ISWanville
156 40
95 00
on Tillson wharf, and out of it went some
395 70
Thorndike.
10 60
and his best man, Dr. Philip E. Tukey of
3 50
of the finest suits of sails ever broken out
Troy. 191 85
Portland, a classmate at Harvard Dental
Unity. 289 00
on a coasting vessel.
The only interrup41 75
Waldo.
11 00
tion to his long service at sail-making, School, and by the officiating clergyman,
34 CO
Winterport. 563 10
was in 1851-2, when he was beset by the Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, pastor of the
O, E. FROST. Chairman.
California fever.
He sold out his inter- First Parish (Unitarian) church of
Belfast.
est in the sail-making business and with
During the ceremony for which a modiTHE CHURCHES.
eight others started for California. They
reached New York only to find that the fied version of the Episcopal service was
passage tickets were sold six months used Miss Stoddard played “Nocturne in
Services at St. Margaret’s chapel next ahead.
Mr. Farrow returned, and re-en- G. Major’’
by Chopin. The bride was
Sunday will be as follows: Holy Com- gaged in the sail-making trade, from given away by her father. For
the rewhich
he
retired
some
Mr.
years ago.
munion at 8a. m.; morning prayer, Litany
Farrow served two years in the City cessional Mendelssohn’s Wedding March
at
10.45
a.
sermon
and
m.; evening prayer Government, but “never had any poli- was rendered on the organ.
at 4 p. m. Public cordially invited to at- tics,” as he often expressed it. He votA formal reception immediately followed for John C. Fremont for President,
tend these services.
ed the ceremony when the bridal
couple
and since that time confessed himself a
Regular services will be held at the “mugwump,” which he construed as were assisted by their parents, Mr. and
next
as
follows:
that
he
meaning
Sunday
always voted for the Mrs. Amasa S. Heal and Mr. and Mrs.
Baptist church
morning service with sermon by Dr. I. B. best candidates, regardless of party tick- Thomas W. Lothrop of Belfast
Mrs.
et.
He was greatly interested in his MaMower of Waterville at 10.45 a. m. Sunsonic street home, which was one of the Heal wore gray taffeta and Mrs. Lothrop
day school at noon. Evening service at oldest in that section, and in his little or- white silk marquisette with filet lace
7.30 p. m.
Prayer meeting this, Thurs- chard. He was one of the staunchest trimmings.
advocates of Masonry, and at the time of
The bride’s gifts to her matron of honor
day, evening.
his death was the oldest past master of
At the People’s Methodist church next Rockland Lodge.
He belonged to several and attendants were gold hat pins, to the
Sunday morning at 10.30 the pastor, Rev. other branches of Masonry, and was the flower girl silver slipper buckles, to the
Charles W. Martin will speak on “Hin- oldest Commandery Mason in the State. ring bearer, a silver pen knife. The
Mr. Farrow is survived by his aged wife,
The Sunday school
groom’s gift to his best man was a pin
dered Builders.”
formerly Marcia O. Spear, by one daughmeets at 12 o'clock. The evening service ter, Mrs. William H. Kittredge; and by seal cigarette case bearing his initials.
At the bridal breakfast covers were
will be held at 7.30, preaching by the two sisters, Miss Sophronia Farrow and
Mrs. Helen Pendleton, both of Rockland.
laid for sixteen including the
pastor, subject, “Without God in the At the funeral
attendants,
Tuesday afternoon Rock- immediate families of the
The prayer meeting this, land
World.”
contracting
Lodge conducted its ritual services,
Thursday, evening^ at 7.30 o’clock, sub- and Rev. Pliny A. Alien officiated.— parties and a few friends. The table decorations were dainty and beautiful of
ject: ‘'Obeying the Vision.” The public Courier-Gazette.
Colonial design in pink and white. They
is cordially invited to all our services.
Henry Albert Lloyd of New York died
were also from Dean’s.
The bride’s cake
Parsonage No. 7 Court street. Telephone at Crosby Place in Belfast at 7 p. m.
July was heart
and decorated with
shape
213-11.
24 th. He had been ill for some time with
it bore a bisque bride of
First Congregational church, minister arteria sclerosis in complication with orange blossoms,
Colonial times emerging from a mass of
Rev. Walter T. Hawthorne, 26 High street. other diseases.
He arrived in Belfast

<
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and James of Bangor are guests of Mrs.
Etta K. Weymouth.
Mrs. Pickard was

formerly Miss Bessie Knowlton of Belfast.
Misses Mary Sullivan, Niua Andrews
and Althea Grover of East Haven, Conn.,

spent Sunday with Belfast relatives and
left Monday for a visit at Harborside,
Castine.
Dr. and Mrs. George H. Southwick of
Boston were guests over Sunday of Mr.
Thomas B.
and Mrs.
Dinsmore. Dr.
Southwick is one of Boston’s most noted

Miss Charlotte B.

Wadsworth who is

visiting her aunt, Mr. Thomas E. Shea in
New York, writes Belfast friends that her
grandfather, Mr. George W. Burkett, has
taken apartments in Boston and that she
will make her home with him and attend
the Boston schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Hazeltine and
children, Ben and Eleanor, of Springfield,
Mass., arrived Saturday morning for a
short visit with

son

of

for the summer.

T.

Last Saturday night Mr. and Mrs. G
Nickerson and daughters Gertrude,

Avis and Edna, motored

to Bangor and
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Cunningham.
Mrs. Chester Trundy and daughters,
Gladys, Margaret and Edna, left Saturday for Glenburn, where they will be the
guests of Mrs. Trundy’s parents. Mr. and

Mrs. John Howard.
Miss Bernice llamm, who returned
home from Old Town last week, accompanied by her aunt, Ur. Laura Preble, is
getting along nicely and we hope to see
her about

soon.

Ur. Preble returned to

Old Town the following day.
The following is a list of the young
of this town recently drafted: Clar-

men

Curtis, Clarence Nickerson, Leon
Murphv, Elmer Moore, Ray R ibertson,
Wm. Towers, Frank Ordway, Walter
Murphy, Samuel Harvey, Edward Annis,
Jr., Carroll Knowlton.
ence

surgeons.

Court street.

Mrs. Albert Porter and infant

Medford, Mass., are guests of her mother, Mrs. T. D. Nickerson, and will remain

Mrs.

B. P.

Hazeltine,

East

SfcARSMOKT.

Earl Marriner has bought the Hiram
Farrow farm in Belmont.
Mrs. Howard Elms of Lincolnville callon old friends and
neighbors in this
section July loth.
ed

They are spending some
Mr. John Lane of
Whitman, Mass., is
time at the Hazeltine cottage, Porcupine
Mr.
Flanders,
Rosenfeld, Robert Steward
in town, the guest of his
relatives, Mr
Pitcher’s
Pond.
Lodge,
of Northport summer colony, Jas. H.
and Mrs. David B. Young.
Miss Marcia Alexander of Eastport arHowes, Ralph H. Howes, William H.
Mr. and Mrs. Arad Mahoney were SunHall, Morris L. Siugg, Clyde B. Holmes, rived recently from Savannah, Ga.,
day
guests of Miss Sibelle Cummings on
William M. Randall of Belfast. Others where she spent the winter with her
an auto ride to Belfast and
vicinity.
Jeff.
L.
will
of
enter
brother,
next
week
formerly
and
will
be
Alexander,
;
given
Miss Sibelle Cummings and
the average score made last night to start Belfast. She also visited en route her
nephew
with. The prizes for the highest scores brother Will in Augusta who is in com- Robert B. MacKenna, Jr., of New York
are at their old home for the seasonare, first, pair of sterling military brushes; mand of Co. I., of the Second Maine In- city
second, walking stick.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
fantry.
Cables, their
The special Dutch dinner next Friday
Miss Isabel Thompson of Kingman, a son, Stephen Jr., Mrs. Georgia Perry and
night will call out a large number of club
members and guests.
Many reservations classmate of Miss Marion Knowlton at daughter, Mrs. Agnes Radley and son
have already been made.
Rent’s Hill, is the guest of the Misses Roy, Mr. Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Marion and Martha Knowlton on North- Libby and daughter Julia, all of RockGermany Isays that the last ship will
avenue.
Miss Thompson was gradu- land, motored to town July 15th and
port
be sunk in forty-five months, but that’s
called on their relatives, Mr. and
Mrs.
all right; the Shipping Board will be ated last month from the New England H. M.
Donnell, where a picnic dinner
ready to begin building a new one by Conservatory of Music and will return was served
and ft grand good time enthat time.
joyed.
i this fall for a post-graduate course.
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Republican Journal.

Not long ago the senator went to 'Indiana to make a political speech. Senator Watson called the chairman of the

JULY 26, 1917.

Pub. Co

A. I. BROWN, Editor.
ADVERTISING

TERMS.

Died, July 13th, at the old Carter homeMontville, peacefully and calmO. Carter, aged 74 years, the
Leonard
ly,

For one square, one
;
25 cents for one week

inch length in column.
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
SuBSCRiPriON Terms In advance. $2 00. a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

twelfth of a family of fifteen to pass on
to the Great Beyond. The survivors
of this large and well-known family are
Lieut. C. P. Carter of Montville, Mrs.
Mary L. Carter and Mrs. D. N. Swett of
Fairfield. Mr. Carter was twice married, his first wife being Viola French of
Montville, who died in 1891. Two children were born ot the second marriage
with Josephine Steward in 1903, Viola
Josephine, wifft of Maurice Brann of
Jefferson, and Mary Ann, wife of Charles
Littlefield, who, with her husband and
three children, made her home at the old
place and brightened the declining years
of a loving father by her unceasing care
and the joy of his grandchildren.
Mr.
Carter had not been actively engaged in
farming for some years owing to failing
health, but was keenly interested in matters of local and general interest and was
a great student and reader.
His father
was
Jonathan Carter and his mother
Mary Ann (Leonard) Carter. The funeral services were held Sunday afternoon
and were conducted by William Thompson of Freedom.
Prayer and scripture
readings, with feeling remarks, were
made by Rev. Nathan Hunt of Morrill.
The funeral was largely attended by
neighbors and friends, besides the many
relatives. Those attending from a dis-

hat.”
—

DWARFS.
When Mr. Roosevelt wanted to raise
few divisions to aid in

whipping

a

Ger-

many, he was promptly squelched by the
administration. He was too patriotic,
too

energetic,

and was likely to become
The same

too popular with the people.
feeling has been manifested
Goethals.

Dwarfs

are

at

a

as

to Gen.

disadvantage

when standing beside giants.
It is then
realized how little they really are.
TWO SPOT CENSORSHIP.
We would like to know how many of
soldiers are in France. Must we

our

till the information comes to us
1
from Germany, or will it be “elaborated
and given to us ap a Christmas present?

wait

THE I.

The Industrial Workers of
is

This two spot censorship will raise the
deuce with our Democratic strategists
after a few more exhibitions of foolish-

W. W.
the World

ness.

dangerous organization and the time

a

has arrived when its lawless members

VALUABLE

must be taught a salutary lesson.
They
are industrial only in name ajid are en-

HOG

LORE.

out of step with the labor unions
the country. The members of the
various labor unions are mostly men who
of

have homes, pay taxes, are worthy citizens of the United States, respect our

Frank of Fairfield.

Carter,

Farmers should send to the Agricultural
Department at Washington for its pamph-

call the wild west they are very numerous, and prompted by their supposed

the raising of hogs and to Armour
& Co. of Chicago, 111., for the above book-

grievances and bribed by German gold
they have become unbearably troublesome.
They threaten to burn crops after
the harvest, to blow up mines and powder
storage buildings, and to burn mills. They
drive spikes into logs that saws may be
ruined, and hammer copper nails into
trunks of fruit trees, which in a year or
two will destroy the orchard. They boldly
threaten to destroy until capital surrenders and gives them control of produc-

let.

lets

we

Meat

Full and interesting details of the or-

| ganization of the German formations
j known as “Stosstruppen, or shock units,

I

treacherous.

In God’s

an old woman dressed in the
and Stripes. Then followed the
fiasco of sending a large army with Gen.
Pershing with orders to “take Villa dead

or

alive,”

United States as

an

overgrown, swagger-

ing coward. We have not indulged in any
vigorous executive exercises for more
than four years and our belligerent musclet
are acknowledged to be, at present, somewhat flabby. But sometime we shall have
an administration which will make Mexico listen to what we shall say to her. We
shall not then spoil the child by sparlnt
rod.

Lift Your Corns
Off With

and after some ten months of

“watchful waiting” the army was ordered
to march back to the United States, and
when our forces crossed the border Villa
was so close behind them that the real
guard could hear him chuckle. It is not
surprising that the Mexicans regard the

the

Country.

Where the people live content,
With the joys of humbler birth,
Where the plowman and his sons
Are the kings of fertile earth,
Where the sympathetic hand
Is the clasp of brotherhood,
Where a man’s a man for that,
And the heart is understood—
There my heart is free
As a heart can be
And my soul is in time with Thee.

but

Stars

Fingers

Tells How To Loosen a Tender Corn or
Callous so it Lifts Cut Without Pain.
You reckless men snd women who are pestered with corns and who have at leaat once a
week invited an awful death from lockjaw or
blood poison are now told by a Cincinnati authority to use a drug called freezone. which
the moment

a

few

drops

are

applied

to any

callous the soreness is relieved and
the entire corn or callous, root and all,
lifts off with the fingers.
Freezone dries the moment it is applied,
and simply shrivels the corn or callous without
inflaming or iriitating the surrounding tissue
A small bottle of freezone will coat
or «kin,
very little at any of the drug stores, but will
positively rid one's feet of every hard or soft
corn or hardened callous.
If your druggist
hasn't any freezone he can get it at any wholesale drag house for you.
corn

soon

Clyde

Steward,

Rowell

and

was

or

1

car

\

Why?

L.

The

They know the mileage

in
these tires of live rubber
tough fabric and doublv
durable tread.

Bert

Jimmie

in the Mont-

F
Governor

A.

C.

Principal Speaker
MUSIC

WILL

Shallenberger
on

First Day.

HARMONIZE.

Whol* Chautauqua Will Sound Patriotic Note—Half the Single Admissions For First Day to Go to Red
Cross or Other Patriotio Organization.

Statement of the Condition of the

Belfast Loan and

Washington,

D.

C., July

16.

An-

nouncement is made by Senator Fernald
of Maine of the nomination of Omer A.
Kneeland of Princeton, Maine, for appointment as a midshipman at the Naval
Academy at Annapolis, and of Mortimer
H.

Wakefield of

Augusta, Maine, and
William H. Bigelow of Portland, Maine,
for cadetships at the Military school at
West Point.
Alternates to Kneeland are Earl Keen
Ricker of Portland, Maine, Gordon Albert Cushman of Old

C. Shallenberger of Nebraska, a member of the Military Affairs committee hi
Congress, to speak on “The True Patriotism," and one-half the single admissions for this first day will he given
to the Ited Cross.
In communities
where there is no Ited Cross organization this money will be given to any
other patriotic society that may be
chosen by the local Chautauqua committee or to the state branch of the
Red Cross.
Loring J. Whiteside, general manager of the Community Chautauquas,
who has planned the program for Chautauqua week, speaks of the plans and
of the Chautauqua itself as follows:
“It was ten years or more ago that

of Freeport,
W. Lightbody of

Bath,

as a

ternate and the Senator felt he

first alwas

en-

titled to first place this time.
Raymond W. Lightbody of Waterville
is a graduate of Colby and already in the
service of the United States, being stationed at Fort Slocum, N. Y. Omer A.

Kneeland, who has
Naval Academy, is
Me.

first
now

his first

alternate,

is with Sec-

KNOX.
A. C. 3H ALLEN BERGER.

Mrs.

Jennie McGrey

is helping Mrs.

Adeline Wescott.
Mr. Frank Gilchrest and wife and Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Dolliil were in Augusta

Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Haile have gone
to Thorndike to work for Pearl Hamlin

through haying.
The Grange hall at Knox Station is
being painted inside. Mr. Miller of
Brooks is doing the work.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe

Bryant, Mr. and Mrs.
John Ingraham and daughter, were in
Camden Sunday. Miss May Quinn returned home with them for

a

visit.

SHOE CONTRACTS.
Contracts for 2,175,000 pairs of army
shoes at an average price of $4.73 a
pair have been awarded by the quartermasters division of

the|war department.

en-

ra

STATE OF MAIN
COUNTY OF W ALDO, SS.

gagements for

Taken this thirteenth day of
execution dated May 10, 1'.
rendered by the S,.
Court for the County of Vv>.,
thereof begun and held on th
$103,760 22
of April, A. D. 1917, to wit, or
RESOURCES.
May, A. D. 1917, in favor of a
Loans on mortgage of real estate...$103,606 76
Searsport, in the County of V>
Loans on shares.
43 47
of Maine, against Edward L. S
CsBh.
109 99
Savery, both of Searsport, ;>
Waldo and State of Maine, f
lars and twenty-eiirht cents,
$103,760 22
and fourteen Hollars andthir;
Number of shareholders. 195
of suit, and will be sold at
Number of borrowers.. 114
the office of Dunton & Mors,
Number of shares outstanding. 1,139
said County of Waldo, to th*
Number of shares pledged for loans.
585
on the thirteenth day of Auu
Number of loans.. 126
at ten o’clock in the foren
FRANK L. PALMER,
described real estate and at
and interest which the said 1
Bank Commissioner.
-I
has and had in and to the s
teenth day of July, A. D. 191?
in the forenoon, the time whe
i seized on said execution, to w
Ro8coe E. Dun ton of Burnham,
or parcel of land, with the i
County of Waldo, State of Maine, by bis \
Christina F. Bean of Winter- ! situated in said Searsport, on
mortgage deed, dated September 26, 1913, and
port, in the County of Waldo and State of Mt. Ephraio. street, bound.
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 1 of Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated the I as follows: Bounded westerly
1
318, Page 419, conveyed to Walter G. Norris 1 seventeenth day of April, 1909, and recorded southerly by land of Howard \
and Rufus G. Norris of said Burnham, a certain in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
285, Page erly by land of heirs of Char,
lot of land with the buildings thereon, bound473, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a farm, and lard of Frank Whitcomb:
ed as follows, to wit: On the west by road situated in said
Winterport, consisting of three land of William Wentworti
leading from Eelweir Bridge to Unity; on the parcels of land, the first parcel containing fifty acre, more or less.
south by land now owned by me; on the east acres and
FRANK A. CUSH \
being the homestead of the late
by land now owned by Walter G. Norris and Joseph Coffin, reference being made to deed
Rufus G. Norris; on the north by land of from Isaac Conant to Albert
Conant, dated
Alonso Emery. Being the same premises con
August 19, 1867, and recorded in Waldo Regisveyed to W. G. and R. G. Norris by warranted try of Deeds, Book 139, Page 321, for a more
Thomas Harr
deed, dated November 4, 1902, Book 272, Psge particular description; the second parcel
being
the County of Waldo and
176, by James O. Emery.
described in deed from Abraham Conant to
his mortgage deed, dated
Which mortgage and the note debt and claim Isaac Conant, dated March
24, 1837, and re- by
thereby secured by John G. Chapman in his corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 24, May, A. D. 1915, and recorded
try of Deeds, Book 319, Page
capacity as administrator for the estate of Page 496, as follows:—
said Rufus Li. Norris was assigned to the un“A part of lot of land No. 37 in the first me, the undersigned, a certai
dersigned, Walter G. Norris, by deed of as- division of lots in the same Frankfort, bound- estate, situate in said Frankfor;
signment, dated April 17, 1915, and recorded in ed and described as follows, to wit: Beginning described as follows, to wit:
Waldo Register of Deeds, Book 321, Page 1.
Beginning at the southerly
at the southwest corner of a lot granted to
thence sout
Whereas the condition of said mortgage has Daniel
Livermore, now occupied by William Stream, so-called;
Charles True to land formerly
been and now is broken. Now, therefore, by Dore, at a
tree
marked; thence north 88
spruce
las
thence
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
West;
westerly by an.
degrees west forty rods; thence north 2 deof said West to land formI, the undersigned, Walter G. Morris, claim a grees east two hundred iods to a
birch ly
yellow
foreclosure of said mortg ag?.
tree marked; thence south ^8 degrees east Moses Benson and a Mr. Bray
Dated this 17th day of July, 1917.
ly by said land of said Bray t
forty rods to a birch tree marked; thence south of
Allen Hustis and land f>
WALTER G. NORRIS.
2 degrees west by the Livermore lot two hunBy his Attorneys,
dred rods to the place of beginning, containing widow Lane to said Marsh S',
said Marsh stream
3w29
MANSON & COOLIDGE.
fifty acres, more or less. Reserving an ease- easterly by
beginning, containing sixty-eigi
ment to the public of all roads now legally
laid out thereon. Being the same premises or less, and being the same prto Thomas Ham by Charles V\
conveyed to me by Thorndike, Sears and Presdeed, dated April 29, 1912 >*
oott, by deed of even date herewith."
The third parcel being described in deed Waldo Registry of Deeds, Boi
and whereas the condition of
from Albert L. Kelly to Jacob Conant, dated
November 3, 1845, and recorded in Wa.'do Reg- has teen broken:
A one ton international truck, all in good runNow, therefore, by reason
istry of Deeds, Book 63, Page 346, as follows:
a
ning order and ready for business. I have used
“An undivided half of that part of lot No. the condition thereof. I claim
the truck two years in mj ice business, and it
said
mortgage.
196,1st Div. in said town wh’ch lies south of
of
took the place of 4 horses, but I have made ti e
Dated this thirteenth day
westerly fifty acres of lot No. 27, bounded:
some change in my business and have no furthLEWIS
3w29
Beginning at the S. W. C. of No. 27; thence on
er use for the truck, therefore I will sell at a
the
i
southerly line of No. 27 to Wm. Dow’s
sacrifice or exchange for a passenger car or
corner; therce by part said Nc. 1% granted to
young stock of any kind. This is worth inves- Wm. Dow to No.
197; thence by No. 197 westtigating if you have any use for a truck.
erly to Joshua Cole’s corner; thence by said
Harry MacFarla
T. S. THOMPSON,
Apply to
I Cole’s land to first bounds and lot No. 197.
in the County of Wald'
2w29
Belfast, Maine.
Containing eighty-two acres, more or less, and Maine, by his mortgage dee.
part of lot 196. five acres, more or less. Re- 1912, and recorded in Waldo Re,
serving for public use any way laid over either Book 295, Page 239, conveyed
of said parcels.”
a certain lot or parcel of land «
And whereas the condition of 6aid mortgage ings thereon,
being the follow
has been broken:
The following described real est
tine
New, therefore, by reason of the breach of Burnham, in the County or W
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of State, to wit: the north half of
said mortgage.
of check lot number 81 in G-J
Dated this sixteenth day of July, 1917,
Stewart’s plan of great lot G 1
3w29
ALBERT CONANT.
the road that runs across the ea-

$

on

judgment

1917

Wm. M.

Thayer

■

Notice of foreclosure.

I

j

WHEREAS,

WHEREAS,

tion 106 of the United States Army Ambulance Corps at Allentown, Pa.

The field strawberries are quite plentiful this year,

126 Waldo AVer;
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LIABILITIES.
Accumulated capital.$ 74,200 84
2.932 57
Guaranty fund.
Matured shares.
13,235 97
Bills payable...
11,200 00
Due on loans.
507 69
Profits.
1.683 15

WHEREAS,

Bigelow, who is named as
West Point, was named last

principal for
spring by Senator Fernald

RALPH H. HOWES. President.
C. W. WESCOTT, Sec'y and Treas.
Directors—A. I. Brown, C. W. W’escott, R.
H. Howes, J. R, Dunton. Ben D. Field, Selwyn Thompson, W. J. Dorman, R. D, Southworth, V. A, Simmons,
Organized January 21, 1891. \
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William H.
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Manager

Maine, and Raymond
Waterville, Maine. To

Bigelow they are: Merrill A. Moore o
Hartland, Maine, and Norman E. Trafton
of

THE

I am prepared to do all kiai
Furniture and piano moving
* act
Have just added to my equips
Acme auto true kmade by tr
Leave orders at the st
cern.
Main and Cross streets, and
ceive prompt attention.
Telephone 'connection.
W. W FiaZf

Business

Orchard, Maine,

and Philip R. Coffin of Portland, Maine.
Those to Wakefield are: Louis E. Curtis,

Jr.,

TRUCKING

Building Associa-

tion, Belfast.

The Chautauqua has planned for a
special Patriotic Day with Governor A.

_

us intensely and fear us not at all.
The farce of sending our fleet to a Mexican port to compel a salute to the
flag,
and the ignominious finale gave the Mexicans an idea that Uncle Sam was not a

Mary

11

are not

builders.
Experienced motorists demand them in far greater
volume than any other
non-equipment tire.

A PATRIOTIC PROGRAM

German Shock Units.
i

hate

offered to

ville Center cemetery.

can

indicate that the German army at the
front is now divided into superior and inTheir activities in several States I
ferior grades of soldiers. The shock units,
have seriously alarmed the people and in J specially formed for difficult operations
which the ordinary regiments evidently
many cities ail members of the I. W. W.
i
have been ordered to depart at once. In are regarded as unqualified to undertake,
are formed from among the young, vigorBisnee, Montana, about 1200 of them ous men of the regular battalions.
They
were loaded into cattle cars and railroadare nearly all unmarried men, or, if mared out of town, and when the train ar- ried, are childless, and this regulation has
been drafted for the reason that whenrived at Columbus, New Mexico, it was
ever they are sent into action they enmet by citizens in force, who refused to
counter the overwhelming chance of
allow them to leave the cars.
losing their lives. They, in fact, resemThe government at Washington has ble the “forlorn hopes” of old-time wars,
that they are not volunteers.
been compelled to take control and the except
German prisoners assert that soldiers
Germans are first to be separated from who are insubordinate or who do not take
the rest of these disturbers of public kindly to the discipline of the army are
safety, and interned. The others will sent into the ranks of these special units
destined to sacrifice themselves in attacks
have to go to work and will be put under
: on specially important positions or in atif
guard
necessary. Deportation by citi- : tempts, which hitherto have generally
zens even if done without loss of life is
proved vain, to recapture positions such
not the proper way to deal with these as the Chemin Des Dames from the
French.
people. They have for too long been danUntil now each German army has had
gerous, of evil intent, and hostile to law. attached to it one or two battalions of
The proper place for their leaders is in these shock units. Henceforth, according to the newest regulations, each Gerprison, and if their followers will not man
army corps is to organize a shock
behave themselves they should be ship- unit of its own. Orders have been issued
S?ea to the country from which they came. by the German high command that in
The present disturbance has been tak- certain cases each infantry brigade is to
have a shock unit consisting of a coming form for several weeks and the Presi- pany, and the companies may be
united,
dent should not have allowed the situa- should circumstances call for it, into a
tion to become chronic.
Our enemies battalion to be at the service of the army
here at home have been treated tenderly corps commander.
These shock units are never used for
when they deserved a pounding by a mail- the
holding of a sector of the line. They
ed fist.
go into action only when a difficult operation is to be executed.
Often part of the men of such a battalMEXICO NOT WITH US.
ion are distributed in small units among
the
ordinary battalions engaged. They
The administration at Washington has
are specially instructed beforehand as to
information that news of the sailing of
the most important points aimed at in the
our troops was sent to Germany from
attack and they act as guides to their
Mexico. The Carranza element says that less specialized comrades.
As soon as the heavy fighting is over
the news was sent by those opposed to
the men of the shock unit still remaining
them, and the faction thus accused says alive withdraw to the rear and rejoin the
that the Carranzaists did it. It is not rest of the battalion in readiness to be
worth while to pay any heed to what hurried off to any other part of the line
either party says, because all Mexicans where hot work is in progress.

man

Steward,

Palmer. The interment

able.

The Mexicans care nothing about investigations by the United States.
They

The sister,

unable to be present.

The bearers were Arthur

and. next to experience, advice is valua-

Of course the administration is “investigating,” but it will
d0
no good,
nothing forceful will be done.

.Diamonds

on

tion.

are

Jires

floral offerings were especially beautiful,
a conspicuous feature being a pillow of
calla lilies from the loving daughters.

he supplied much quicker
from the pig pen than from the tie-up.
The problem is to raise pork at a profit,

I

was

Tread

_

Carter and son, Charles P. Carter of Belfast, Mrs. D. N. Swett, Dr. and Mrs. F.
A. Knowlton, daughter Edith and son

mour’s Bureau of Agricultural Research
laws, have ambition to add something to and Education. It is not intended to suptheir respective cities or towns, and to plant the excellent treatment on swine
educate their children in the hope that breeding put out by the government and
by other learned authorities; on the conthey may become even better citizens
trary, it is designed to make those works
then their fathers have been. The mem- more valuable to the man who desires to
bers of the Industrial Workers of the raise hogs for the market.
It describes the various classes and
World are mainly of alien birth who
grades which are standard at th» various
have been here but a few years and are
big markets, and explains the type which
i mbued with a preverted idea of free- the packers are most anxious to get, and
dom, and that in a free country they for which they will pay the highest prices.
The various cuts and the dressing percentought to be allowed to destroy property
ages from the ditferent grades are describand to punish those who thwart their
ed and their bearing on the market values
fled
them
to
this
counof
wishes.
Many
shown. The booklet is in no sense aimed
try to escape punishment for crimes com- to induce the farmers to turn toward cermitted at home, others are anarchists tain breeds of swine, the intent being
merely to acquaint the hog raisers with
and unfortunately', in some States at the needs
of the pork packer.
least, a quarter of their number are GerThe losses borne by farmers as the reFew of them have any education sult of disease among the droves is dwelt
mans.
and advice is given on how to minand not more than one per cent of them upon,
! imize this loss.
A chapter is devoted to
have any trade, and can only earn small the matter of
government inspection and
on
farms
or
and
in
factories
mines,
another to the interesting by-products
wages
phase of the industry.
in lumbering.
fortunately we have tew ot them in
Maine but in the Pacific States and what

Squeegee

tance were Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Brann
of Jefferson, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M.

A treatise on hog raising from the viewpoint of the packer has been compiled
and is being sent out to the swine raisers
of the country by Armour & Co. The
booklet is the work of E. R. Gentry, general hog buyer for Armour & Co., assisted
by Dr. R. J. H. DeLoach, director of Ar-

tirely

ramond

stead in

city committee by phone and asked that
he should meet Mr. Fernald at the train
“But
and give him a good reception.
how will I know him,” asked the chairman.
“Oh, you’ll know him all right,”
was the
reply. “He’s a good looking
feller with a big belly and an old straw

THURSDAY BY

Republican Journal

LEONARD O. CARTER.

Theodore Roosevelt, then president
made the assertion that the Chautauqua was “The Most American Thing
In America,” and the phrase Is one
that has often been quoted since. It
has a broader meaning today than It
had at that time. The Chautauqua Is
an Institution In which the people have
the opportunity of carefully considering great national and International
Issues and of hearing these Issues discussed intelligently by men of note.
No other country on the face of the
earth offers such an opportunity to its
citizens of getting at the facts on big
questions of moment. The Chautauqua Is a great national stabilizer, because when the people have the opportunity of thinking for themselves we
have more intelligent and united action and less frenzy.”
A Good

[Frcm

the

Fit.

Baltimore American.!

Government reports show that mor<
than 500,000,000 pounds of leather wen
brought into this country during the nin<
months ended March 31st. That mean!

The awards include 950,000 pairs of
marching shoes. Agreements with 29
manufactures call for the completion of
all deliveries before the end of the war.
Prices were 12 cents a pair lower than live pounds for every man, woman ant
those of the first contracts awarded May
child in the nation—and yet a leathei
29 for 2,600,000 pairs. At that time also shortage is given as an excuse for
high
850,000 pairs were ordered for the navy, prices. What an easy old shoe is Amermaking 5,525,000 pairs contracted for to ica.
date by the government.
The defense council’s committee on
Women in Gun Factories.
shoe and leather industries recently formed an agreement with tanners to furnish
British women have successfully underthe government with all leather necessary taken the most difficult machining operafor army purposes at a fixed rate.
tions of big guns, such, for instance, as
“Had these arrangements not been drilling vent holes in the breech mechanmade” said an official announcement to- ism of sixty pound howitzers.
day, “the manufacturers would have
been compelled to go into the open markThis new .espionage law is so drastic
et and bid against each other, and the that President Wilson has the power to
leather market, already higher would un- forbid the export of all American products except heiresses.
doubtedly have advanced again.”
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WHEREAS

FOR SALE

old residence and lots
That
at 4 Court street, Belfast, Maine,
owned and occupied by the late
Charles A. Pilsbury, containing
ten rooms. Choice location and
good drainage.
Apply at the

premises.

FOUND
Picked up in Belfast Bay, June 10th, 4 spruce
jogs. The owner can have the same by proving property and paying charges.
JAMES DUNTON,
«8v 28p
Foot of Race Street.

WANTED
A million feet of 2 in., Ig in. end lg in. pine
delivered at onr mill at Fairfield, Maine.
M. F. D’ARCY A SONS COMPANY.
ZZ
61 No. Waahington Street, Boeton, Maaa
lfitf

For Rent
One-halt of the residence at
No. 33 Church Street, with
modern conveniences. Apply at
the above number or tel. 121-13.

TO LET
A suite of three furnished rooms with
of bath on same floor; rooms connect
These rooms
and have a private entrance.
can be let separately and meals furnished, if
desired. Call at the
WAYSIDE TEA HOUSE,
Corner Miller and High Streets.

use

TeL 166-4

27

lots, containing fifty acres. mAlso a certain parcel of land

Burnham, bounded as follows
south by land now or lately owt
Dodge, on the west by the

Mountain road, so called, lea'
Burnham to Pittsfield, on the
owned by James Davis, and
land formerly owned by Peter I
one
hundred and thirty acres.
ing
Which mortgage and the note
thereby secured, the said Richai
me, the undersigned, by deed
and dated July 12, 1917, and recur
Registry of Deeds, Book 297, Pan*
Whereas the condition of saui <
been and now is broken. Now
reason of the breach of the cond
now

>

I, the undersigned, Walter G. N
Burnham, claim a foreclosure
gage.

Dated this 17th day of July, l^1
WALTER G V
By his Attorneys;
3w29
M ANSON & t'OOl
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pierce Community Players to
j THE CHIEF CHARM
Present “The House of Happiness”
OF LOVELY WOHAH

SUFFRAGISTS PARDONED.

WASHINGTON, July 19. Sixteen women
sent "to the workhouse for their part in

the tumultuous suffrage demonstration
Saturday at the White House accepted
pardons from President Wilson today and
were released after serving two days of
their 60-day terms.
Leave without Regret.
The prisoners left the workhouse apparently without regert, despite their previous
declarations that they desired to serve
out their time without clemency. These

Soft, Clear, Smooth Skin Comet With
The Ute Of “FRUIT-A-TIVES”.

assertions had led to an announcement
by the department of justice pointing out
that a pardon need not be accepted unless
the prisoners desire it.
When the time
for departure came, however, the women’s
only protest was against the trials they
underwent during their detention.
Dinner Given Women.
At headquarters of the women’s party,
the 16 were received as martyrs and at a
dinner given there in their honor plans
were made for continuing the White
House picketing of which Saturday’s
demonstration was a part. A defiant
statement issued at the headquarters said
that the campaign to impress President
Wilson and the country by parading before the White House gates would go on
“with the utmost vigor.”
The President acted after the husbands
of several of the prisoners had interceded
in their favor and after he had been told
that some of them had small children at
home needing their care.
The Boston Transcript has this to say
about picketing which undoubtedly will
continue despite the protest of the hands
of suffragists who are not militant but
sensible.
“The militant suffragists cannot complain at the sixty-day sentences
given to the leaders of the White House
picketing, since they firmly believe that
the sufferings undergone by their champions will advance the cause they have
at heart; and everybody else will be quite
satisfied. So there seems to be no occasion to find fault with the sentences.
The militant suffragists, however, seem
to have neglected the very best possible
means of advancing their cause.
That
was the means adopted by the English
suffragists, namely, the putting aside of
their agitation altogether and the application of all their energies to the vigorous prosecution of the war.
On the basis
of their patriotism, the women of England have gained their cause. The exhibition of a similar spirit on the part of
the suffrage organizations of this country
would have recommended their cause
very much more highly than the offensive White House picketing, which irritates the whole country.”

NORAH WATSON

86 Drayton Ave., Toronto.
Nov. 10th, 1915.
A beautiful complexion is a handsome
woman’s chief glory and the envy of her
less fortunate rivals. Yet a soft, clear
skin—glowing with health is only the
natural result ofpure Blood.
“
I was troubled for a considerable
time with a very unpleasant, disfiguring
diash, which covered my face and for
which 1 used applications and r emedies
without relief. After using “Fruit-atives for one week, the rash is completely gone. I am deeply thankful for
the relief and in the future, 1 will not be
without “Fruit-a-tives”.
—

j

NORAH WATSON.
£
PIERCE COMMUNITY PLAYERS IN A SCENE FROM "THE HOUSE OF HAPPINESS.'
IK'l SE OF HAPPINESS” will be presented on the second night of the
Chautauqua by the Pierce Comi.ity Players, headed by Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Pierce of Boston. The play Is a New England comedy in
it e acts and was written
especially for this company by Dorothy Wilcox. The following are the charac
ovn
above: Judge Abner Merrick, a typical small town New England
lawyer; Miss Phoebe Witham
usin and housekeeper; David, his foster son; Margie
Barkham, his ward, and Mrs. Ascott DeMille, a
Vr.
Mr and Mrs. Pierce are supported by Mr and Mrs. William Griffith and Mr. Edward
Stallings. All
lished entertainers well known to Chautauqua and Lyceum audiences
throughout the country.

—'
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Pensions.

\ erseers of the poor have
ved but one application for
asion under the new State
nt into effect on July 7th.
is not acted upon the mat-

membership was not presapplication was made and
oil by all.
a are not
exactly overjoyed
cts for a large amount of
to be involved in carryas
isions of the new
t be
n it, etc., all requiring close
perhaps much travel. There
deed machinery, it seems,
meaning of some sections
i at all clear
blank furnished by the
charities is a fearful and
ument, well fitted to trip
disposed to stray from the
It contains a space for alm of personal history perapplicant and her family
:.'k.
table document has to be
sent to the city poor dels
then carefully investiilice force and a report is
The board of overseers
hen act upon this applicaommend the payment of
The
as they think best.
with for a mother and one
ucrease may be as much
for each succeeding child,
nlc thing has to go to AuiState board of charities
They may do anything
ih the report, except to inird. Then they send back
.erseers what they are to
Then after
'■rseers do it.
1 in, the State pays back
This must not
expense.
for the city has no funds to
1 there is only $25,000 for

act,
Iems carefully investigated,
a

I
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THEIR OWN AFFAIRS.
at Chilliwiser than the labor
without, when they passed
'countenancing the attempts
0 force contractors for the
to use only union
amp
miractors are hastening the
of the camp for the use of
and it is certain that the
ill tolerate no interference
rk, from whatever source it
this is war emergency work
'Putes are entirely out of
not be countenanced for a
r

organizations

were

■

local labor organizations
lion in its true perspective
1 ..ted the
leaders from outhe city and permit them to
nation.
It. is the walking
cause the labor difficulties
nces.
Too often they are
create difficulties to give
portunity to bask in the
\ great many prolonged labor
d be avoided if local unions
rally follow the example set
and manage their own aflie interference of walking
ie

ic
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Star

Grange.

subordinate Grange wa
Hampden, October 26, 1872
Walker, master; I. C. York
1. Knowles, lecturer, an
The organi
v, secretary.
ilected in the house of I. C
.'iili his wife and daughte
^
r members.
Mr. York assist
ing other Granges, and al
live in promoting the wel
rder. He died in March, 1916
Jl
L"
of this lirst Maine Grange is
b ar, No. 1.
It has always kepi
L
lien for its regular meetings,
in1 lirst Maine
Grange to own a
was burned, but. soon replaced
L""l>l ornmodious new one which is
r ceupied by the Grange. Th<
on principles of the order havt
L
‘y been
kept promiently before th<
',IK and
there has never been s
L
'"waste their time, and weaker
'iiluence
for good, by indulging it
L,
■
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relents

or

frivolities.

miles of train service a year, have been
eliminated by the railroads of the country
to facilitate maximum transportation of
freight for successful prosecution of the
war
Cutting off this volume of passenger service will make available for other
purposes over 1,120,000 tons of coal.
The railroad systems of the Eastern
department, have cut out 8,598,696 miles
of passenger train service, thus saving
716,113 tons of coal per year. The Pennsylvania
system eliminated 3,300,000
miies, saving 186,876 tons of coal. The
New York Central plans to save 126,000
tons of coal. The Erie has cut out 1,600,000 passenger train miles; the Baltimore & Ohio 1,168,596; the Chesapeake &

Ohio 850,000.

Roads in New England have arranged
eliminate 4,847,332 passenger train
miles with a saving of 256,724 tons of
coal. The Boston & Maine cuts out 2,118,948 miles, the New Haven 1,707,004
and the Maine Central 442,676.
German War Losses.

I

the Chicago Tribune.]
that the President is exercising
control over exports, the small neutral
nations of Europe are becoming agitated
for fear we may cut oil their food supplies. In thus country the National
Grocer’s Association has passed a resolution demanding an embargo on exports to

[From

Now

these nations.

London, July 19. The German casualties report in the German official lists
during June; but not as having occurred
in June, are given out by the war office
here as follows:
Rilled and died of wounds, 28,819.
Died of sickness, 3215.
Prisoners and missing 38,606.
The totals of the German official lists
since the war began are a follow's:
Killed or died of w'ounds, 1,032,800.
Died of sickness, 72,960.
Prisoners and missing, 591,966.
Wounded, 2,825,581.
Total loss, 4,523,307.
American Women.

I Againsr

me smose 01

me

great

sacrince

The charge is frequently made that the All hail Coumbia’s Women! See
they
five neutral nations—Norway, Sweden,
rise
and
Switzerland
Holland—are
Denmark,
! In swift ranks keen to do their part
buying our grain and meats for re-exFor Freedom’s mart!
If
a
traffic
to
of
Germany.
this
port
America’s the Cupboard of the Earth!
kind is being carried on, it will have to Oh make it safe! And let there be no
be stopped, though we believe the British
dearth
are diverting all imports in excess of
Of records high in Women’s Art
those necessary for normal consumption.
On Freedom’s chart!
The question remains as to how far we —Laura J.
Woodberry, in Boston Herald.
feed
these
to
countries.
If
are obligated
we had a surplus after feeding ourselves
MAINE NOW HAS GIRL YEOMAN.
and our Allies it would be a different
But we have no surplus, and t
matter.
every bushel of wheat sent to Sweden or I
Bar Harbor, Me., July 20—Maine’s
Holland or Switzerland is a drain on our first yeoman, Miss Abbie E. Partridge,
lighting resources.
has just taken up her new duties as secWe are fighting the battle of the small
retary to Commander W. G Richardson
nations and feeding them in the bargain. of the First Naval
District, whose headWe shouldn’t be surprised if prices were
quarters are here.
and
rhe
Berne
in
than
lower
Hague
they
Miss Partridge received the Bachelor
are in Chicago.
of Science degree from Simmons in June.
As matters stand the neutral European She was able to conclude her studies
countries are playing both ends against earlier than
that, however, on account of
Faced with the twin dangers
the middle.
the faculty ruling that degrees would be
of starvation and invasion, they are try- awarded those seniors who left college to
ing to conciliate both the Allies and Ger- take up work for the government.
many.
Miss Partridge became secretary to the
j It is probably none of our business State Public Safety Committee in May,
whether they come into the war or not.
giving up that position to take up her
; We do not intend to force them to join us.
duties with Commander Richardson.
it
a
broad
would
as
seem
to
But
principle
|
be a good plan to supply them with food
Automobile Headlight Regulations.
only in return for military benefits. We
might reasonably ask them to quit tradThe law in regard to headlights to be
ing with enemy countries. Even if they carried on automobiles
provides that the
are importing from us only enough food
rules and regulations concerning headfor home consumption, that food may
shall be in the hands of the public
enable them to produce munitions or lights
utilities commission. The public utilities
other supplies for Germany.
commission
has drawn up a set of rules
If they assist us in our struggle, we
and regulations applicable to conditions in
will try to stretch out our rations to go
Maine. These rules are now in the hands
If they want to light with us,
around.
of the governor and council for approval.
under moral obligatious to
we shall be
to the action of the legislafeed them. But if they want to stay out According
ture these rules are effective when apthey have no just claim on our food supproved by the gov ernor and council.

j

j

plies.

The New

For Sale
ACRES OF LAND SITUATED AT LONG
£d\J COVE, SEARSFORl. Land is in fine
condition and would make a splendid farm,
Thei** is. also, in addition to this, a large amount
Terms reasonable. For
of standing wood.
full particulars address
MRS. KATE C. cLOSSoN,
25
i:earsport, Maine.
0/\

lO PATRIOTS.

Carl Vrooman, assistant Secretary of
igriculture, has issued the following ap-

peal:

Will Teach Thrift.
“Never before have the businessmen
a nation shown so much patriotism as
they have shown in the United States
America will be the first nation in the
luring the past three months,” said Mr. world to rewrite her text books so that the
Vrooman in a formal statement.
“Un- children of this country will be taught
fortunately, however, there have been thrift in the school room. According to
exceptions to this rule. Only recently an announcement made today by the
we have seen the secretary of the navy
Thrift Education committee of the Naand the chairman of the shipping board tional Education association, radical inforced into the arena in a hand-to-hand novations in the American school curristruggle with an organization of unpa- cula are about to take place.
triot c, selfish, sodden steel magnates.
The lives of James J. Hill, Marshall
“If an army of civilian patriots be not Field, John Wanamaker and other great
!
organized to stand behind the President American business men will be studied in
and fight this great light for business the schools, and text book on
arithmetic,
honor while our boys in khaki are light- history, English composition, domestic
ing and dying triumphantly in the science and household economics will be
trenches, the country would be disgraced subjected to radical changes. For the
at home by a despicable scramble for first time in the history of the
world,
illegitimate war profits on steel and coal, i thrift and personal eflicency will be given
on munitions and food.
scientific consideration in the class room.
“Every day we hear men regret that Not the narrow thrift of mere money
they are too old to enlist. There is no saving but the broader thrift of individual
man too old to make his sacrifice at the
preparedness for practical life will be
shop, the bank, the farm, the ballot-box, taught, declares the committee’s statea sacrifice against greed and partisanship.
ment.
“There is a pernicious breed of tories,
This is the sweeping significance of the
junkers and reactionaries in every large resolutions adopted by the National CounState in this land. They belong to no cil of Education at its meeting in Portland
one party.
They bear the black flag of last week.
financial piracy and the yellow flag of |
economic treason.
At every election
from this time forth, the Liberals of all
political parties should make common
cause against the junker reactionaries.
A political realignment is demanded
with patriots whose motive is ‘service
to country’ arrayed in a solid phalanx
against those unscrupulous, disloyal selfseekers.”

j

WHAT HAS SICKNESS
GOST YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY?

to

FEED YOU.”

1

t

Railroads Help War.
Passenger trains aggregating 16,267,028

I
Maine Shipbuilding.
Contracts have now been approved for
the construction of 28 hulls in Maine
yards,
and work on many of them has been be- i
gun.
AND

SORTS.

less Porto Ricans to the United States
for railroad work are being discussed by
officials of the Department of Labor and
the railroad war board.
All roads were
asked by the board to report how many
of the islanders they could use under
the prescribed conditions, free transportation and a pledge that the imported
workers will not be used in any sense as
strike breakers.

Military training will become a part of
the curriculum at the Maine Wesleyan
Seminary at Kent’s Hill next year. Prof.
Hazelton Spencer, who is at present
teacher of English at the school and a
very popular instructor, will be the drill
master.
It is planned to have the training much like that received .by cadet organizations in many schools throughout
the country.
More Maine Woolen Mills,
The Guilford Woolen Company of Old
Town has just been incorporated, and
articles filed at the Bangor Registry of
Deeds.
The company will buy, sell, and
manufacture woolen goods, etc. The authorized capital stock is $400,000, par
value $1,000. The Ashuelot Woolen Company of Dexter has tiled incorporation
papers at the Bangor Registry of Deeds
with authorized stock $60,000. The company plans to make woolen goods, shoddy
and cotton goods.

OF ALL

Why Not?
Plans for bringing fifty thousand job-

Kent’s Hill cadets.

point. Though this work
iirough the overseers of
ers’ pension payments do

those who receive them,
come from
the pauper
uds are given in lieu of
must not be goods taken
(•house where the pauper
■ept. They must be other
n another way and probably
c.
The money must come
appropriation and it must
mixed up with the pauper
gor Daily News.

ITEMS

MAINE ITEMS.
Woodsmen Are bcarce.
The Great Northern Paper Company is
making an earlier start this year in woods
operations than has probably ever before
been known, owing to the labor conditions, which make the outlook very uncertain.
Every man who can be obtained is sent into the woods, and work is
being rushed, in anticipation of what may
happen later in the year. Including the
men directly
employed by the Great
Northern Paper Company and those cutting for the company under contract, an
army numbering seven or eight thousand
has been in the woods in this section of
the State in past years, but that number
cannot now be found.

APPEAL

England Schoolmaster.

of the New England schoolmaster, a noted educator says: “For calm,
clear, salty, antisceptic wisdom, the kind
dispensed by Nestor to the Greeks and by
Cassandra to the inhabitants of Troy,
give me the wisdom of some honest but
unafliliated citizen of some New England
village lying back from the sea. Even
their humor is but wisdom smiling.”

Speaking

Truth From

The Stars.

In a recent reading of the “horoscope,"
which is a popular syndicated feature in
the columns of some of our exchanges, we
came
across this prediction from the
planets: “The South should benefit greatfrom
public enterprises especially after
ly

How much of this sickness and expense could have been avoided? Many
of our days of sickness and enforced
idleness, often accompanied by loss of
pay, may easily be charged to neglect or
indiscretion on our own part.
At the first symptom of acid stomach, headache, nausea, loss of appetite,
or constipation, take one or two teaspoonfuls of “il F.” Atwood’s Medicine
and the digestive functions will resume
their normal activity, you will avoid the
expense of sickness, and earn your usual
Get a 35-cent bottle from your
pay.
dealer today, or write us for a free
sample. “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland,
Maine.

D. P. PALMER and OWEN BROS.
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There will be a big parade and a grand rally and a
play
a
hike and a bacon bat, a wonderful Chautauqua program
of music and fun makers and a score of things too numerous to
mention.
The Junior Chautauqua will begin the day in advance of the
regular Chautauqua, unless that day falls on Monday, with a big
P'ay festival at 7 o'clock in the evening. There will he a play hour
at 0 o'clock each morning of the Chautauqua for boys and
girls under
twelve years and an hour for games for boys and girls over twelve
at 10:15, a story hour at 3 o’clock and the sunset play hour at 7 each

< >
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evening.

j^

A trained play director from Columbia
will be in charge the entire five days.
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Season tickets for the Junior Chautauqua are $1. That's all,
and what a big time‘that $1 buys! The Junior Chautau-
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tauqua.
festival,

JJ
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That’s a game that any boy or girl would
play till they were dead
tired.
It’s one of a score of games that will be
played by boys and
girls in the Junior Chautauqua.
An'1 eames, important as they are. aren't half the Junior Chau-

<.

just $1,

qua ticket admits to the sessions of the regular Chautauqua—the
big band, the Kaffir Singing Boys, the grand patriotic night and
everything on the regular bill of fare.
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Junior Chautauqua \
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WANTED

pf

..

ther’s

50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c.
At dealers or sent by Fruit-a-tives
Limited, Ogdensburg, New York,

I SOLD BY

Laborers wanted for shipyard construction.
Good pay, short hours. Apply to Civil Engineering

Department.
THE TEXAS STEAMSHIP

Bath,

Maine.

--

The Word “Date."
When you are tempted to use the
word “data" stop and reflect. There Is
a good word, “facts,” that In most
eases

CO.,

1

|

Help Wanted

Is better.

Remember that “data"
Is n plural noun. “Datum” Is the singular, and it means something that is
known already.
Data are things given, known. It is n mark of ignorance
to say “this data.”—Youth’s Compan-

FEMALE
BIG PAY and steady work for girls and
women in large rubber shoe factory,
Experienced girls earn $10 and $18 a week. Inexones
a
worth
while
perienced
paid
salary and
given free board and room while learning,
which takes about a month. Live town, near
large cities Good theatre; fine working conditions.
Company furnishes hall for dancing
athletic field, free insurance and medical atFine chance for a family; work for
tention.

j

ion.

A Notable Statue.
In the beautiful city of Iluenos Aires
is perhaps the only statue In the world
erected by white men to a negro. This
is the statue of Falucho, a negro soldier who refused to haul down the Argentine flag at the bidding of the Spanish soldiery during the first Argentine
revolution and was shot down by the

all. Good homes at very low rents.
Don’t decide now.
Write today for illustrated booklet
—“A Good Job at Beacon Falls.” Address

EMPLOYMENT DEPT.,

Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe

Co.,

BEACON FALLS, CONN.

Spanish.

3w28

■a Hungry Robins.
On an average day food is brought to
the robin’s nest every fifteen minutes,
Each young robin requires daily two or
three times its weight in bugs and
worms.
When food is offered these
ever hungry little creatures open their
large yellow mouths wide and jostle
each other.

August”.
Plenty of Time.
The stars indeed speak truly in this in“That judge has given twenty or
stance. Soon after August the great
thirty men ninety days each.”
cantonments of the national army will be
“What of it?"
teeming with drafted soldiers, whose
“Seems to be no limit to a court calmaintenance will set floods of public
endar.’’—Louisville Courier-Journal.
money swirling through the communities
where these cantonments are situated.
These co ntonments number sixteen and
Wanted More.
nine of them are fixed at favored points
He—I only know that I love you. She
|
in the Southern States, where our troops
—Oh, dear! I thought you knew how
will be prepared for the rigors of the
Maude A. Emmons of Northto make money too.—Boston Tranlife in the trenches of Northern France
port, in the County of Waldo and State
script.
through life in the balmy air of our own of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated Decemj
Sunny South.
ber eleventh. A D, 1916, and recorded in the
In addition, the majority of the mobili- Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Hook 325,
The business that’s in a rut is ripenzation camps for the federalized National Page 249, conveyed to me, the undersigned, al!
ing for the grave, merely an enlarged
situated
in
of
or
land,
that
parcel
lot, piece
Guard have likewise been established in
rut.
Southern States, and from these centers j the town of Northport, County of Waldo and
and known as lots numbered
of
State
Maine,
j
streams
of
also there will well up copious
63 and 64, on a map or plan of lota called
public money. We have not hitherto ! “Birch Crest,” which map or plan is now on
taken much stock in the daily “horoscope” file in the Registry of Deeds office for Waldc
as we ha ve seen it from time to time in County, to which plan reference may be had
the newspapers. But we must admit for a more particular description, being th€ Information of Priceless Value to Every
that this particular prophecy has made a same real estate which was conveyed to said
Belfast Citizen.
Maude A Emmons by Albert D. Gilley and
ten-strike.
i Minnie B. Gilley, his wife, by their warrant;
How to act in an emergency is knowlic
; deed dated December 21, 1914, and recorded
edge of inestimable worth, and this is
HIT THE KAISER.
the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, in Booh
315. Page 498.
particularly true of the diseases and ills
Whereas the condition of said mortgage haf
of the human body. If you suffer with
The game of “Hit the Kaiser,” devised been broken:
by members of the Berwick Red Cross
kidney backache, urinary disorders, or
Now therefore, by reason of the breach ol
Society as a diversion for those attending the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure ol any form of kidney trouble, the advice
its big lawn party, and incidentally as a said mortgage.
contained in the following statement
Dated this 17*h day of July, A D 1917
coin-cornering enterprise, proved a hit.
EUGENE D TAPLEY, M D.
3wS0
should add a valuable asset to your store
The game is very simple, being an ]
adaptation of the familiar handball and
of knowledge. What could be more conpuppet contest, generally seen as a midvincing proof of the efficiency of Doan’s
In.
way attraction at agricultural fairs.
Kidney Pills than the statement of a Bela
stead of a row of puppets, hinged to
fast woman who used them and who pubboard and set up in the further end of the
1.2 ly tells of the benefit derived?
House ot 6 rooms and flush
booth to be knocked over by a throw of
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue,
the ball, a life-sized dummy head, molded
says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills did
water, electric lights Belfast,
and painted to form a striking resem- closet; city
me a world of good when I sulfered from
blance to Kaiser Bill and hinged in the and some land.
Inquire at
kidney trouble. They cured me of this
usual manner, was set up for a target.
complaint and during the past few years
OFFICE.
JOURNAL
The reward for hitting the Kaiser was
1 have had no more trouble from my kidan ice cream cone given for scoring a
I have previously recommended
neys.
certain number of hits out of a series of
Doan’s Kidney Pills and what I said in
throws. Judging by the success of the
my former statement, which I gave in
game as a money-getter at this affair, it
1911, holds good today.’’
BELFAST, MAINE.
AT THE BATTERY.
is believed that Red Cross societies elsePrice 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
where would be equally successful with it.
ask
for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s KidFi ve iodes and large piazza; city water
ney Pills—the same that Mrs. Wallace
and flush closet.
Foshas twige uublicly recommended.
N. J. POTTLE
ter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
R.
ecovs's School, Howard,
I,.
22
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is catarrh. Catarrh being
greatly influenced by constitutional conditions
requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts through
We have on hand for sale five good secthe Blood on the Mucou3 Surfaces of the SysLET
ond hand Ford Cars. All of them are in
tem thereby destroying the foundation of the
ON SWAN LAKE. 6 rooms, furnished,
disease, giving the patient strength by buildrunning order and many have extrrs
By day or good
ing up the constitution and assisting nature in piazzas, boats, fishing, bathing.
Come and see them. Prices right.
R. G. SEELEY,
week.
doing its work. The proprietors have so much
Sear sport, Maine.
4w28
faith in the curative powers of Hall’s Catarrh
Cure that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials
We have just bought the surplus stock oi
Address: F. J CHENEY & CO, Toledo,
a Tire Manufacturer of New Ford Tires and
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
NOBODY can undersell us. If you need
_

Notice of foreclosure.

Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,

throat and sore eyes. Economical^
extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power.
Sample Free. 50c. all druses or pc:tpaid by
^^najh^TTtt^Paxton Toilet Company, Boston^Nlaa^^
sore

Has

I

WHEREAS,

THE PROPER COURSE

For Sale

Cottage

ter Sale

$100 Reward, $100

Attractive Cottage

Ford Cars

TO

Ford Tires

MTW. C. LIBBY,

Ohnaia>i
FOR FlETCtii£R'S

CA3TORIA

DENTIST,
£7 Main Sheet, Belfast, Me

Ford Tires

come

and

see

these.

ARNOLD & WE8T.
28

As offered to-day should include instruction in
all the Commercial Branches, Shorthand and
Typewriting and the Bur rough’s

Automatic Bookkeeping Machine.

SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE
PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AUGUSTA i9 the
only school in New England which offers such
a course.
Telegraphy also taught. Free catalogue.
F. L. SHAW- President.

GEO.'t JUHNS-f N.~
Attorns at Law
BtLFSJT. «,:*!• r.
Practice in al<
a

Courts.

t’rni-a’.

s.’ecialtv.

practice

Z't

CLUBBING RATES
The following clubbing offers are only for
subscriptions to 1 hi journal pa d one year
in advance:
The journal and Farm and Home,

S2.00

The Journal and McCall's Magazine,
The Journal and V\ Oman’s Magazine,

2.25
2 25

The publications included in our
clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.
Send in your

subscription

now.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. Ok,
Belfast, Maine.
MEN

WANTED—1

u

BRING OR MAIL

their Safety Razor blades to me to be sharpened better than new.
Single edge, such as
Gems, 26c.
Gillettes, 36c; 'Durham Duplex
60c. per dozen. C. E. .Ol,o*,r*»n. 72 Main street
Belfast, Me.

WANTED
HAND GOODS of

every descripSECOND
tion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,

If you
etc. Antique furniture a specialty.
have anything to sell drop me a postcard and
you will receive a prompt call.
Tel. 249-3

WALTER H COOMBS.
64 Main Street, Belfast.

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JULY 26,
PUBLISHED EVERY

THURSDAY BY

Republican Journal Pub.

The

Siam,
1917.

A. I. BROWN,

Co

Editor.

country in Southeastern Asia

a

has declared war against Germany and
has interned all German ships which are

Siam has about 8,000,000
inhabitants.
The Russian army in Galicia is in disorderly retreat, losing many prisoners.
Russians are fighting fiercely, however,
in her ports.

their northern sector.

on

For one square, one
ADVERTISING Terms.
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscriphon Terms. In advance. $2 00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

MANY PRESCRIPTIONS
AT THIS SEASON

SUMMARY.

WAR

Republican Journal.

May first the Germans have
on the French

Since

made 40 violent attacks

front,
vances

and have made very slight adwith the sacrifice of thousands of

their troops.
Germans are

on

both resigned from the shipping board.
The President has signed the bill

authorizing the expenditure of $640,000,000 for airplanes and aviation.

“It was 9.32 o’clock when Secretary
Baker stilled the conversation in the room
by rapping for quiet. Just before he was
blindfolded to draw the first number the
secretary of war said: “This is an occasion of very great dignity and some

solemnity.”—Boston Herald.
the above seems to be

on

un-

necessary.
DRAFT.

sumers were held in the merciless grasp
of speculators who were robbing the people of millions of dollars every week.

The demand

was

insistent that it was the

imperative and immediate

duty of congress to pass a law for the suppression of
this high handed outrage, but nothing was
attempted until about the middle of May,
when a food control bill was introduced
in the House of Representatives. About
six weeks ago the House passed this bill

'passage
proceeded to add
bill, which led to de-

and it was sent to the Senate for
there

The

Senate

amendments to the
bates and

delay for

over

month, and

a

last Saturday a piece of patchwork legislature passed the Senate, more variegated
in its makeup than was Joseph’s coat of
many colors. The bill has now gone back
to

the House for debate

on

the Senate

China,

the guest of relatives.

Mr. and Mrs. Will Hall and daughters
of Fairfield are visiting at R. A. Hall’s.

mother,

a

successful voyage to

a

bushel.

Speculation is rolling on merrily and
speculators are piling up profits while
they laugh at a puerile Congress which
heed to the President when he
urges them to act, and utterly disregards
the welfare of the people.
pays

no

IS THE LAW A FARCE?

W. E. Streeter and wife autoed to Au-

gusta last week.
Mrs.

Croake and nieces and

Louise

nephews

are

spending

their summer

va-

cation with G. B. Roberts.

Mrs. Clara Bowen Murphy of Denver,

benediction,

Rev. N. Hunt.

to learn that he is very ill.

Mrs. Frank H. Mayo of Belfast was the
guest last week of Mrs. Helen Ryder.
Mr. Walter Horton of

few days ago, after a trial for conspiring
to obstruct the draft. Their sentence was
for two

years.

and doubtless

They

are

already free

[are again plotting against

|

! theMrs.

Carrie Drinkwater is
school at Castine.

deis and the President may both hive
done right, but right or wrrong the lesson

Chester Cross of Boston is
j! of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Mahoney.

i

& Co’s

Like

Blue
l

Label

Mother
Made

Miss

Baking
Cream
Makes
Biscuits

us

think

Ask Your Dealer For It.
V

more

at work

The farm he is

joining haveeac h

of Winchester,
has been home on a two
Mass.,
weeks’ visit, returned Thursday.

Mrs. Bertha Coggins who has been
operated on at The Tapley Hospital in
Belfast is recovering from a serious operation and is at her home after an absence
Mrs. Nellie Griffin of Somerville,Mass.,
who was called here on account of the
illness of her son Horace Harmond and
was a guest at Hall’s
Cottage, returned
Tuesday accompanied by her son who has
gone to spend a few weeks in Boston to
recuperate.

sum-

$100 Reward, $100

Mrs. Ethel Larby visite il her brother,
Linnell, in Bangor Tuesday and

WINTERPORT.
Frank N Eaton has recently purchased
a Buick automobile.
The shirt factory will close Aug. 18Q
for minor repairs and be reopened Sept. 4.
D. M. Spencer is the guest of his daughter, Mrs. Willis Roberts, in Somerville,
Mass.
Mrs. Walter Gordon of Dexter was a
recent guest of her sister, Mrs. E. P.
Goodrich.
Miss Helen Downes is the guest of her
wife, and Mrs. Isaac Davis of

uncle and

of Houlton.
G. White regret
her serious illness with paralysis. Miss
Geneva Grant, trained nurse, is with her.
Friends of Mrs.

Ira

Mrs. Agnes Bell of Everett, Mass., is
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Walter Mc-

Donough, and other relatives and friends
in town.
Clement D. Cates of Jacksonville, Fla.,
arrived last week for a stay with Mrs.
Cates and children, who are spending the
here.

Mr. and Mrs. George Bartlett of Fort
who have been guests of Mr.

Fairfield,

and Mrs.

W.

B.

Gould, have returned

home accompanied by the latter couple,
who will visit in Aroostook county.
The young men from town who enlisted
in Governor Milliken’s Heavy Artilery,
in Bangor Tuesday evening of last
week, when the Bangor battery was inMr. and Mrs. Frank C. Knowles are re-

ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, Grace Elizabeth, and Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Tainter also, for the same,
who has received the name of Frederica
Nellie.

A Thrice- Welcome Dessert
Here’s the dessert that, for warm-weather
meal-time, is rapidly crowding out pastry
and pies!

a

on

of

(Brick or Bulk)
Thrice welcome—for its delicious flavor, for its
smooth body and rich, creamy taste. And last—
but not least
for the purity
its packing
—

guarantees.

slowly. The car knocked him down and
passed directly over him but neither
wheel struck him.

often indicates a general weakness
of the body; and local treatments in
the form of snuffs and vapors do little,
if any good.
To correct catarrh you should treat its
your blood with the

oil-food in Scott’s Bmulsion which is a
medicinal food and a building-tonic, free
froinalcohol or any harmful drugs. Try it.
* Bcott St Bowse. Bloomfield. V. J, *

various

Wednesday.

there will be

The officers of the Winterport branch
Red Cross workers are: chairman,

,i

greater

a

......

F. P. Clement, Floyd Larby and Bert- At the conclusion Mrs. Si
Miss Fletcher left on the
for Rockland, and Satur
gor
rand Jewett attended the circus in Ban-

Thursday.

a

Miss Athene Saywood of Burnham was
guest, for a few days, of her aunt Mrs.

Linda Littlefield.
The Ladies' Club met with Mrs. Julia
White Wednesday afternoon and it
very enjoyable occasion.

Mr. and Mrs. Will Thayer and Mr. and

White

Julia

and L.

A.

ramp

White

South Li

at

demonstrate, after

return to

SWANVILLE

Sunday

noon

CER

the then-

Mr. Blair of Livermor

church,

at the

Mrs. Emma Haley and daughter Phyllis
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bean in

home of Mr and Mrs. !

and Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley accompanied
by Mrs. Fred Bean and Mrs. Herbert

Twombly of Dixmont visited relatives in

■

in the shade.

motored to Newburg Sunday and called
on Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Bickford

Dixmont, Tuesday

«

the Peter Bent

pital, Boston.

was a

Mrs. Higgins of Hampden called at the
home of C. H. Libby, Sunday.
Mrs.

girls’
will

Swanvii:

Mr. Morton Enslin

is

Mrs. Robertson of Bru kguest of her niece,
Mr.

and Mrs.

Sunday guests

Mrs

E.

A

of Mr

Palmer in Monroe.

Hampden Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bartlett, Mr. and
Mrs. Manson and Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin
of Etna were callers of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bartlett Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Haley

was

a

guest of^her

Mrs.

Lewis of

Massa

guest of her mother, M
ningham, and brother 11
weeks.

Mrs. Wm. Stevens has

aunt Mrs. Wilmot Newcomb in Newburg

Portland,

while her granddaughter. Phyllis
Haley was a guest of Bernice Luce.

ment for her eyes, and t
benefited.

Sunday,

MT. and Mrs. R. C. Nealey accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Stevens and
Louise Libby of Monroe, spent Sunday at
the cottage of Mr. Stevens’ son Clifton,
in Hampden.
JJIUKTHPOKT.
The Saturday night hop at the Inn was
well attended and very enjoyable. These

where she had

Miss Mildred Evans is L
her

grandfather,

Watson

f
\

two weeks while Mrs. Pan.

ing

a

vacation.

The Industrial Club met

White, July
present worked for the Hinext meeting will be wit'
Thayer on Aug. loth.
Mrs. H. P.

semi-weekly hops bid fair to become very
Mrs. Martin Robertson
popular with the young people of Northcritically ill is more conport and vicinity.
trained

nurse

I

Miss Colt-

Vaughan Hamilton and Mons Lemon,
teachers at the New England Conserva- turned home Tuesday
Brooks is attending phys.
tory, and members of the Boston Symphony orchestra are guests of the Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. Charles \\
L. Flanders at Bohemia.

to Augusta last Sunday t
large number of visitors Fred, who has enlisted
at the Inn on Sunday for dinner and also owing to a terrilic showei
1
At the latter one party roads in bad condition.
at the Waquoit.
said that they had motored 160 miles to Augusta they found sc.
visit the place and partake of the shore and an hour was requin
dinner of which they had heard so much. them.
Numerous otherd'
The first lecture in the course to be on the road all night.
There were

a

Margaret A. Niles; corresponding given in the auditorium took place on
SANDYPOIN r
secretary, Miss Juanita Hill; treasurer, Sunday night when Col. French the well
Mrs. A. J. Lockhart; counselors, Dr. E.
known traveler talked and showed views
Clyde Crockett of Port,
P. Goodrich and Dr. Charles Nason; chair- of India.
It was very interesting. The relatives.
man of committees, garments, Mrs. Maud remainder of the week’s
program is as
Mrs. David Sleeper and
Young; comfort bags, pillows, etc., Miss follows: Thursday, Japan; Friday, Mont
Camden last week.
Mildred C. Haley and Mrs. C. R. Hill;
Pelee, Martinique, and the destruction of
Mrs.

liam Plummer ran directly in front of
an auto which happened to be going very

Science has shown that nasal catarrh

ill turn

Wednesday, July 18th.

and the one ad-

WHAT CATARRH IS

severe

moned from Boston, where he was on a
business trip. Dr. Bryant, specialist, was

farm in

It has been said that every third
person has catarrh in some form.

a

in consultation with the local physicians

about it.

hundred acres planted.

by enriching

Mrs. Mary Lord had

last week from which she is slowly improving. Her son, W. H. Lord, was sum-

do, explaining
dressings are, etc

easier to

Edward

were

Waterville

a

Maine.

Miss Georgia Hall has gone to Belfast
to clerk in Miss Hilton’s store for a few
weeks during Miss Hilton’s vacation.

daughter

on

Belfast,

No. 307

Carroll T. Young, R. F. D. carrier No.
1, resumed his duties Friday after his annual vacation, which, with his wife and
son, was spent on a motor trip through
New Hampshire and Massachusetts.

What came near being a serious accident happened last week when little Wil-

cause

Telephone

Gladys Young

who

Caribou writes that every one has planted an enormous acreage of potatoes this

•

B. O, NORTON

Mrs. Carrie Hall has returned from a
week’s visit with her sister, Mrs. Kelley
at Rockland.

summer

The parents of the young men who
were drawn in the selected draft feel very
It is bringing the war nearer home
sad.

A friend who is

Delano, Potter

guest

Miss Lettie McKinney of Boston is a
guest for several weeks of Mr. and Mrs.
Rea Rankin.

Sunday.

year.

a

spected by Capt. Harold E. Marr, U. S. A.

fairly plain that our boasted form
of 'government is still in the kinder- and will make
garten class.

seems

attending

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
! learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that
science has been able to cure in all its
i
and
children
of
Mrs. James B. Dunlap
stages, and that is catarrh. Catarrh being
Everett, Mass., arrived July 20th for a greatly influenced by constitutional conditions
few weeks’ visit at their cottage.
requires constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts through
and
of
MansWarren
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the Sysfamily
Wyman
tem thereby destroying the foundation of the
field, Mass., have returned to their home disease,
giving the patient strength by buildafter a visit with his parents, Capt. and
ing up the constitution and assisting nature in
Mrs. D. C. Warren at Point Comfort.
doing its work. The proprietors have so much
faith in the curative powers of Hall’s Catarrh
Capt. and Mrs. J. O Farrow of Saco Cure
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
where called here last week by the death
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list of
of their son, Capt. William Farrow, who testimonials.
died on his way home from a voyage to
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO. Toledo,
Africa.
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

visit in Aroostook Co.

f. o. b. Detroit)

Coupe, $12»3r

A large crowd from here attended the
circus in Belfast Saturday.

mer.

Miss Jessie Dorsey has been spending a
few days with her cousin Miss Helen
Crockett who returned last week from a

or

summer

:

Pearl Crockett and daughter, Miss Jessie Dorsey, Mrs. Helen Wells and Mrs
motored to

Sedan

Mr. and Mrs. John Dailey of Camden
in town Sunday.

Waterville, spent the weekher daughter, Mrs. H. F. Mad-

Jenkins,

Roadster, $1000;

were

docks.

E.

(All prices

or

Miss Jessie Young visited in Camden
day last week.

Elizabeth of

H.

Roadster, $835; Winter Touring Car

one

Hall.

end with

or

LINCOLN VILLI)

Zelmer Hall who has employment in
Massachusetts, is spending his vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
of the
and

*

Touring Car

--—_

small house there.

McTaggart

The gasoline consumption is unusually low.
The tire mileage is unusually high.

and Roland, Mrs. Edgecomb’s son,
who will return in two weeks with them.

confined to the house for several days
with measles is able to be out of doors.

Ella

car.

Miller,

Miss Thelma Plummer who has been

Mrs.

and examine this

us

more.

River, Vermont, where they will visit
Mrs. Simmons’ daughter, Mrs. Hermon

the government. Their release was made
possible by what is called a writ of error

granted by Judge Brandeis. one
justices of the supreme court of the
United States The President persisted
in appointing Mr. Brandeis as judge in
spite of protests from all over the country. The grounds Assigned which led to
the granting of the writ of error are reported to be that no conspiracy was
proved and that the conscription law' is
unconstitutional.
In Washington 16 suffragists were arrested, tried and sent to the workhouse
In 48 hours they were
for 60 days each.
free, pardoned by the President, and seem
to be as militant as before. Judge Bran-

they expect

Rockland.

has purchased what is
known as the old Dickey farm in Monroe
a

they get

course

because

more

Mrs. B. F. Simmons and daughter, Mrs.
Lizzie Edgecomb, left July 19th, for Wells

Arlington, Mass.,

is supplying the church during the

Dodge Brothers because tljey believe

It will pay you to visit

Miss Mildred Wentworth arrived home
from a visit of one week with
friends in Houlton. She is at the home
of her sister, Alice
Hall, who is recovering from a surgical operation at Knox

Quite a number of our farmers in this
vicinity have begun cutting their hay
and all report a large crop.

and is building

And of

Monday

Hospital,

from

granted because

j

two weeks’ visit with his parents and sisters.

of four weeks.

The friends of Mr. E. S. Preble are sor-

more

the car for

in them.

Mrs. Minnie Dyer and daughter Ethel
have been here this week from Pittsfield.
They are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Butler.

Carl Jenkins

Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman, anarchists, were sent to prison a

They expect

Hawkes.

Dr. B. H. Keller left Monday for BosColo., and Mrs. C. B. Merriam of Poor’s
Mills, Belfast, were guests of their broth- ton. He was accompanied by Raphael
Taylor who returns to WestBoro, after a
er, D. O. Bowen, a part of last week.

ry

and Elmer.

Mervin Perry of Belfast, Edwin Perry
Somerville, Mass., and Mrs. Evie Perry
of Rockland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
of

Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas.

NORTH ISLESBORO.

The entertainment Tuesday evening for
and no one knows how
long the debate will delay the passage of the benefit of the Red Cross was a decidthe bill.
The prediction comes from ed success.
Mr. Vincent Insogna of Boston and
Washington that the bill will become a
law about the first of August. Nearly little nephew are visiting at Mrs. John
four months of talk and promises, have Mannuccia’s.
passed, nothing has been settled in these
Fifteen women in Hall’s pant factory
matters which should have had prompt
have made three thousand dozen of pants
attention, and corn is selling in Belfast in three months.
market today for two dollars and nineMr. and Mrs. E. A. Carpenter and Rev.
cents

|

Bernice Hill of Everett, Mass., is spending a few weeks with her grandparents,

France.
Elson Roberts of Boston, Mass., spent
the week-end with his brothers Forest

People take the performance of
Dodge Brothers build it-

mont.

Harry

Lytle Fuller, Emily Heald; temperance
exercises, Junior boys; recitations, Winona Thomas; Winnifred Welch; chorus,
Young Ladies’ and Men’s Class; recitaProf. R. P. Mitchell, leader of the agritions, Velda Payson, Marion Greer; excultural clubs of Maine, was in town last
ercise, “Sunshine Parcel Post Girls,”
week.
Junior girls; recitations, Ola Heald, Doris
Mrs. Ella Brown from Augusta is the Ryan; exercise, A Bouquet of Children’s
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Seth Nor- Day, Young Ladies and Junior girls; reciwood.
tations, Maud Johnson, Fred Merriam,
Mr. C. F. Spaulding was called to Jennie Fenwick, Kenneth Blood, Ashley
Athens last week by the illness of his Paul, Linwood Woodbury, Augusta Nickerson; Flag exercises, 8 Primary girls and
father.
Capt. Walter O’Brien arrived home boys; singing, America, congregation;
Saturday after

MOTORCAR

Mrs. Sabra McCorrison has returned to
her home on the Ridge, after passing the
winter with her daughter in Barre, Ver-

Mrs. Lottie Murch.

Katherine Hunt, Erlan Brown, Elmer
Payson; solo, Mrs. E. Sawyer; recitations,

'

Miss Irene Coburn of Somersworth,
Mass., is passing the summer with her
grandmother, Mrs. Olive Kimmens.

V

M. L. Fogg purchased a yoke of oxen
instead of a horse, as reported last week.

amendments

teen

Mr. and Mrs. Addison McCorrison of
Hollis Center are at their farm on the
Ridge during the haying season.

feeble.

Dr. T. N. Pearson made a short visit to
Boston last week, called there by the illness of his mother.

BodgeBrothers

Master John Talbot of Camden is
his vacation with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ames.

spending

D. O. Bowen has been confined to his
bed for the past three weeks and is very

The tabulated figures of the draft result, as printed in the newspapers are
R. A. Hall is on the sick list.
It is expected that
not entirely correct.
Ira Boulter of Unity was in town SatProgram of Children’s Day Concert
the official list will be posted at the board
July 22nd: singing, “Coronation,” conheadquarters at the courthouse, Belfast, urday.
23rd Psalm, school; prayer,
today. From this list the board will make
E. O. Hall and wife of Belfast were in gregation;
Rev. N. Hunt; singing, Primary Dept;
up double the quota of Waldo Co. which town Friday.
recitations, Vaughn Hatch, Elizabeth
will probably be about 250 men. This
Mrs. W. E. Barker is visiting her cousnumber will be taken in the order in
Morgan, Elwin Payson, Eddie Merriam;
in in Camden.
which they were drawn. One third of
solo, Lester Cilley; recitations, Katherine
Mr. Robert Styles was in town Wednes- andWinona,Evelyn Stearns,Carmen Sawthese men will report in five days, one
third in six days and one third in seven day of last week.
yer; “Awakening Chorus,” young ladies
Seth W. Norwood was a business visit- and men’s classes; recitations, Abbie
days from posting of lists for examinaGreer, Alice Higgins; a story to the chiltion, and will be notified by mail. Fail- or in Waterville Friday.
mail will
ure to receive notification by
Miss Theoda Plummer is confined to dren, Leona Woodbury; exercise, Chilexcuse 'no one for not reporting within
dren’s Day Chain, Primary Dept; duet,
the house with the measles.
seven days.
Mrs. Morgan and Mrs. Hunt; recitations,
Mr. Alton Pilley of Dexter visited his
Nina Townsend, Edna Daggett, Winona
recently.
A.
R.
Pilley,
cousin,
Patterson; singing, Primary Dept; recitaSHAMEFUL HISTORY.
Miss Mertie Jenkins of Belfast visited
tions, Erlan Parson, Erma Paul, Manus
week.
last
Mrs. H. E. Jenkins
Wentworth, Lee Nickerson; singing, EIOn the 4th day of last March President
There are quite a number of visitors in nora and Vera Place and Vivian WentWilson entered upon his duties for a sectown calling on friends and relatives.
worth; recitation, Stanley Paul; exercise,
ond term, and both houses of congress
W. C. Austin and family spent Sunday “If We’d try,” Primary Dept, recitations,
assembled for business. At that ^time
in South

Miss Lulu Ames, who teaches in Ludhas been visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Ames.

low, Mass.,

Mr. Percy A. Mears and Mrs. Will
Varney of Waldoboro, and Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Mears of Portland, were Sunday guests of Dr. and Mrs. T. N. Pearson.

BROOKS.

prices of food and fuel were scandalously
inflated, and everybody knew that con-

Miss Bessie Gushee has been at home a
few days from Milton, N. H., where she
*■
teaches.

MORRILL.

Mrs. Elbert Sawyer and little daughter
Carmen of Augusta, are visiting her

SOME SOLEMNITY.

1HE

APPLETON

On the British front the

the defensive.
Gen. Goethals and Mr. Denman have

Comment

In order to comprise the best course
of treatment, and to secure the best
results, should read as follows:
R Hood’s Sarsaparilla—11 oz.
Peptiron Pills—180
Sig: One teaspoonful Hood’s Sarsaparilla before meals
Two Peptiron Pills after meals
There is no better course of medicine for impure blood, run-down
condition and loss of appetite. These
medicines working together
two
often give a four-fold benefit.

i

|

Made in New England’s model ice-cream plant
—with materials and methods of the best—JERSEY is at once the most palatable and purest
cream.

■

The JERSEY DEALER considers purity and
quality first. He pays more for JERSEY in order
to sell you the best

cream.

“Look for the Tripl-Seal"
JERSEY ICE CREAM CO., LAWRENCE, MASS.
(8)
For Sale by

READ & HILLS, Druggists.

■

of H

Mrs. Freda Jones
Fred Atwood and Mrs. St.
Pierre; Saturday, Alaska, the Golden
Mrs. P. L. Bates recently
Burbank; donations of cloth, region of Klondike.
Alanson Bowden and fa;
etc., Mrs. Dora Kneeland, Mrs. G. H.
The Temple Heights Inn has been
Clements; surgical dressing, Mrs. Niles.
to their home near Fort Far
opened under the management of Mrs.
A benefit ball will be given Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Good
G. L. Woodworth of Fairfield, who has
evening, Aug. 2nd, at Union Hall.
had charge of the house for the past two Monday and opened their re
WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport.)
years. This house is well located and it eral weeks.

knitting,

Mrs.

Elizabeth

F. C. Nealey of Houlton, was a guest
of his cousin, C. W. Nealey, recently.

will be good news to patrons along the
route to learn that it is to be opened to
the

public

this season.

A general invitation is ex
to join the picnic at the Pom
urday afternoon.

i

■

Mrs. Viola Hebard spent last week
A large number gathered last Friday at
Norman Nichols of Tenm
with her sister, Mrs. Barbara Clement.
the cottage of Mrs. Lake Smith, Bay
several
days here last week
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Clement of Monroe, View Park, to meet Miss Fletcher, and
Black and Miss Lelia Black
were guests at C. O. Whitney’s Sunday.
17 received instructions in Red Cross
-f V8$*
Mr. and Mrs. Loomis Ames
Silas Blaisdell is at the home of his work. Miss Fletcher had so many interJem1"
Mrs.
of
were
guests
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Blaisdell on a esting things tosayand gave so many help- port
ove1 >u
ful hints which make the work so much and Mrs. Annie Thompson
furlough.

|

Min Georgia Hall of Lincolnvilie is
The Journal was pleased to
receive by
summer in the Hilton parcel post, some fine
sweet peas, sent
store on Church street.
by Mrs. A. F. Brown of Mechanic Falls.
Seth Pomroy of Camden was in town
Miss Hattie E.
Furbush, who had a
over Sunday.
He was formerly of this severe operation performed at the
Waldo
city and registered tor the draft here.
County Hospital last week, is gaining
The annual reunion of the 26th Maine rapidly.
Regimental Association will be held in G. i
Howard Murphy of
Philadelphia, chief
A. R. hall, Belfast,
Tuesday, Aug. 14th. draftsman of the Remington Arms Co.
K. M. Chase, Sec’y.
is spending a vacation at
Camp QuantaWalter J. Clifford is re-building hisbill bacook.
boards at the Peirce corner lot. The new
The Cross Club gave a very pleasant
ones will be in a better class with a
broad porch party Monday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
moulding on the frame.
Coombs, High
A crew of men from the Maine Central street. Delicious refreshments were servPower Co.’s crew of surveyors were in ed, after an enjoyable evening with cards.
Unclaimed Letters. The following
Belfast Tuesday locating pole positions
for the Penobscot Bay Electric Co. ’s lines. letters remained unclaimed in the Belfast

clerking for the

j

I

specialized

I

methods in design-

I |
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and knittinfe proin Luxite Hosiery
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uuce
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tex-

woven

of remarkable
curability and re-
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ture

;
;

splendent beauty
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by

any other
in the world,
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feet them.

Popular Prices.
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Dinsmore Store
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The News of

Belfast.

—

will be

a

social dance at Silver

Grange Hall, Saturday, July
music by Gurney's orchestra
pieces.

■

nunh and one of the best Band

including
seasons,
.d favorites in vocal selections,
■non the school house common
for

many

There

evening.

irsday

a

was

nvd in attendance.

Varney of Augusta, the driver
Maine Transportation cars bes city and Camden, has recently
examinations in the United

•;;e

uirtermaster’s department, qualito drive an ambulance truck,

Mr. and Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore entertained 24 guests last Saturday evening

:

after the circus.
were

in real circus

The table decorations
fashion, tent and all,

| and the refreshments were
circus specialat ParMrs.
Dinsmore was assisted in
ties.

Mr. Charles W. Frederick has received

one

feet and where

Norman Littlefield of Belfast, whose
term of enlistment expired
July 14th, has
re-enlisted and has been appointed chief

serving by her daughter Ruth, Katherine
Brown and Betty Hanshue.

The Ladies of the Epworth League of
the Methodist church are making great
preparations for their annual fair to be
held in the church Aug. 7th and 8th and
a wide
variety of attractions have been
provided. The log cabin and fortune teller will be of interest and the tables as
usual will provide opportunity to purchase many dainty articles. Home cooked food, home-made candy, ice cream,
buttered pop-corn, cut flowers, aprons
and fancy articles and many other things
will be on sale. An entertainment will
be given each evening and the public is
cordially invited to enjoy the pleasures of
the occasion

The Belfast Red Cross Auxiliary.
The average attendance per day at the
pretentious proPOOR’S Mills. Carle Cole of Camden
gram in Portuguese of a musicale given
sewing afternoons in April was 10 2-3, in
has enlisted and has been visiting his
June 2nd in the Municipal Theatre as a
May, 13 3-10 and in June, 14 showing a
mother here before going away.Alfred
benefit to the Red Cross Society.
steady gain in interest. The average for
Miss
Dutch who has employment in PawKatherine C. Quimby of Belfast was one
j the three months at the surgical dressings
tucket, R. I., is spending his vacation class was 14.
of the vocalists in “Los
The surgical dressings class
!
the
Pierrots,’’
with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wentworth.
will also work on Tuesday mornings at
last selection on the program
J. F. Sheldon was away the first of the
ten o’clock in charge of Miss Anne C.
By direction of postmaster general the week on a business trip.Mr. and Mrs.
Crosby. In this way it is hoped t., make
postmaster at Belfast is distributing cards ! Leslie Payson and daughter and Miss
an increase in the number of
dressings
for enrollment of all women and
last
to
Sunday
girls White went to Camden
that can be sent. The Belfast AuxilMrs.
Leslie
over 15 years of
Mr.
and
with
the
spend
day
age, residing within this
iary frequently receive from the Surgical
j
postal district in the United States food Ames.... Alfred Dutch lost his pocketbook
Dressing
Committee copies of letters from
administration. The cards when signed Monday with a sum of money and his abroad
expressing thanks for the supplies
Luella
be
it.Mrs.
in
may
deposited by the signers without i automobile license
sent and making an urgent request for
payment of postage in any letter box or Brown recently visited friends in Center more.
A dozen new workers on Tueshanded into the ofTice. It is the desire of Montville. ...Mrs. Fred Morgan will preach
day mornings would be most acceptable.
afternoon.
the department to have these cards filled at the hall here next Sunday
Our dressings are sent to Peter Bent
out and passed in promptly.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brigham Hospital where
North Belfast.
they are sterilRaymond Dutch, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. Gilmore of Chelsea, Mass., who have ized and from which place weekly shipFred M. Dutch, sailed recently as second been visiting his sisters, Mrs. C. W.
ments are made to Europe.
The Auxcook in the Moorish Prince for France Ayer and Mrs. Ellen C. Gay, returned to iliary received this week ten skeins
of
and Fleischer yarn
with food supplies.
Young Dutch is not their home Tuesday morning.Mr.
foj sweaters from Mrs.
| afraid
of the submarine menace and Mrs. Wilburt N. Brier of Detroit, Mich., Ralph Johnson.
An electric fan loaned
writes to his parents that although He is and Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Clark and chil- by Mr. M. L. Slugg has been installed
in the room, for which the
aware that they are laying in wait for dren of New York arrived last Friday to
Penobscot Baysummer vacation.Mrs. Carfood ships, he is not afraid.
their
Electric Company furnish power free of
spend
This is
the second trip he has made across as he penter and daughter of Foxboro, Mass.,
charge. The Belfast Auxiliary has 'rewent to England on a horse steamer sev- visited her sister, Mrs. Henry B. Ladd ceived the following letter from
the Red
eral years ago.
last week.The Ladies of the Aid Soci- Cross Supply Service of Boston:
hold
their
to
Secretary- Belfast Auxiliary,
Herbert B. Foster, Company Five and ety are making preparations
annual fair, Wednesday evening, Aug.
neirast, Maine.
Allan M. Howes 'Company
Eleven, Port- 8th.
Dear Madam: We wish to thank
Further notice will be given next
you
land: Howard Newcomb, Dana B. Southfor the garments and napkins
recently
week.Mr. and Mrs. Ned Mason are received.
Carl
F. Darby, Henry B.
Our inspector pronounces them
worth,
CunningMrs. Earl Gibbs,
very satisfactory in every way.
We
ham, Roy A. Hopkins and Roybert Sim- visiting their daughter,
shall
be
very glad to receive more such
in Brooks.
mons of Company
Ten, Brunswick, of the
supplies from you. Gratefully yours,
A KIND Deed. Two months ago the
Maine Coast Artillery left
Elsie Hobson.
Tuesday to
join their companies. The only public eighteen-months-old child of Mr. and
The Suffragists.
Mrs. Albert Mcdemonstration at their departure was the Mrs. Maurice French swallowed some- Mahon of
a
Virginia,
representative
of
whistle salutes from the shoe factory and thing that was thought to be a penny, as the National
Woman’s Suffragist Assoin
the
an
a
disk
showed
Mathews Mill.
pasex-ray
photo
A large party of relaciation, was in Belfast recently in the intives and friends accompanied them to sage between the throat and the stomach terest of the
cause and after a conference
and it was adjudged to be a serious case. at the
the depot.
home of Mrs. Janies C. Durham it
The
matter
was brought to the attention
An open competitive examination unwas decided to circulate
petitions to be
der the rules of the United States civil of Miss Mima M. Valentine, the superin- signed by women favoring the movethe
tendent
of
Waldo
County
Hospital,
service commission for the position of
ment, for presentation to the voters of
first grade clerk in the various branches and when Dr. H. H. Brock of Portland next fall asking them to vote
“yes” on
came to operate on Miss Hattie Furbish,
the suffrage question.
of the Government service in New
Mrs. Durham,
Eng- she
him
could
to
do
what
he
requested
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie, Misses Anne C.
land will be held in Belfast at the
post
office on August 4th, commencing at 9 a. for the family in their distress. On be- Crosby and Marian Hazeltine are circum.
It is expected that at least 1000 first ing asked regarding his charges, the sur- lating the petitions and obtaining
many
grade clerks in the internal revenue ser- geon smilingly said: “I will take the pen- signatures. Mrs. McMahon will probably
for
removed
fee.”
He
ny
my
thereupon
vice throughout the United States will
speak in Belfast later in the season.
the obstruction, which proved to be a K. Mrs. Ida C.
be required on or before September
Van Valkenburgh of Troy,
1, of P.
lapel button and the child is now as N. Y., who is touring the State in
1917? A large number of clerks will also
the
well as ever.
interests of suffrage under the auspices
be needed in other services. Apply at
Colonial Theatre.
the post office for particulars.
Today, matinee of the Maine W. C. T. U., spoke in post
and evening, Emily Stevens who will be ofTice square Monday
evening under the
The regular midsummer meeting of the
remembered as the star in that wonder- direction of the Belfast W. C. T.
U., and
Women’s Missionary Auxiliary of the I
ful picture, “The Wager,” is offered in was introduced by Miss
Emily F. Miller,
North Congregational church, was held
another triumph, “The Wheel of the president of the County Union. A
change
July 18fli, afternoon and evening, at the
Law.”
Friday, matinee and evening, in the itinerary brought Mrs. Van Valkensummer home of Hon. and Mrs.
John R. Fannie Ward in a
charming play, “Her burgh to Belfast when little or no adverDunton, the Barracks, at the Battery.
Strange Wedding.” Saturday, matinee tisement could be made. It was anThere was a large attendance and it was
and evening, Julius Steger in a Metro nounced that the meeting would be held
a very interesting and
entertaining meet- : Wonderplay, “The Stolen Triumph.” on the band
stand, but arrangements
ing. Complimentary to one of the guests,
matinee and evening, Ann Pen- could not be made to have the band
Monday,
presMrs. Smiley of Winchester,
Mass., for- nington in “The Little Boy Scout.” ent. Mrs. Van
Valkenburgh is the widmerly of Bangor, the subject of the proTuesday, at 2.30, 7 and 8.30, a seven- ow of a Methodist presiding elder, is in
gran was Admednagar, India where Mrs.
reel picture, “Enlighten Thy Daughter,” earnest in the cause of
temperance and
Smiley’s daughter is located, studying is offered
with the special admission of suffrage. Her address was
logical
the language preparatory to teaching in
price of 25 cents. This is a play that has from first to last and her points were ilthe High school.
Mrs. Smiley read a
been endorsed by prominent women and lustrated by witty stories well
told; takmost entertaining letter from her daughter
clergymen. Rev. Thomas B. Gregory, ing the closest attention of all who heard.
giving the latter’s first impressions of In- noted author and
minister, in a sermon Thursday night she will speak in North
dia, the customs of the natives, etc. before 300
clergymen, said the following: Searsmont and will be the guest of Mrs.
is
situated
in
Ahmednagar
the interior “After
seeing Enlighten Thy Daugh- Maude Cooper, Friday evening in Searsand a number of articles were read deter, I have concluded that it should be mont village, the guest of Mrs. Josie
scribing the schools, settlement work, called the
greatest moral force the screen Kelso.Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt of
social service and many other phases of
has ever shown. The picture will do al- the National Association, who is
touring
missionary work in the far East. Mrs. most as much good as the Bible. It is Maine will speak in Bangor
this, Thursalso
told
of
immense
and
will
the
meet
with the success day, evening, when several private parSmiley
plans for celebratties will go up to hear her.
ing the fiftieth anniversary of the Wom- it so richly deserves.”
en’s Missionary Board, which will take
place during the second week in November, in Boston. A delicious picnic supper
was served at 6 o’clock and in the evening one of the famous Dunton bonfires
was the attraction.
Sitting about it the
guests sung old songs and told stories.
from Sao

g

Try
pair and you will
always know which hose to

in the Naval Reserve.

pharmacist of the Naval Hospital
ris Island, North Carolina.

g
1

un-

n

post office for the week ending July 24th:
C. G. Ferguson of New
Bedford, Mass.,
formerly of Belfast, writes that his two Ladies—Mrs. Etta Abbott, Miss Oli BowGentlemen—John O’Connell, Mr.
den.
sons, George and Robert are now at New
B. Vince.
London, Conn., drilling as quartermasters |

The Waldo County Veterans’ association will hold their regular monthly meetIf stormy
ng in Winterport August 2nd.
the next fair day.Mrs. Frances Jones Paul of Morrill entertained last Saturday afternoon in
honor of Miss Marian M. Heal. Among
the guests to motor out from Belfast were
i Mrs. DeWitt C. Brewster of Boston,
matron of honor, Miss Clara B. Keating,
a bridesmaid, Mrs. Maine Hills, a sister
of the bride, Mrs. Morris L. Slugg and nn
Mrs. Ernest S. Webber.

Paulo, Brazil,

a

_

meeting of the Board of Trade
lay evening twenty-two members
petition to the Public Utility
for the revision of the rates

on

fast Water Company’s schedule
l ey claim should be on a more
basis.

Sanborn, superintendent of the
of the Maine Central R. R
Belfast last Friday in consultace

number of business

in

th

a

io

improvement in train serwas
arranged that the train

men

an

12.30 p. m., will leave, beginuly 30th, at 2.30 p. m. as formerly,
at

*

Milliken Thursday named
ional physician for each exempird and whose nomination will be

rnor

who

Persons

by the board.

:ued

>ed by the exemption board unprovisions of the selective draft
be obliged to undergo another
nation at the hands of the additionmans selected by Governor Milli-

Eugene D. Tapley of Belfast
pointed for Waldo county.
>r.

'.arm

was

rung

in

last

from box 23, for

in.

a

rriuay

ar

lire in the

ilood & Son’s Creamery on Front
The lire caught near the chimney
second story. The firemen broke
window to reach the flames and
5

intensely hot that they

so

to enter.

,e

There

was

very

were

little

the building. The Standard
is next to the creamery
ring of hose was run over to it to
ase of emergency.
to

tank

s

!NE

CIRCUS. Early Saturday morn-

and teams began to arrive from
us in the county and for hours be's

a

lie parade started the streets were
with people.
There were large
in

is

.1
■

attendance at both perform-

The Sparks circus will always
welcome here as it was one of the
s( and most entertaining circuses
for many years.
While the
features were good they were not

Here

uef attractions.

The opening conthe band was very enjoyable and
ecialties by the elephants, seals and
v

were

exceptionally well done; the

■Hie features and the trapeze and
a
Hiking stunts were far beyond the
1

The statuary
here.
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THIS

DID YOU KNOW
That the increase in the cost of sugar makes the cost
of a quart jar of preserves

LESS THAN ONE-HALF CENT
than last year.
come to think of it.
more

w

|Oj

|

Friday, July 27th,

|j
§|
3

3

greater than

H3
3

You will find here short lengths of thin summer goods suitable for dresses or
wai ts, short lengths in curtain scrim, odd wrists, hosiery, summer underwear in odd
lots and sizes, millinerv, Children’s summer underwear, etc.

1

A BIG CHANCE TO SAVE MONEY

g£

|
en

I
DJar
Real

fa

Rubber Jar

Rings and Economy
Cover?

ODD LOTS OF YARNS

WASH SKIRTS

You know the market conditions of fine
yarns today were probably never so high before. We have
taken ail small lots where %ve have two or three skeins
of a shade and priced it so that
you can afford to buy it
even if it is not just the shade
you happen to be looking for.

A large line of Wash Skirts in all the latest styles
and materials, to be sold at greatly reduced prices.

CHILDRENS underwear

am
SH

FRED D.

0

JONES,

Successor to Carle & Jones,

BELFAST,

MAINE.

We have some sizes left in children’s cotton
night
gowns that we wish to clean up, also a lot of children’s
cotton waists and
drawers, worth 50c., to be sold at

MIDDY BLOUSES

■g

All the latest styles in good strong materials in all
Come in early for your
sizes from 14 years to 44 bust.

gjj

selection.

35c. each

KIMONAS
WASH GOODS

A small lot of Kimonas to be sold
very cheaply as
wish to discontinue this line. These are in attractive patterns.

|h3^

SHIRT WAISTS

3>

A special lot of $1.25 and $1.50 waists to be sold at
98c. Other $2.25 and $2.50 waists at a very low
price if you wear a 5b.

w

we

Several pieces of Summer Wash Goods suitable
for dresses, waists, blouses and skirts to be sold at way
below the market price of the same materials if bought

today.

There are special lots of goods that we cannot here describe that are in small
lots but upon which we shall place unusual prices to move them’quickly. We need
the room to take care of fall goods already coming in that we bought months ago
°
so as to be able to sell you good merchandise at reasonable prices this aitumn.

H
H

H

S

I
1

H. H. COOMBS
Masonic Ttmple,

COMPANY,

High Street,
an-

|

nua! Prescott family reunion will be held
at the home of Mr. C. C. Randall, South

^

Prescott Family Reunion. The

Montville, Aug. 11th. All descendants!
of the family of Prescotts are cordially
invited to attend and help make this one
A picnic dinner will be
of the best yet.
W.
Ripley, Secretary.
served.—Oren

n

[]
n

U

U
O
n

The ProADVERTISEMENTS.
Coombs
Co., will
H.
H.
Store,
gressive
have their mid-year clean-up sale Friday,
You
July 27th, to Saturday, August 4th.
!
will find here short lengths of summer
goods, curtain scrim, odd waists, hosiery,
summer underwear, millinery, wash skirts,

Special Exhibition and Sale Q
of Antique Furniture
2
|j|
Thursday, July 26, One Day onlv,5 from 9
Included in this collection are some very rare
For example; Hepplewhite Sideboard, period
i790, verv rare combination desk and china or bookcase (old English!;
Highboys, Lowboys,
Grandfather’s Clocks, 160 years old, Martha Washington,
Serving!
Sewing and Card Tables, Windsor Chairs, Fan-back and Rockers

Bureaus, Secretaries, Gate-legged Tables,

h. r. McDonald.
_—_r

BROILERS
AND

BELFAST POULTRY FARM,

••

usual sports and amusements. The poultry building, the judges' stand and the
secretary’s office were left from the recent fires and are in good condition.
In

21

order to raise funds to assist in the work
there will be some very good trotting on
the grounds next Saturday at 2 p.
in.,
when the small sum of 15 cents will be
charged for admission to any part of the
With Human
grounds. The judges will be: Dr. Eugene
D. Tapley, starter, J. H.
Stinson, Dr. J.
B. Darling, George F. Kent, V. I..
Hall,
_I B. O. Norton and John McLaughlin. The
free-for-all will have the following entries :

THE WHEEL OF THE LAW”

Supreme

Metro

Fannie Ward in
“Her

Colonial Theatre

TUESDAY,
EVENING 700 and 8JO.

JULY

31st.

ALL SEATS 25c.

j

Choice Roaster Chickens

Friday

|
||

°

pect more.” For sale by B. O. Norton.
Luxite hosiery have specialized methods
in designing and knitting which produce
of remarkable
We have a nice lot that weigh from 2 to 4 lbs. each. Can
a closely woven texture
durability and beauty. For sale only at i
drawn and cleaned when killed if desired.
be
the Dinsmore Store.See list of officers,
Phone E. L. COLCORD or P. A. BRADFORD Props
of
the
Searstrustees and corporators
on Waldo
port Savings Bank.Found,
The owner can
avenue, a pair of glasses.
have same by calling at this office, provBELFAST. MAINE.
advt.
28tf
ing property and paying for this
Co.
See advt. of Penobscot Bay Electric
of the Radiant Electric Grill which does
and does
The New Belfast Fair
more than one kind of cooking
AssociaThe 5th band concert of the season
it well. Attaches to any lamp socket,
tion. Through the efforts of a few
common
school
on
of
•vill be given
this,
Business College
Bliss
$5.00.The
price
Belfast’s young and vigorous men with a
rhursday, evening, with the following
of Lewiston, a school of modern business
fall opening |
good deal of city pride, a new corporation
efficiency, advertises their
jrogram:
with about 100 stockholders, has been
for Tuesday, Sept. 11th. Their courses
Banner
Star
Spangled
modern
j
subjects,
include commercial
Laurendeau formed to carry on the fair at the grounds
larch, Flying Colors,
office appliances and a Normal training
the
of
BoyBalfe on Belmont avenue. The first meeting
,
course.See appointments
Jverture, Bohemian Girl,
Allen will be held at the office of H. C. Buzzell
ington Optical Co. of Winterport. ( Characteristic, The Dixie Rube,
in a
Board wanted for an elderly lady
Losch July doth, at 8 p. m., for the purpose of
larch, The Four Jacks,
children.
family where there are no
Struss electing officers, etc. The track has alWaltz, Blue Danube,
Write at once to postoffice box No.
ready been put in good condition and some
P. D. H. Carter announces that his stock j ’opular,
work done on the grounds,
of groceries and fixtures will go on sale
including two
Where I dream of New Hampshire,
and that all
drains. Seven new stalls have been
large
Friday, July 27th, at 9 a. m.
Cobb
in
thirty
persons owing him must settle
Rockwell finished and the frames for eight more
colleclerenade, Dreamland,
days or the bills will be placed for
Hall are up.
De Molay Commandery,
j
larch,
Carpenters will work on the
1
tion.
Lmerica.
grandstand, etc., so that everything will
be in first class condition by t ie first of
-*
October, when the fair will be given. It
is the purpose of the management to give
7.00-8.30
a first class agricultural fair with the

I

FROM

U

and in fact lots of articles

I cannot mention here.
The public is invited to attend this opening of my antique
parlors
at 45 Northport avenue. Sign on the lawn.

Five Part

Play Replete
Appeal.

Interest and Heart

ZENA KEEFE AND KATHERINE KAELRED IN A SCENE
“ENLIGHTEN THY DAUGHTER.’’

$S
H

middy blouses, yarn, kimonas and many
other things. A big chance tosave money.
.“People expect more from the Dodge
Bros, car because they believe in them j
and of course get more because they ex-

A

j

ll

p. m,,
pieces of old Mahogany.

NEW

1

U

tljjl

1

Belfast, Maine

WONDERFUL EMILY STEVENS in

M

jjffi

M

to

guest
Mrs. Sarah F. Knight.

training
being ordered to France.

£9

a. m,

Lester W. Carver of Brookline, Mass.,
over Sunday of his aunt,
a

was

He is the eldest
Carver formerson of Mr. and Mrs. A. P.
member of the
a
is
and
Lincolnville
ly of
for
Mass. Cavalry. He left Wednesday
at Charlotte, N. C., before
final

fig

§j

TERMS CASH.

...THURSDAY...

o

IF YOU BUY YOUR JARS NOW you will not be disappointed if there is a jar shortage later.
Yours truly,

one.

MILLINERY

l*i

“Empire” Lightning
FRUIT .JARS

previous

Everything in summer millinery, trimmed or untrimmed, must be sold at a sacrifice, also a good assortment of trimmings at very low prices.

|

|

any

Colonial Theatre J Evening*

fl

1917

It has been our custom since the opening of our store to have at least two
clean up sales eac t year. A time when we price very low all remnants, odd lots, odd
sizes, and all slow selling merchandise at prices that will moye them very quickly.
These sales have always proven very successful and we intend to make this event

}

Not much of an increase when you
We have full lines of

and Economy

Saturday, August 4,

to

Strange

Wedding”
TUESDAY
2.30 ,7.00,
and 8.30
All Seats

26c.

Monday

Saturday
Julius Steger

in

Ann

Pennington

“The Stolen

“The Little

Triumph”

Scout”

in

Boy

EVERY WOMAN SHOULD SEE

“Enlighten Thy Daughter"

A Sensational Feature, Portraying
Seven Acts.

a

Powerful Lesson in

Add F. by Judge John

Hughes, L. F. Nash
Lady Booker by Dobson,
H. C. Buzzell
Mercer C. by Marston C.,
Fred G. Gray
Kaiser by Masconomo, Ernest Merchant
The 2.30 class includes:

Bel bin by Bingara,
Peter Gallagher
Picolata by Bengin,
H. C. Buzzell
Link Braden by Direct Braden, W. G.
Preston

Eureka Boy by Stiletto C.,
Peter West by Dobson,
Kahl by Cable,
Pearl Marston, by Jack

Mate by Marston C.,

Vilento Hal-

lowell
H. C. Buzzell
Ernest Smith
Marston, W. S.

York
Ross Littlefield-

r

effective way, has our enthusiastic support. But to swear unswerving allegiance
to his administration is beyond our power.
For remember this is precisely the same
administration which has been at Washington since the war began. The very
men who surround Mr. Wilson now are
the men who sat still with folded hands
w-hile the world was ablaze for two and a
half years and never did one solitary
thing of any importance to prepare this
country for the tremendous burden now
thrust upon us. These are the men who
laughed the idea of universal service to
scorn (voluntary universal service was
their substitute) and who now rush to
conscription and refuse even for one moment to utilize whatever of value the voluntary system possesses. These are the
men who saw the science of war advancing by leaps and strides so that the attack
became a terrific combination of force
and mechanical skill in which huge guns
of all calibers and aeroplanes of all sorts
and speeds played the crucial part. They
built no guns and they built no aeroplanes.
Today we are completely without heavy
artillery and have only a smattering of
field guns; and we have developed no
aeroplane that is fit to fly in France. If
the men of Mr. Wilson's cabinet had
been completely deaf and blind, they
could have done just as much for the
country in this war as they actually did
accomplish. Even when yvar broke out
they showed no understanding of the situation.
They positively determined that
no troops should be sent to France this
year; and we were only saved from this
disgrace by the intervention of Roosevelt
and JofTre. How can we possibly feel
And hoyv
any confidence in these men'?
can we get good men in their places except by constant vigilance and attack |
when attack is necessary? For two and
a half years the Metropolitan has been
j
fighting for the very tilings which are
now

accepted by

everyone

as

obviously j

necessary. They did not seem so obvious
in 1915.
Who believed in conscription
then? Who believed that the German
menace would have to be destroyed in
the long run by the United States?

Civic Parade oi 5,000.
Dr.

Speak
Enemy of

E. L. Williams to

Chautauqua,

an

Here at
Ciime

and LawlessnessSome idea of how Dr. E. L.
third day lecturer

Chautauqua,
out

came

at the

Williams,
forthcoming

to be known through-

the country as “Chicago’s Fighting
may be gained by the following

Parson,”

The candidate must be sound in
every part of his body; possess internal
organs equal to the rapid change in altitude, for he will often drop a mile in a
minute; perfect vision, which will instantly and unfailingly adjust itself one
instant to objects far away and the next
to those close by; and he must have no
failing as to colors; his hearing must be
faultless; he must possess a mental balance which will remain true and undisturbed when shells from the air guns are
more.

statement which he wrote and which was
published recently in bold type on the
front page of one of the leading newspaIt was made at
pers in the Windy City.
the time Dr. Williams was engaged in one
of his fiercest fights against vice and
when the entire city was stirred by some
of the exposures of crime and lawlessness.
He said:
“I’m only one man, but I’ve a thousand
eyes.
They are better than an arsenal of
revolvers or 10,000 axes in the hands of
as many desperadoes.
Let the vicious
and the ungodly take warning, for I can
see through the walls of the devil’s own
citadel. If the eyes are not in my head I
direct their gaze.”
He is a councilor of the national committee on prison labor, of which Thomas
Mott Osborne is chairman. He holds
many important offices in national reform
leagues and receives invitations almost
every day for addresses in all parts of the
country, which he has not time to fill.
He headed the parade of 5,000 civic welfare allies in Chicago, who marched
through a drenching rain as a protest
against vice conditions. This was one of
the most notable vice crusades ever
known in the New World. He is a member of the Chicago police force and has
made several important arrests.
One
lawbreaker whom he arrested was worth i
more than $4,000,000 in Chicago real
estate.
He saw this man convicted and (
sent to prison.
|
Community Chautauqua, August 11-15. j

TALKING

MACHINE

NOW

bursting uncomfortably close by; and,
finally, that difficult-to-describe natural
gift which turns his face toward his own
lines instead of the enemies’, when clouds
or smoke blot out all landmarks.
It is
the same kind of intuitive quality which
in

newspaper man is termed “a nose for
and which leads the skillful physician to correctly diagnose a patient
when the usual symptoms are absent, or
the navigator to head his vessel into port
when fog shuts him in and the tide
swerves him from his course.
The responsibility attached to the aviation corps is almost beyond estimate, and
the ability of a single air scout to discern
and comprehend, or failure to do so, may
His sigeasily win or lose a battle.
nals bring the artillery into action dropping shells in the right place and correct
the fire of those guns whose faulty range
is throwing awayr tons of projectiles each
minute. The ^airman is more than the
familiar term, “the eye of the army”—
he must be a thinking eye. The submarine may even better do without its periscope than the army without its aeroa

news,”

MADE

the wolf away from the door at
times. When I landed in this country I
secured work at once and received more
money for one month’s work than I got
in Germany for one year’s work.
I sent
for my folks and I am proud that they
are all true American citizens and will
answer
the President’s call to arms
against Germany, or any other country
when needed.
“I don’t see how my countrymen can
go back on Uncle Sam. They came here
without a cent and made money here;
now they want to light the country that
feeds them. The Raiser never did anything for them or for me. If he had we
would be there yet. All he did was to
start this cruel war and starve all our
people there, and make soldiers out of
everybody and force them to work for his
dirty 12 cents a day, with a fourth of a
pound of meat and a loaf of black bread.
I hope to see the day when he is kicked
out of Germany and a president put in
his place.
“You don’t see any Americans going
over there for jobs or to any other nation.
They are happy here and don’t owe any
allegiance to any Ring or Raiser.
“I hope Uncle Sam will win.
Hurrah
for President Wilson!
“Stop all foreign papers printed in the
United States. If they can’t read English, let them learn; and keep all foreign
languages out of the schools. The English language is good enough for anybody.
“Yours for America.
“Jacob Cratts.”

Has Made

Trip

Boston and Back

to

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the

Signature of

plainer garments
We will set a Waldo county.
women have adopted.
fashion of simplicity and a example of
UJiiiareit.
economy that will show results.”
Mrs. Miller says any woman who disFOR FLETCHER’S
regards the Blogan of “abandon styles”
at this time “is a slave.”

017

CASTOR IA

only

on their behalf,” says Henry P.
Davison, chairman of the Red Cross war

thought

committee.
“Englishmen and Frenchmen, when
from time to time they are relieved from
their grim duties in the trenches, go
home. The soldiers from other countries
on the firing line cannot go
home; there
is no home to go to! They go to Paris.
Many of them do not return from Paris
as efficient soldiers as they were when
they went there.

At a Probate Court held at Belfas', within and
fc r the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
A. D-, 1917

July,

GEORGE W. PARTRIDGE of Searsport,
Guardian of Annie M Partridge of Searsport
in said County of Waldo, having
presented a
petition praying that he may be licensed to
sell and convey at public nr private sale according to an advantageous offer therefor c rtain
real estate of his said ward situated in Sears-,
port, Stockton Springs and Prospect in said
county of Waldo described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by
causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a new.-paper
published at Belfast, in said county, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
14th day of August, A. D 1917, at ten of the
clock before noon, and Bhow cause, if
any they
have, way the prayer of 6aid petitioner should
not be granted,
HARRY E BANGS, Judge. |

on

Maine Central Train.

A true copy.

Somewhere in the vicinity- of Richthere is a little bird which,
could it lind its way back to Bangor, would
be the envy of all bird kind in that city
because of an experience during the past
two days, the little thing having made
the trip to Boston and back in one of the
mail cars which are hauled over the lines
of the Maine Central and Boston &
Maine.
Mr. Bird boarded one of the
mail cars attached to train 102 at Bangor
Wednesday afternoon and when the train
pulled out for Boston at 1.50 he was still
on board.
He was not a very sociable
bird and securing a safe place in the top
of the car he contented himself with
watching the clerks in the car sorting
the mail. In this way he went to Boston.
He made no effort to leave the car and
when the car was attached to Train 11,
the afternoon express due to reach Augusta at 2.45 on its way to Bangor, he
iust kept quiet, perhaps hoping that he
would reach his home and family in BanBut the little fellow was
gor all right.
pot destined to reach Bangor, for the
lerks in the mail car, thinking probably
that he had eaten nothing since he left
Bangor Wednesday afternoon, secured
some bird feed and then catching the
oird, tried to make him eat, but that
would not do, for he would not eat, and
[earing that the little traveller would
starve, the clerks opened the car door
ibout the time that the car reached Richmond and let the bird go.
He did not appear to be frightened, and when one of
ihe clerks gave him a toss from the car
ioorway, he lost no time in flying to the
pearest tree and alighting in its branches,
[rom which he doubtless watched in wonler the departure of his late unusual conFrom the description given of
veyance.
he bird by the mail clerks it is probable
;hat the little fellow was one of the famly of flycatchers.
GOODS

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for tbe County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of July, A. D. 1917.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of George W. Crockett, late of Winterport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate with petition praying that said will be
proved and allowed and that letters testamentary issue to Herbert L. Crockett, the executor named therein, without bond, as provided
in said will.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons

interested

A true copy.

should not be proved, approved and
allowed and the petition granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:

At

Probate Court he.d at Belfast, within and
the C >unty of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of July, A, D. 1917.

A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Willie H. Snt w, late
oi Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate with petition praying that said will be allowed and that
letters testamentary issue to Lillian M. Snow,
without bond, as provided in said will.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, with
in and for said County, on the second Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause,if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and al-

to meet the needs of families

lowed and petition granted.
HARRY E BANGS, Judge.

invalids, something that mother, father,

invalid cun take or give to meet
the need of the moment. Have been in use

A true copy.

or

Sixty Years,

No.
1
9
3
4
7
8
9
10
13
14
1C
16
IT
19
20
21
27
30
3 4

Price
Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations. 2ft
Worms, Worm Fever.2ft
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants 25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.2ft
2ft
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.
.2ft
Toothache, Faeeache, Neuralgia
-2ft
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak stomach.2ft
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.2ft

Eczema. Eruptions..2ft
Rheumatism. Lumbago.2ft
3ft
Fever and Ague, Malaria
Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External, Internal. 2ft
2ft
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head
..2ft
Whooping ('ouch.
A sfhma. Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.2ft
Disorders of the Kidneys..2ft
Urinary Incontinence.2ft
Sore Throat, Quinsy.2ft

77 Grip, Grippe, La Grippe. .25
on

receipt of prio«.

■UMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.. Cornet
*rfllir,-'*nn Street** N***v York.
1

Probate

Notices.

The subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
OSCAR M. NEWELL, late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the seme for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
CHARLES M, HOWES.
Moniville, Me., July 10, 1917.
scriber

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
JUDITH B. WEST, late of Stockton Springs,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of aaid deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.

SAMUEL H. WEST.
Stockton Springs, Me,, July 10,1917,
^ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ALBERT R. WILLEY, late of Burnham,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. All persona having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the seme for settlement, and ail indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.___
HARRY R. COOLIDGE.

Pittsfield. Me., July 10,1917.

Attest:
Chas, E.

1

Infants

Johnson, Register.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, p.
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It contains- n. iit,'
Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. (
more than thirty years it has been in constant use
i,,,-, |
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind < <>ii,Feverishness
Diarrhoea; allaying
arising tlien !>■ ,,
and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids tie
siniilation of Food; giving healthy and natural dThe ChUdren’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,
..

In

At

a

Use

For Over 30

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
Waldo, on the 10th day of

a

Years

Probate Court, held at Rf f

for the County of
of July, A. D. 1917.

Waldo,

>

on

ANNIE T. THOMPSON, widow of Willism
WALTER P DICKEY of !
Albert Thompson, late of Quincy, Massachu- County of Waldo,
administrate
setts, deceased, having presented a petition of John Dickey, late of
Brooks,
praying that an allowance may he made to her of Waldo, deceased, having
pro,
out of the personal estate of said deceased.
tion praying that the Judg.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice determine who are entitled t<
to all persons interested by
causing a copy of the estate of the deceased, r.ow
this order to be published three weeks succes- I for distribution, their respective
sively in The Republican Journal. a newspaper in and order the same to be distr
published at Belfast, in said County, that they ingly.
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Ordered, That the said petition
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 14th to all persons interested by cai>
day of August, A. D. 1917, at ten of the clock this order to be published
thre
before noon, and show cause, if any they have, ce
sively in The Republican Jour
why the prayer of said petitioner should not paper published at Belfast, in sa;.
granted,
they may appear at a P.obate 1/ u
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
at Belfast, within and for said l
A true copy.
Attest:
14th day of August, A. D. 1917, a
Chas E. Johnson, Register.
clock before noon, and show cau.*
have, why the prayer of said pel
not be granted,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th
HARRY E. BAM,
day of
A true copy.
Attest:
July. A. D 1917
Chas
E Johnson
OREN K. GORDON of Knox, in said County,
having presented a petition praying that Fred
WALDO JSS. In Court of Pr
W. Brown, Jr, of Brooxs, in said County.be
on the 10th day of
July, l'J!
appointed admin strator, with the will annexed, Belfast,
M.
Ordway and Lilia M. Miller', ex.
of the estate of Warren Gordon, late of Knox,
the estate of .Susan A. Rivers. lai<
in the County of Waldo.
mont, in said Couniy, deceased. ►
Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice sented their first and final accou
to ill persons interested by causing a
istr-tion of said estate for allowar
copy of
this order to be published three weeks sucOrdered, that notice thereof be *
cessively in The Republican Journal, a news- weeks
successively, in The Repu
paper published at Belfast, in said County, that
a newspaper published in Be
nal,
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
that all persons interested
County,
at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the at a Probate
Court, to be held
14th day of August, A. D. 1917, at ten of the
the
14th
day of August next, an.
clock before noon, and show cause, if
any
if any they have, why the said a
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner not
be allowed.
should not be granted.
HARRY E BAN
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson,
Chas E. Johnson,

Register.

At a Probete Court
for the County of
July. A. D. 1917.

WALDO SS.

held at Belfaet, within and
Waldo, on the 10th day of

count of administration of said
lowance

A true copy.

1

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 10th day of
July, A. D. 1917.

DONALD H, FOGG of Searsmont, guardian
Fogg of Searsmont, in said County, having presented a petition praying that

he may be licensed to sell at private or public
sale certain real estate belonging to said ward,
situated in said Searsmont and described in
said petition.

Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfaet, within and for said County, on the 14th
day of August, A D 1917, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.

A true copy.

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
Attest:
E. Johnson, Register.

Chas

At a rroDate court neia at ceuast,

Belfast, within and
Waldo, on the second
A.
D.
1917.
of
Tuesday
July,
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Eva Estelle Smith,
late of Palermo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate,
with petition praying that said will may be
proved and allowed and that letters testamentary issue to George A. Worthing, the executor
named therein, without bond, it being so provided in said will.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
order to be
The subscribe interested by causing a copy of this
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
three weeks successively in The Republished
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
Journal, a newspaper published at Belappointed executor of the last will and testa- publican
fast, in said County, that they may appear at a
ment of
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
NOAH W. BARKER, late of Troy,
for said County, on the second Tuesday of Auin the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons gust next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
having demands against the estate cf said de- show cause, if any they have, why the same
ceased are desired to present the same for set- should not be proved, approved and allowed
tlement. and all indebted thereto are request- and petition granted.
ed to make payment immediately.
HARRY E. BANGS. Judge.
CLARENCE WHITING,
A true copy. Attest:
E. Johnson, Register.
Chas.
Troy, Maine, July 10.1917.
a

Probate Court held at

for the County of

j

!
...

1

t

es<

that notice thereof he g
successively, in The Repul
newspaper published in BelfaCounty, that all persons interested n
at a Probate Court, to be held at 1
the 14th day of August next, ami
if any they have, why the said accm:
not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANG*
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E Johnson, 1

:

and final account of administration
tate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice '.hereof be g
weeks successively in The Reput
a newspaper published in Belfast.,
ty, that all persons interest* d no.v
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
day of August next, and show
they have, why the said account
be allowed,
HARRY E. BAM
A true copy. Attest:
Chas E. Johnson.

|

W ALDO SS,
In Court of Pr >ba
Belfast, on the 10th day of July, 1
trude M. Cilley and Noyes A. Cille.*,
tors of the estate of Lawriston C. Cn
Brooks, in said County, deceased, I
sen ted the third and final accoui t
ceased as guardian of Charles J
allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be g;\
successively, in The Republics!
newspaper published in belfast, in
ty, that all persons interested may a;r
Probate Court, to be held at Bella14th day of August next, and show
any they have, why the said accoun
not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANCS,
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, R*
weeks

a

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate
Belfast, on the 10th day of July, 191T
Rhodes, administrator of the estate o!
R. Rhodes, late of Liberty, in said
deceased, having presented his first
account of

administration of

said

ea

allowance,
Ordered, that notice thereof be gi\
weeks successively iu The Republican
a newspaper published in Belfast, insa

ty, that ah persons interested may att
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast.
day of August next, and show caus*
they have, why the said account sh<
be allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas E. Johnson. Reg
■

witmu auu

the clock before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E Johnson, Register.
At

1

WALDO SS. In Court of Probat
Belfast, on the 10th day of July, 19
B. Pendleton, administrator of th*
Ida M. Pendleton, late of Islesbo:
County, deceased, having present*

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within a~d
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
*
July, A. D. 1917
HARRIET E. WOSTER, niece and heir at
law of Seth Burgess, late of Searsmont, in said
County of W aldo, deceased, having presented
a petition praying that John R. Dunton or some
other suitable person may be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased

A true copy.

!

Ordered,

Attest:

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.

I

weeks

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

Ordered, that the said petit:oner give notice
to ail persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 14th
day of August, A. D. 1917, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.

;

a

deceased.

Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a
copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican J >urnal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 14th
day of August, A. D. 1917, at ten of the clock
before neon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
be granted.
HARRY E BANGS, Judge.

In Court of I’r.

\

Belfast, on the 10th day of July.
H. Fogg, administrator of the esta
M. Fogg, late of Searsmont, in sa,>
ceased, having presented his first h

MARTHA HAGGERTY of Unity, mother of
Ursula M. Ryan, late of Unity, in said County
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that Joseph H. Farwell of said
Unity, or some other suitable person may be
appointed administrator of the estate of said

for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
July. A. D. 1917.
EDGAR W. DYER, administrator of the estate ot Anna D. Dyer, late of Thorndike, in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying that he may be
allowance.
licensed to sell at private or public sale certain
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three real estate of said deceased, situated in said
i
in
The
weeks successively,
Republican Journal, Thorndike and described in said petition.
in Belfast, in said
a newspaper published
That the said petitioner give notice
County, that all persons interested may attend toOrdered,
all persons interested by causing a copy of
at a Prooate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
this order to be published three weeks sucthe 14th of August next, and show cause, if
cessively irr The Republican Journal, a newsany they have, why the said account should not
paper published at Belfast, in said County,
be allowed.
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
HARRY E. BANGS. Judge.
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on
A true copy. Attest:
the 14th day of August. A. D. 1917, at ten of
Chas. E. Johnson,

Register.

At

for the County of
A. D 1917.

July,

WALDO SS In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 10th day of July, 1917. Charles
F. Perry, administrator of the estate of Sarah
E. Perry, late of Montville, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and Anal
account of administration of said estate for

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 10th of July, 1917. George A.
Goodwin and John R Dunton, administrators
de bonis non, of the estate of Warren J. Weymouth, late of Prospect, in said County, deceased, having presented their second and final
account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 14th day of August next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

Ch

and

of Milton R.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 10th day of July, 1917, Lucy
P. Mitchell, Curtis B. Mitchell and Alice Verne
Sawyer, tius’ees under the last will and testament of Curtis E. Mitchell, late of Unity,
in said County, deceased, having presented
their third account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
14th day of August next,: nd show cause, if ar y
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.
HARRY E, BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas E, Johnson, Register.

for

Sold by druggists, or sent
Medical Bock mailed free.

a

for

are

over

same

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

HUMPHREYS^
for

a

the

cent of tomatoes and six per cent of
salmon.
These percentages are based
lpon the canners’ entire pack, not on his
msold surplus. The request affects fully
wenty-five hundred canners in eighteen
States. The canners already have agreed
o accept a fair and just price to be estabished by the Government.

nurse

Attest:

Probate Court h »!d at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday of July, A, D. 1917.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Herbert F. Richards, late of Lincolnville, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for
probate with petition praying that said will be
proved and allow ed and that letters testamentary issue to Mabel A. Richards, named therein, without bond as provided in said will
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court.to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of August, next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
At

ner

designed

copy of this order to be

Chas E. Johnson, Register.

To insure an adequate supply of canned
Joods for the Army and Navy, the De:ence
Council’s supply committee has
isked all the country’s canners to reserve
welve per cent of each canner’s pack of
jeas, twelve per cent of corn, eighteen

or

by causing a

published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear
at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
August next, at ten of the clock before noon
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed
and petition granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.

RESERVED.

Humphreys’ Homeopathic Remedies

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

mond, Me.,

CANNED

for

“Our American soldiers must have a
home in France—somewhere to rest,
somewhere to find a friendly atmosphere,
somewhere to go for recreation and wholesome amusement.
“These men will be returning to this
country some day. We want to make it
certain that as many as possible return in
health and strength and not afflicted with
disease from which our forethought might
have protected them.
“The Red Cross
must—and it alone can—become a real
foster parent to our soldiers while they
are in Europe.”

1

|

our men go to France we must
prepare to take care of them
when sick and wounded; another very
serious problem will confront them and
will confront us in our care and fore-

!

WONDERFUL LITTLE BIRD.

MR. EDISON STATES.

/alf

“When

not

keep

nlanp

Thus it will be seen that, setting aside
all the other numerous and radical
"All Rebellious Elements Under Control” changes which the present war has called
into being, the submarine for the sea
His Cryptic Word to 500 Dealers at i forces and
the aeroplane for the land
To our mind the most essential thing
forces are the two weapons which stand
Orange.
we
are
not
is
to
realize
that
simply
out
to-day
pre-eminent; and of the two, the
Thomas A. Edison interrupted his efcalled in to help the Allies, we are not
is the more essential. A serfort to find a device to destroy the sub- aeroplane
vice so thrilling, so responsible, so possi“giving them” money, or supplies, or marine
menace
to
long enough recently
We are not “giving them” anymen.
of great accomplishment, cannot fail
make an
announcement that ble,
to appeal to the best there is in the young
thing. This is our war just as much as it he had unexpected
all
of
the
rebellious
subjugated
is theirs. If it is not our war we should
American; and while all service at the
Since it is elements that had been encountered in front is fraught with
never have been in it at all.
danger, it will comhis perfection of talking machines and
our war, we want to put everything into
fort the airmen’s mother to know that,
the records reproducing the human voice.
in
the
shortest
finish
it
it so as to
possible
Mr. Edison’s announcement was ot the contrary to generally accepted belief,
time; so that the world may be restored.
service in the air fleet is several degrees
bare fact that "all of the rebellious eleTo our mind the whole plan of the War
'emoved from the most dangerous miliments are under control,’’ and he reDepartment has been flavored with a de- fused
ary occupations.
subsequently to elaborate upon the
sire to hold off until the Allies finished
Our ability to win this war will lie
It was read for him
the war for us. We should have strained cryptic statement.
argely in two efforts, to defeat the subwhile
he
surrounded
a
detectstood,
by
every nerve to have got from fifty to a
ive guard, inside the inclosed Edison marine, and to produce at the earliest
hundred thousand men to France this
possible moment a fleet of aeroplanes
at
plant
N.
500 deleOrange,
greeting
J.,
And by next year we could have
year.
(vhich shall be numbered by tens of thouof the Edison Dealers’ Convention,
gates
to
send
over
had five hundred thousand
who had gone from New York to see the sands.—H. H. Windsor, in Popular Science
or any part of five hundred thousand
Magazine.
which we could ship.
But to insist on inventor because he had "forgotten” his
engagement to come here to attend their
we
before
a
men
trained
million
OUR LOYAL WOMEN.
having
started to fight was both impractical and banquet the night before.
"They told me you had a good conWhen it is exThese are days when we may well be
extraordinarily foolish.
one of Mr. Edison’s aids read,
proud of our American girls and women,
tremely doubtful whether we can trans- vention,”
as the inventor stood smilingly beside
rhe fields of France for countless miles
port a hundred thousand this year or him.
“There
will
be
a good many more
more than double that amount next year,
are this moment being cultivated by the
what in the name of reason is the use of conventions, but I expect you boys will French women with never a man to asremember
this
because
it
one
always
sist. That American women would as
getting a million trained before starting
the fight? The fatuity of this policy will happens to be contemporaneous with the promptly, resolutely and effectively take
time
when
we
last
removed
the
jinx
become more and more apparent when we
pp the same burc e.r, did the same necesfrom the record.
We now have all the
find that we have withdrawn a million
sity exist here, there is not the slightest
rebellious elements under control.”
men from the productive end, made them
loubt. The voice of the scoffer at the
The detective guard that surrounded
no
means
and
provided
wholly consumers,
suffragette is hushed in admiration at
Mr.
Edison
is
present now on every occato use them. The folly of the whole plan
■vhat the women are doing in the desion
when
he
in
The
appears
public.
is only equalled by the folly of several
nands of the
moment. In crowded
convention
made
the
to
delegates
trip
details.—From an editorial in the Metrocities and by the isolated farm side the
on board a special train, and the
Orange
American girl and woman without repolitan for July.
train carried many detectives to make
fard to wealth or social distinction is
certain that Prussian spies did not utilGRAIN FOR THE SKIM MILK CALF. ize that means to get into the Edison employing every spare moment in Red
-ross work.
Without any brass bands
plant.
co call a crowd they flocked to the trainWhole milk is nature’s balanced ration
So busy was the inventor in his laborang places to learn and to
nor has
for the calf, and it should be fed during tory that he
spent less than half an hour 1 ■heir interest and enthusiasm do,
the first two weeks of the calf’s life. with the 500
waned; on
persons who made the jourche
it
has
contrary
steadily grown.
Whole milk, however, is too expensive ney especially to see
him, delegating his
The subscription to the Liberty Loan
for prolonged calf feeding, because the aids to show the visitors
over the plant.
ifforded
another
opportunity to show of
(fit it contains is worth approximately He returned to his laboratory and spent
,vhat stuff the patriotism of the Ameri40 cents a pound.
the rest of the day and most of the night
can woman is made,
In countless shops,
In view of this price, it is advisable to working.
He and his employees refused !
‘tores, factories and offices, girls receivsell the fat and feed skim milk with a
to discuss in any way the progress he has
substitute for butterfat. The chief office made in his effort to find a means to de- '• ng only a few dollars per week, and too
pften responsible for the support of widof fat in the calf’s rations is to supply stroy submarines.
>wed mothers and younger brothers and
heat to the body.
When the fat is re- {
listers, loyally made their subscription
moved and skim milk is fed, the energy DODGE BROTHERS SEDAN
or a bond, when to do so meant actual
can be supplied more economically in the !
FIRST PLEASURE CAR
iacrifice and even privation for 50 weeks.
form of grain.
3ut
no one hears them complain of
TO ENTER FRANCE.
this,
Protein is also expensive, but absolute- !
ind their only expressed regret is their
ly essential to development of the calf’s
to
take
a
By special permission of the French i nability
larger amount.
body. None of the growth producing
These are days when the American
proteins are removed by skimming the j Government, the lirst pleasure car to j
nan
and
enter
has
France
of
the
since
the
boy
greater occasion than
beginning
milk.
i
iny time in the past half century to
When a calf is about two weeks old it j war will be a Dodge Brothers convertible
The car was purchased by Com- ! evere, love and honor his mother, sister
If it is with sedan.
may be taught to eat grain.
ind sweetheart.—Popular Mechanics.
older calves it will take grain without Lesse Regina de Regis de Olivera and
be used in France in motion picture
any special attention.
Otherwise, it | will
work when the art ruins of the war, inOBITUARY.
may be started to eating by rubbing a
small amount of corn meal or bran on its cluding the cathedrals at Rheims, Sissons
Laura J., widow'of Alvin M. Elliott,
nose.
In licking its jjlwJe, the calf will and Ypres, will be photographed under
1 ind daughter of the late Freeman and
develop an appetite for the grain. The i the direction of Rodin, the greatest liv- Desire
(Kilburn) Dean, died April 24th afgrain may be kept constantly before the 1 Ing sculptor.
er a long and painful’tllness.
She was
The pictures will be shown later in this
tor a few days. T'nrea pflrU cracked !
)orn in Winterport in 1833, where she
Committee
of
the
for
the
benefit
country
corn of corn meal ahd one part wheat |
of •esided for many years, and it was here
bran is a good mixture. To this, one ! for American Aid for the Restoration
she became a useful member of the
French Monuments of Art, of which
added
if
desired.
Linoats
be
part
may
of Methodist church. She was a consistent
seed meal or blood meal may also be add- Mrs. Cecelia Sartoris, granddaughter
Christian, a faithful wife and a devoted
ed in small quantities, but neither is nec- General Grant, is the American repre- nother.
Of amiable disposition and
sentative. The committee itself has a
essary.
charitable toward all, she was held in
The grain should be given in the dry j list of notable members, including Theoligh esteem by all who knew her. She
form after the skim milk has been fed. dore Roosevelt, Jules Jusserand, Robert
was the last of a family of eight chilAfter the calf is old enough to eat grain Bacon, Myron T. Herrick, Cardinal Gibiren, and is survived by two daughters,
etc.
freely, it should be fed at regular inter- bons,
In the collection of the fund for the Mrs. David Elliott, with whom she lived,
vals. During the first two months the
ind Mrs. Lottie E. Pendleton, and by two
grain taken will be less than one pound a restoration of France’s works of art, this
American-made
motor car, now on its stepsons, Frank and Dana Elliott. Fuincreased
should
be
This
day.
gradually
way to France, will play an important neral services were held at her late home
so that at the age of six months, when
in Monroe by Rev. Frank Dolliff, who
the calf is weaned, about two pounds will part.
spoke words of comfort to the bereaved.
be taken daily.
Beautiful floral offerings spoke of the
When only a few days of age, the THOSE WHO ARE GUARANTEED esteem of
mourning friends and neighPROFIT.
calves will begin to nibble hay if it is
bors.
Interment was made in Evergreen
within reach. It is preferable to feed
cemetery, North Searsport, by the side
timothy for the first two or three months,
It is evident that the government as- of her first husband, Nason R. Pendleafter which alfalfa or clover hay will
sumes that the farmers of the United
ton, who died many years ago.
give better satisfaction.
States are a bit more patriotic than any
WOMAN’S WORK.
In other lines of industry
other class.
contracts are being made for necessary
CORN FLOUR.
“Women’s labor in factories and mills
government work by which the contractors are paid actual costs plus 10 per cent
abroad is feeding the soldiers and homes
The milling of corn flour—not meal—
The farmers are being asked to of Europe. We must prepare for that
will begin on an extensive scale in Kan- profit.
number of Kansas mills i work as they have never worked before, condition in America. Even now women
sas City and a
but they have no government insurance j are being engaged to fill men’s places in
this fall. Two Kansas City and two i
unfavorable weather, insect pests the industries. It is well for us to preKansas mills have built additions for' against
1 and an inflated scale of wages.
With the pare for the protection and development
flour machinery which will give
corn
farmers it is a gamble against a chap who of women workers. America calls for a
them each an output of 600 barrels a day.
uses
loaded dice. The shipbuilder, the training which will give her working
and a number of other mills have arthe army contractor, women not only the capacity to adapt
munitions
ranged for an output of 100 to 200 bar- are all suremaker,
of a fair profit; while the themselves to the changes that are going
rels a day.
farmer may think himself fortunate if he on around us, but the power to shape and
The belief of the millers is that the
breaks even.
It would seem that the direct them. After centuries of discrimscarcity of wheat calls for a very large least
the government can do is to make it ination women are comipg into the labor
Mixed corn and wheat
use of corn flour.
farmers
to sell their prod- and festival of life on equal terms with
for
the
flour in the proportion of one of corn to possible
ucts without the intervention of selfish men. Canada, Russia, America and even
two parts of wheat flour makes a very
middlemen and rapacious speculators.— England will have enfranchised womanpalatable and nutritious bread. It is ex- Biddeford Journal.
hood when this war is over.” These repected that the mixed flour will have a
marks are part of the speech made by
large foreign demand.
PRACTICAL AND SANE.
Mrs. Raymond Rbbins at the Convention
All indications so far are for a very
of the National Women’s Trade Union
large corn crop this fall and the cheap
the
call
of
the
woman’s
com- League.
Following
corn flour will lower the cost of bread
national defense council for
of
the
mittee
materially. The process of milling the women to abandon “style,” Mrs. Walter
Maine Must Furnish 1,821 Men.
corn is very similar to the wheat milling
Miller, vice-president of the National
process and the product is almost as fine
The gross quota of this State was
American Woman Suffrage Association,
as the wheat flour, with a rich, yellowish
sent word to all its branches urging 7,064 men. Enlistments have been made
color.
of 5,243 in the various branches of the
“saner garments.”
furnish“Sanity in styles means less frequent service, leaving 1,821 men to be
changes in styles and greater durability ed by draft. Cumberland, Kennebec and
in garments,” Mrs. Miller said. “Even Oxford counties have furnished more
It is said
women of leisure are not ashamed to than the number called for.
utilize the
business that 124 men will be called from

PERFECT,

OUR SOLDIERS ON LEAVE.

How one german-American—he spells
One would naturally expect, on joining
German with a little gand American with
the flying division, to board a plane and a
A—feels about Germany is shown
joyride skyward with an experienced pilot, incapita]
the following letter to the editor of the
then go through the motions with the vaSioux City (Iowa) Journal:
rious controls and levers in a dummy ma“I ha\e seen several articles in the
chine on earth; a few days later go up
Journal
Germans trying to raise
again with a teacher; and the next to fly strife in about
this country. I am a German
with the instructor as a passenger. But
by birth but I am an American by heart
hot so fast, son, notwithstanding your ;
d hand,
i will tell you why I left Gerambition to distinguish yourself is mu
many. There were ten in our family and
noble and praiseworthy. Remember, the u
e were
poor, like the most of my counqualifications for the air corps include
trymen who came to the good old United
not only all the physical conditions of
States of America to get away from opboth Army and Navy, but a great many
pression, and it was a hard matter to

Parson’’ Headed Great

Whatever the President does toward
winning this war in the shortest and most

WELL SAID, MR. CUATTS.

Essentials in Aviation.

"Chicago’s Fighting

“This is Our War.”

Belfast, on the 10th day of July, 1917
M. Wentworth, administratrix of the
of Mary Ellen Goodwin, late of Knox
County, deceased, having presented
and final account of administration of
tate for allowance.

Ordeied, that notice thereof oe give!
weeks successively, in The Republican
newspaper published in Belfast, in 6hi
ty, ttiat all persons interested n ay alt*
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
14th day of August next, and show c
any they have, why the said account
not be allowed,
HARRY E. BANGS. Jo
A true copy.
Attest:
( has. E. Johnson, Reg
a

WALDO SS. In Court of
Belfast, on the 10th of July,
M. Howes, guardian of Oscar
of Montville, in said County,

presented

Probate, i
1917.
Cl a
M. Newe

deceased,

his first and final account of

dianship for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given
weeks successively, in The Republican
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast,
County, that all persons interested may
at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast
14th day of August next, and show ch
any they have, why the said account
not he allowed
HARRY E. BANGS, Ju<i,
A true copy.

Attest:

Chas. E Johnson, Regisi
The
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he h»~

scriber

duly appointed

administrator of the esta

ANNIE C. WALKER, late of Liberty
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and g
bonds as the law directs. All persons ha' 1 ^
demands against the estate of said decl
are desired to present the ssme for settle•»
and all indebted thereto are requested to maKo
payment immediately.

JOEL J. WALKKK

Liberty, Me., July 10,1917.

!

transfers in real estate.

following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week
ending July 21,1917:
Walter J. Harvey,
to James

I

IN

SALE

for

lBE

BELFAST

BY

SS1E P. CARLE

[

supply
ecial arrangement has all the

"

I

—

Carleton, Winterport; land in
Winterport.
Claremy: F. Knowlton, Bath, to George
A. Sprague, et al, Searsmont; land and
buildings in Liberty.
B. O. Norton, Belfast, to E. B. Hunt,
Unity, et al; land and buildings in Thorndike,
Clifford J. Pattee, Belfast, to David F.
Sanborn, Liberty; land and buildings in

CHAUTAUQUA ADDRESS

h < oats and

,u

Uniforms.

Service
i'

Outfit, for Every Service.

el

for Vacation,

Prepare

ti'

eepondence of The Journal,]

July 23,

RK.

■

1917.

before are relying upon
nJ short trips for needed re-

F.Gallagher, Bangor, to Sandypoint Shipbuilding Corporation, Stockton

d the shops are ready to supeady to wear for any demand

Springs; land in Stockton Springs.

Thomas

ver
.i

Lillian Ellis,Stockton Springs, to Sandypoint Shipbuilding Corporation, do; land
and builoings in Stockton Springs.
Lillias Staples Emery, Stockton Springs,
to Sandypoint Shipbuilding Corporation,
do; land and buildings in Stockton Springs.

uniforms with leggings and
g habits and camping clothes,
.tiaki that stands any amount
and

looks just the
but serviceable, and with a
about

f

these suits have ample
are divided or not, as
have

detachable

Stockton

Springs,

more

! carry their line up to the
With gun or rod and creel,
foot, in boat or aeroplane,

KENDRICK

JOHN

BANGS.

John Kendrick Hangs is coming here
for an address Chuntuiujua week on
and
best news
proper caper,
It is one of the most
“Salubrities
si very little, so that ample
famous lectures known to the lecture
eft for other things worth
platform. In it he tells of many of the
great celebrities he has met lu his
His fame as a lecturer Is no
travels.
Top Coats.
less great than his fame as a writer.
ats of khaki can be had for
^ His Inimitable humor and his gracious
it completely cover and proHe
.manner .are always captivating.
's, so that if one chooses a
will speak mi the last afternoon of the
frock
can
le
be worn that will
Chautauqua.
■

et

al.,

Stockton

J. W.

fast;

land

buildings in Stockton

and

Penobscot Bay & River Steamboat Co.,
Camden, to Sandypoint Steamship Co.
Stockton Springs; land in Stockton

Springs,
Merton C.

Bagley, Troy, to Ethel B.
in Troy.
Charles D. Richards, Searsmont, to
George E. Richards, do; land in Sears-

Bagley, do;

GIVEN BY WIFE
Orrington Man Says She and New
Tanlac Did Wonders for Him.

land

mont.

George E. Richards, Searsmont, to Howglad { land L. Richards, do; land in Searsmont.

-f'»

f

--.

9

McCall Design
khaki would be

■

altogether

Trench coats of other
similar lines

il

are

ma-

also to be

ariety of woolens and silk

I
who
r

tie

is

not

any sort

ready to start at
of trip is decid-

running and

sure

to miss

both worth while and

re

tinding

a

new

en-

zest in life

tuiigs that really count. Even
n” comes in touch with the

Here is a Maine man who is very
that he took his wife’s advice, for it has
been the means of his getting back on the
road to health, and he says he is there to
stay
Quite naturally, he gives his wife
credit for suggesting the way out, and he
gives Tanlac, the new Master Medicine,
just as much for continuing the work.
This Maine man is C. M. Freeman of R.
F. D. No. 1. South Orrington. His story
will be of intense interest to many rundown men and women here.
“I suffered from stomach trouble and
dizziness,” Mr. Freeman stated. “My
food caused me so much distress with
gas and bloating that I was almost afraid
to eat.
“I had tried many remedies but got
very little result from any of them.
My
wife had been reading the Tanlac stories
in the papers every day and she kept insisting that I try Tanlac. I am certainly
glad that I took her advice.
“Before I had finished the first bottle 1
began to notice good results and 1 kept
Tanlac certainly
right on improving.
drove all the stomach trouble away and I
am now able to eat regularly again and to
enjoy my meals. No more gas or sour
stomach and my appetite is wonderful. It
gives me great pleasure to recommend
Tanlac on the strength of what it did for
me.”
Tanlac is the only medicine on the market that receives endorsements like the
above.
Mr. Freeman's statement is similar to those made by well-known Maine
men and women every day about Tanlac,
the new reconstructive tonic, appetizer,
invigorant and system purifier.
Tanlac is being specially introduced in
Belfast at the City Drug Store. Tanlac
agentsin nearby towns are: A. R. Pilley,
Brooks', Ames Co., Stockton Springs; L.
C. Dow & Co., Prospect.

she snips fillings or
for the Red Cross supplies,

nient
es

as

Howland L.

Richards, Searsmont,

Samuel H. Richards, do;

j

land

to

The two men worked together for
about six months. Then one day the
burly Belgian lost his temper and with
it his more experienced fellow manager, for the young American promptly
resigned his position and left the employ of the company.
The name of the young American
was Herbert Clark Hoover.
Now observe how Nemesis pursues
proud mortalsl In October, 1914, this
same Belgian, at the suggestion of the
In
American
ambassador
London,
called on an American who, Mr. Page
said, was the logical man to head the
work of relieving starving Belgium.
The American was Herbert C. Hoover.
—World’s Work.

Roscoe E. Dunton, et al., Burnham, to
Everett Dunton, Burnham;land and build-

ings in Burnham.

Woodman, Winterport, et ah,
Ryder, do; land in Winter-

to Annie E.

port.
Emma A.
C.

Bowler, Montville,

to Willis

Foy,

et al, do; land and buildings in
Montville.

Balter, Brewer, to Lewis HerIslesboro; land in Islesboro.

Carrie S.

bert,

Hamilton E. Jenkins, et al., Brooks, to
Charles O. Varney, do; land in Brooks.
Lucy A. Redman, Belfast, to Frank M.

Bailey, do; land in Belfast.
Fred H. Cunningham, Monroe, to Joseph B. Palmer, do; land in Monroe.
John H. Maddocks, Monroe, to E. A.
Carpenter, Brooks; standing timber in

All Faced the Flag.
Justice Pendleton of the New York
supreme court was examining applicants for citizenship recently when a
band in the park began playing ‘‘The
Star Spangled Banner.” It was written by Francis Scott Key, Justice Pendleton’s grandfather. The Justice turned his head toward the window, and
the hubbub in the court ceased. Then
the Justice rose to his feet, and the
men who were seeking the right to
take the flag as their own rose with
him. Everybody faced the flag that
was draped on the courtroom wall.
Not a soul moved until the music
ceased. Then the Justice bowed and
resumed his seat, and the work of
making citizens went on again.

Monroe.
Robert B. Cates, Thorndike, to Alfred
A. Rayer, do; land in Thorndike.
Charles P. Woodbury, Freedom, to E.
F. Bickford, Dixmont; land and buildings
in Freedom.
Wm. D. Bennett, Camden, to Sandy-

point Shipbuilding Corporation, Stockton
Springs; land in Stockton Springs.

DR. WILLIAMS. KNOWN
THROUGHOUT COUNTRY
AS “FIGHTiNG PARSON”

NONSENSE.

uple find work on every side
of the joy of brotherhood
as we keep step with our felnoble cause—which is a long
clothes talk perhaps, but not

A

ne

NECESSARY MEASURE.

you come before me and ask me to marry you when
he is in that disgraceful conditon?

Would-be Bride—Well, sir, please, sir,

he’ll

no

come

when he’s sober.

an

HER IDEA OF IT.

Employer—You say you can do very
little typing and scarcely know shorthand! Then how came you to answer
my advertisement for a smart shorthand

should not be lost sight of.
t-ormal Dress.

nee

a

>

new

-.es

i

to

note of dignity in dress
oust the bizarre styles

reigned rampantly for

so

typist?

h bodices of thin material cut

;

;

i

■

back and square in front, with
parent sleeves that reach and
vrist are the latest mode apashion for dress occasions this
r
matrons, while girls wear
D party frocks of organdie or
islins modestly designed and
rthan the abbreviated skirts
r.
Women over twenty wear
>w
skirts ending just above
for all occasions when trains
Lucy Carter.

PREPAREDNESS.

lark has just received a diKentucky college from which
lied fifty years ago for shootin and missing him.
It takes
to live down poor markmar.-

Sing a song of wartime,
A bottle full of rye,

:i

^1

Put it in the office

: e

with

The boss will start to sing,
I wonder if he’ll pass it round,
Or be a “stingy thing.”

strong constitutions

■any minor ills that make life
fable for others. Don’t you envy
nd who does not know what a
=
is, whose digestion is perfect

safe,

Country’s going dry.
When the safe is opened

iitucky.—Boston Transcript.

MAKE YOURSELF STRONGER
1

A teacher was giving a lesson on the
circulation of the blood. Trying to make
the
matter clearer, he said: “Now, boys,
;
undisturbed?
>f I stood on my head the blood, as you
" far do
descome
from
this
you
know, would run into it, and I should
a and have
you ever made an
turn red in the face.”
‘lu st effort to
constrengthen your
“Yes, sir," said the boys.
n, to build up your system to
“Now,” continued the teacher, “what
'1 o IV <tisease and discomfort?
I want to know is this: How is it that
'•
erj one cannot have perfect health
while I am standing upright in the ordiunless you have an organicdisease
nary position the blood does not rush into
generally possible to improve your my feet?”
i! condition by attention to the
And a little fellow shouted: “Why, sir,
of health, the first of which is to
because yer feet ain’t empty.”
Hie Mood built up.
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
POTASH FROM SEAWEED.
,!e contain just the elements needfu
build up the blood and restore
\[
About three weeks ago a sale of 10,000
New en; f'lost color and vitality.
tons of potash was sold, all of which was
circulates through the system
made of kelp. There are 40 or 50 concerns
;i* the enriched
blood, the heart on the Pacific coast making
from
",l'* 'ts alarming palpitating, color this form of seaweed. It ispotash
a growing
'■ns to cheeks and lips.
but
we
never
of
thought
seekbusiness,
■mg more is needed exceptsuning a supply at home until the time came
good air. proper food and rest.
when
we could not get potash from GerI,l> do not know
exactly what rules many.
follow in these matters write

;

■

I

|

■

if1,1)

the Dr.

today

Williams Medicine Co.,
‘■'
bcnectady, N. Y., for booklets on
blood and diet.
Your own druglist sells Dr. Williams* Pink Pills.

DR. E. L. WILLIAMS.
Dr. E. U Williams, who is to speak
at the Chautauqua here this summer,
Is known the country over as “Chicago’s Fighting I’arson.” He went into
the loop district as a pastor of a church
six years ago and found himself surrounded by thugs, thieves and crooks
in the very heart of Chicago’s vice district. He set about to clean things up
and has worked wonders in his reform
He will speak here on
movements.
“The City and the Soil.”

Death of Capt. W. E. Farrow.

WHOSE HEAD ?

|

i

Hold Yourself Erect.
Keep erect if you want to keep on
Slouch or
the road to good health.
slump and you are. apt to And yourself
headed for the sick bed, for rounded
shoulders and relaxed abdominal walls
are often associated with serious nervous maladies.—Chicago Herald.

MEN CLASSIFIED.

Patriot—One who goes with his wife to
buy a hat and enjoys himself.
Martyr—One that goes with her, but
falls asleep in the store.
Hero—One that goes with her and flirts
with all the cash girls.
Coward—The sneaky character that always remembers he has an engagement.
—Froth.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR IA

SACO, Me, July 18. Capt. John O. Farrow of this city, received a cablegram today announcing the death of his son, Capt.
William E. Farrow, commander of the
schooner Adelaide Barbour, at Barbados,
West Indies. Death was caused by tropical fever.
The ship cleared from Axim, Africa,
and was homeward bound when Capt.
Farrow was stricken. Capt. Farrow has
cabled a request that the body of his son
be sent home.
Capt. W. E. Farrow was bom in Isleboro, Me., 38 years ago. He has been a
master of a vessel for some years. He
leaves a wife and daughter at Islesboro.
YES—TANK WAS FULL.
That fine old vaudeville act, looking
for a gas leak with a match, was put on
in South Orrington last week by E. M.
Carver of Howland, who thought the
gasolene tank of his automobile might be
empty and lighted a match to take a peek.
The tank was not empty.
The explosion was audible for a mile oi
more and so emphatic that the top was
blown completely off the car. Mr. Carver

escaped injury.

William Tell Flour is sold under a triple guarantee.
It is stamped with the Ohio
Better Flour Label, which signifies that it has met every remtirement for license to bear
this guarantee.
The Ansted & Burk Company,
who make it, guarantee it to

I

;

j

—bread, rolls,

your grocer.

The grocer adds his guarantee
aiTrl it comes to you with all
these guarantees behind it.
Every sack of William Tell
Flour is sold under this triple

i

guarantee, that it will give complete satisfaction when properly handled.
William Tell Flour is made in
Ohio—right in the Miami Valley, where the rich limestone
soil gives it a delicious flavor
and wonderful baking qualities.
You can use it for everything
cakes and pasevery
thing will

tries—and

taste just a little better. William Tell Flour takes the ache
of bake and puts the flavor in.
out

I

Use WILLIAM TELL Hour

I

Cut. the cost of living and
live better by baking m your oten

home.

KEEP TRADE AT HOME

j

Taking the Honor.
Mrs. Smith—They tell me that one of
the girls made a faux pas at the cooking class lunch that everybody noticed.
Mrs. Comeup (proudly)—I guess It was
She can make any of
my daughter.
them French things.—Baltimore Amerlean.
Her Reply,
“Silence Is golden.”
“Maybe, but I’d like to see anybody
get any money out of you without talking for It.”—Detroit Free Press.

Cynical.
Doctor—You absolutely must give up
coffee, it’s a slow poison. Aged Patient—Ha, ba! I bet my heirs think it’s

Infernally

BY ADVERTISING

The

Mrs.

Quinn’s Experience
Ought to Help You Over
the Critical Period.

Belfast-Camden Auto Service
“The American Line.”

Lowell, Mass.—“For the last three

years I have been
■

troubled with that

r’VionrrQ rtf T .ifo

■

the

bad

nmsl

ON

feelings

that
time.
I was in a
nervous
condivery
tion, with headaches
and pain a good
deal of the time so I
was unfit to do my
work.
A friend
asked me to try
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Ccm-

AND

AFTER JUNE

1,

slow.—Life.

IMIIUI
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LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel
8.00

m..:12

a.

m.

| 3.00. p.

ARRIVE IN CAMDKN about
9.00

m.

LEAVE CAMDEN, Bav View Hotel,
9.30 a.m., 1.30 p. m., 4.30 p.

a.

10 30 a. m., 2.30 p

m.

THE
Telephone
y

MAINE TRANSPORTATION

f

18tf

FOR SALE.
This machine will be sold for S30 cash.
is

in every

perfect

made, apply

a

and has never been used.

particular

bargain

in

Belfast, Me.. I. O. O. f.

Bldg

Machine

of

one

the best

typewriters

at The Journal Office.

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.
and after June 25. 1917, trains connecting
Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run daily, except Sunday, as folOn

at Burnnam and

PRESTONS

lows:
FltO*I

AM

PM

6 55
Citypoint. »7 00
t7 10
Waldo.

12 30
tl2.35
11245

...

12
tl
1
1
Jl
1

722

Knox. t7 34
Thorndike. 7 40
Unity. 7 4$
Winnecook. <7 58
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Bangor. 11 52
Clinton. 8 28
8 38
Benton.
Waterville. 8 44
1150
Portland.
Boston, pm. 3 20
TO

Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.

BELFAST

Belfast depart.

STREET.
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN
if desired.
I have single and double hitches, buekboards, etc. Careful drivers
61-13.
house,
235-2;
solicited.
Telephone—stable,
Your patronage is
W. G PRESTON, Proprietor,

57
09
15
23
30
40

3 05

ij Quarries,

2 26
5 30
9 20

|

1'

BELFAST
AM

All

Boston....

3 CO

10(0

Portland.

7

15

12 50

Waterville...

Factory
Locations

*

Mill Sites,

Bangor.
Benton.

AM
7 18
6 45
7 25

10 15

3 26

H360

10 22

t3 82

and

12 40

Farms,Sites

EACH MONTH

15 Cents

located on the line of the

give opportunity
make a change
in life.

in

those

location for

desiring,
a new

Power

Unlimited Raw Material

OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

Good Farming Land
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

|

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

LOW

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

Machinery

in

ELON B. GILCHRESr.

A Furnished Room
FOR RENT
AT THE S. S. L. SHUTE HOUSE,
No. 7 Park Street.
Tel. 208-11

28

1

JJ®

>

S
v

j

tfL
(J)

L

“fl-yS-ffi&S

how to build boats, motorcycles.wireless, etc

FOR SALK BY 35.000 NEWS DEALERS
convAitent

your dealer to ahow you a copy: if not
to newa stand, aend SI.50 for a year's aubacnption.
or fifteen cents for current-issue to the publishers.

Aak

Catalogue of Mechanical Books frse

on

request.

POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
% North Michigan Avsnus, Chicago
r
>

Popular Mechanics offers no premiums:
tfoes not join in ”clubbing offer*,’* and
employs no solicitor9 to secure subscriptions

Seth W. Norwood,
MAI WE

BROOKS,

FIGURE

touring
perfect condition.

^

Attorney at Law,

A Cadillac Motor Truck with extra

body.

WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT
All the Creat Events in Mechanics.
Invention throughout
the World, are described in an interesting manner, as they occur. 3.000,000
readers each month.
each Issue tells easy
Shoo
Notts 20
*
ana better ways to do things iu
the shop, and how to make repairs at home
M.ch.nic.
sports and play Largely constructive; tells

9

MAINE

For Sale
AT A

(N

ANOJi

OF THF

South Main Street Winteroort. Maine

MAGAZINE

start

are

44

MECHANICS

to

Engineering and

Undeveloped [Water

Eye-Sight Specialist
B0Y1NUT0N OPTICAL CO.,

POPULAR!

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

H. BOYINGIUN.

t.

OH ALL NEWS STANDS

Camps

to

PICTURES

360 ARTICLES

for Summer Hotels

3 42
10 31
Clinton. 7 34
4 06
10 50
Burnham, leave. 8 25
til 00
Winnecook.18 35
f4 15
4
23
8
44
11
30
Unity.
4 32
11 45
Tl orndike. 8 62
r4 40
Knox. t9 00
til 65
4 55
12 57
Brooks. 9 15
t5 06
Waldo. t9 25
tl 15
tl 40
f5 16
Citypoint. t9 36
5 20
1 50
Belfast, arrive. 9 40
t Flag station.
tickets
for Boston are now sold at
Unlimited
$5.86 from Belfast.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
General Manager, Portland Maine.

Graves,

Registered Optometrist,

COMPANY,

New $100 Oliver Typewriter

MINE CENIKAL RAILROAD

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Frank F.

m.

ORRIN J. DICKEY, Manager, Pythian Bloclc, Belfast* M line

3?5

If you want

for*!

classes Fitted.

5.30 p.

I

dizziness.
If you need special advice, write to
the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co.
(confidential), Lynn, Mass.

DIAMOND BRAND PILLS,
yean known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable

Eyes Examined.

m.,

U1U|

me

irregularities, constipation, variable
appetite, weakness, inquietude, and

“Are you affiliated with any reform
organization?”
“Yes, I'm a wife.”—New York Time*.

Ladles I Ask y*»r Urai>lit for A
Chl-chce-ter’S DkaoadBmd/AX
Pills is Red end tield ndallkVlf/
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.

m

Connections made at Cimlen with electric cars to and from Rockland; at Belfast for Bangor and Waterville, via Maine Central Railroad; boat to Castine and I*!1 shorn
Extra cars at
Belfast, for special trips to any point desired. Careful drivers and first*class serviee.
i

in every way. I
am not nearly so nervous, no headache
or pain.
I must say that Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is the
best remedy any sick woman can take.
—Mrs. Margaret Quinn, Rear 259
Worthen St., Lowell, Mass.
Other warning symptoms are a sense
of suffocation, hot flashes, headaches,
backaches, dread of impending evil,
timidity, sounds in the ears, palpitation
of the heart, sparks before the eyes,

8phere.

CfilCHESTER^pilK

1.00 p. ni., 4.00 p.

m.,

ARRIVE IN BfcLFAST About

PORTLAND. MAINE.
Her

1917,

at

common

and it has helped

IN

Republican Journal

PM

Spectator.

Fair Applicant (sweetly)—When you
said “smart,” of course I thought you referred to personal appearance —Passing
Show.

long.

You Run No Risk under
the Triple Guarantee of
WilHam Tell Flour

v

WOMEN OF
MIDDLE AGE

Brooks..

Made a Lock For the Key.
An old and curious key and lock are
attached to the door of Temple’church
in Fleet street, Loudon. The key weighs
seven pounds, is eighteen Inches long,
and, unlike other keys, it was not made
for the lock. On the contrary, the lock
Both key and lock
was made for it.
have been In use since the crusades,
the church itself having been built by
the Knights Templars in 1485.—London

Clergyman—How dare

it. The body must be comd dignity demands thatregard

Daisy Baker's Mather Says

this amount about 97 per cent was furnished by Aroostook county, the remaining three per cent by the rest of northern
Maine outside of Aroostook county. Of
this amount shipped from northern Maine
about 3,600,000 were sent by the Canadian
Pacific and Aroostook Valley railroads,
the remaining 10,138,000 by the Bangor &
Aroostook. These are interesting figures
meaning a great deal. Study them a little and see how important a factor northern Maine is in producing food and seed
for New England and other regions.
E. A. Bailey has planted this year 17
acres of corn on his large farm at Winthrop Center. Mr. Bailey’s son, Charles
M. Bailey, Jr., has 17 acres of beans
which have made a splendid growth.
The beans are planted on land not far
distant from the Narrows pond and have
been given careful cultivation.
It is said that the milk supply from
New England this season breaks all records.
During the month of June alone,
all records were broken at the D. Whiting Creamery Co., and so great was the
supply that the company was unable to
unload the cars as fast as they arrived
and a large proportion of the cream was
made into butter to take care of the surplus. Recently some 5,000 gallons of
skim milk was sold in the city for feeding purposes owing to the local agent
being unable to obtain enough cans to
In Waldo county the
carry it to Boston.
supply has been enormous and the Belfast branch has had to hustle to take care
of the amount shipped there daily.—Kennebec Journal.

'cepted.

in Sears-

mont.

Edith C.

dispersed.

Incidents in the Career* of *n
American and a Belgian,
More than ten years before Belgian
relief was ever thought of a young
American mining engineer who was in
charge of Important mining properties
In China received a visit early one
morning from a burly Belgian. The
Belgian brusquely informed the young
American that he had come to take
charge of the properties. The American had received no official notice of
the change In management, and he did
not much like the manners of the Belgian, but he quietly accepted his new
status. He explained to the Belgian
that two heads often are better than
one and offered to help manage the
properties jointly. The Belgian ac-

Springs.

SAYS HE’S GLAD
HE TOOK ADVICE

1

Two

Ingraham, Jr., Camden, to PeBay & River Steamboat Co., Bel-

nobscot

year. The estimated acreage of Aroostook’s potatoes this year is about 60,000,
while last year it was something over 40,000.
The total shipments of potatoes
from northern Maine the past season
have been about 17,317,000 bushels, which
have brought approximately $28,000,000
or an average of $1.61 per bushel.
Of

TURNED THE TABLES.

(Two deeds.)

}

South

Blanchard,

R.

Rose

Springs, to Sandypoint Shipbuilding Corporation, do; land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
(Two deeds.)
Lillias Staples Emery,Stockton Springs,
to Sandypoint Shipbuilding Corporation,
do; land and buildings in Stockton Springs.

sus-

says that

correspondent

90,000 tons of fertilizer have been
bought for use in Aroostook county this

It Is evidiiQ that 709 sweat glands
will pour out nearly 27 per cent more
perspiration than will 558. Therefore
there will be 27 per cent more evaporation, and mo the Negrito is comparatively comfortable In a tropical heat
that the white man finds almost unbearable—New York World.

to

Sandypoint Shipbuilding Corporation, do;
land and buildings in Stockton Springs.

-kirts
and

Ginn,

Melissa D.

ways inheres in a garment
that tits its purjiose

■

perature of the blood.
Scientific Investigation shows that
for every square centimeter of the skin
area on the fingers white Americans
have 558 sweat glands, American negroes have 597, Filipinos 053, Moros
084, adult Negritos 709, Hindus 738 and
Negrito youths and children 950.
As all the sweat glands are fully
formed at birth and their number remains the same throughout life, the
greater uumlier found among the Negrito youths Is no doubt due to a corresponding difference hi size of Individuals. As the body grows the skin
area Increases and the glands become

Montville.

More peo-

A Houlton

ITEMS.

some

from the blood and pour It out upon
the surface of the skin, where Its evaporation keeps the temperature of the
body down. That Is why we make a
person with a fever perspire profusely
it lowers the temperature. In drawing off the water the sweat glands
draw off also many Impurities from
the blood, but their most important
function Is the regulation of the tem-

Frank W.

MAN COMING FOR

WAITING TO SEND.

|,

you.

FARM

colonize the tropics, dying out Inevitably In a generation or two, Is that they
The
have not enough sweat glands.
sweat glands are the refrigerating apparatus of the body. They draw water

land in Swanville.
Sarah E. Kenney, Knox, to George A.
Ingraham, do; land and buildings in Knox.
Lenora J. Peirce, Chicago, 111., to Guy
L. Peavey, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Mabel H. Roundy, Brewer, to L. L. Rogers, Troy; land in Troy.
Margaret S. Staples, Denver, Colo., to

not

fawouslTterary

all the time.

■at terns

Swanville,

Murphy, Waldo;

continue to suffer with heartburn,
dizziness, after dinner distress, headache, biliousness, pain in the bowels or sour and gassy
stomach. Get relief at once—buy today—a
50c box of Mi-o-na Tablets. They quickly and
surely end indigestion and stomach distress
A. A. Howes & Co. can
or money refunded.
Do

SKIN.

<Vhy Whit* Races Invariably Die Out
Quiokly In the Tropica.
On* reason—and a most Important
one—why white races are unable to

The

were

10c. and 15c.

THE HUMAN

BANGOR LINE.
Turbine Steel

Steamships Belfast

and Camden

WOOLENS
Dress materials and ciatings direct fro*
the factor/. Write tor samnles and
s'ate garment

planned.

F. A. PACKAnu, BOX
Leave Belfast daily, except Sundays, at 5,00
p. m. for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Leave Belfast daily, except Mondays, at
7.30 a. m. for Searsport. Bucksport, Winterport
and Bangor.
RETURN, leave India Wharf, Boston, daily,
except Sundays, at 5 00 p. m.
Leave Bangor daily, except Sundays, at 2.00
p. m. for Boston and intermediate landings.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Me.

B,

CAMDEN, MAINE.

ALBERT

E.

4m9

ANDREWS

REAL ESTATE
Odd Fallsw i Bleak,

Ballast, II line

was about 20 years of age, when he learned the joiners trade with the late James
W. Mosman and first went to sea in the
Dr. S. C. Pattee returned Thursday
bark Robert Porter in 1865, with the late
in
Boston.
from a business trip
Capt. Cyrus Nichols and made several
Miss Rose Roulstone of Boston is the foreign voyages. In 1871 he had the
guest of Mrs. Flora Roulstone.
schooner Brunette built for him here, af-

SEARSPORT.

terwards the schooner Lizzie Lane.

L. C. Tyler and family of Bangor are at
their cottage on the Pettee shore.

Thursday from

a

visit in Brewer.

his farm.
ory

Melrose, Mass., Thursday by auto.
Mrs. R. W. Fowler of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

news

and Mrs.

of the day and had many friends

Ida West of

M.

Bailey spent

Chester

was

very retentive memwell versed on the general
a

who will regret to learn of his death.
He leaves a widow, two daughters, Miss

is visiting Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Merrill.
Mr.

and

He had

Brooklyn,

N.

Y.,

and

Sunday in Ellsworth visiting relatives.

Miss Etta West of the Kennebec Journal

Mrs. Mary Williams of Coeur d’Alene is
visiting her brother, Edward L. Savery.

staff

in

Augusta,

three

and

Table

for houses, stores, halls and
churches where wood is
available.
OUR MONITOR AND
HOT BLAST FURNACES have proven their
merit under all kinds of tests
since 1878 and 1892.
Send us your building plan

His

I'On which he sailed for 16 years, when
he retired from the sea and worked on

Mr. and Mrs. James C. Black returned
to

made as we make them, are
the best and cheapest heaters

last command was the schooner Sallie

and Mrs. Fred W. Burr returned

Mr.

WOOD BURNING FURNACES I

ELEC'IRIC GRILL satisfies
THEforRADIAN!
portable electric cooker that does
a

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wagner of Boston
spending a two weeks’ vacation in

The Kanetota
the direction

town.
M. A. Cook
and Herald
5 p.

on

sale at his

news

stand at

m.

L. L>. Crook and family of Brewer are
at their cotttage at Pleasant Cove for the
summer.

Nelson Swift has moved to
where he is at work in the

Rockland,
Cobb, Butler

shipyard.
Royal Monroe of the 2d Maine RegiSunday from
Augusta.
ment was in town over

ohn S. V

lckery

family of Brewer
the west shore for

and

their cottage

are at

on

the summer.
Steamer Ruth,

Capt. Briggs, arrived

Sunday with 4,700

tons of coal to the P.

guardian,

their

Mrs.

James H. Duncan, presented to the public a good program last Tuesday evening
in the Congregational vestry. The entire program was arranged by Mrs. Duncan, and the play, Hiawatha, an adaption
from Longfellow’s poem, was entirely her
own work.
In the past Mrs. Duncan has
written many little plays, showing in the
style and arrangement an unusual charm
and individuality, and her arrangement
of Hiawatha was no exception.
Mrs.
Duncan coached the players and arranged
the stage.
Two of the Boy Scouts. Warren Gray
and Charles Whittier, were
very helpful about decorating the stage.
With Mrs. James Parse at the piano, the
Campfire Girls in their pretty Indian

has the Boston Globe

now

The Red Cross workers held their regular meeting on Wednesday afternoon with
Mrs. George H. Hopkins.

Campfire Girls, under

of

dress and the Blue
dresses

Birds,

covered with

in

brown

Mrs. Charles Heath of Sandypoint was
the Sunday guest of her brother and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson.

Percy Kneeland has purchased the
called Vincent house

of toast,

a

Allentown, Pa.*

Helen Farnham of Sidney, the
guest for the past ten days of her cousin,
Mrs. C. A. Gardner, left Tuesday en route
Mrs.

their gray
and blue

dear little papoose in the person of John
five years old, son of Mr. and

Mass., arrived Saturday and are at the E.
B. Billing’s cottage during their vacation.

and did it

Mr. W.

Mr. Arthur

Miss Etta West of The Kennebec Journal staff was in town 10 attend the fu-

day.

Parsons,

eldest son of Mr.

Edgar Parsons of Cape Jellison, who enlisted in the Navy two weeks ago, passing

Motion songs by the Blue
assisted by the Campfire Girls, were
next in order finishing with a Daisy Song,

open, after intermission, on an artistic
and effective scene. A dark green back.ground and an electric moon gave an ap-

Thomaston,

Everett Staples.

Birds,

Tues-

Mrs. Amos A. Dow in

his

sister, Mrs.
Griffin, and

Celia
her

necessary examiaations, has been accepted by the Department.
Mrs. Jennie Morse Bragg was in Bangor early last week on a business

|

errand,

going up and returning by the McLaughlin jitney, which she pronounced an
easy
mode of conveyance.

grilled bacon and eggs.

or

j

dressed

what gives heat its poultice form.” Stockton citizens feel as though
they had been

Small Steak

or

Penobscot

Bay Electric Company

Merrick and

husband, Capt.

He took great interthe present shipbuilding movement, in his native town, looking over
with much interest the plant at Sandyest in

Bliss Business

point and that in the village.
Dr.

and Mrs.

A.

G.

panied by Mr. John

Stevens,
Blanchard,

accom-

Mr. and

College

LEWISTON, MAINE.

Mrs. A. C.

Treat, Mrs. George C. Fletchand Miss Leora Partridge motored to
Sandypoint Friday night to attend the
regular weekly dance at Griffin’s hall.
The company was large, many from the

er

MAINE’S SCHOOL OF MODERN BUSINESS EFFICIENCY

village being in attendance and the occaa pleasant diversion for all present.

Fall

sion

Mrs. Chester Holbrook and

Our

Opening Tuesday, September 11,

Morse as reader for the fourth scene gave
the lines very well. She was the young-

Welaka.

Mr. and Mrs

George L. Hammons and
est to take part. Christine Eames as the
daughter of Chicago arrived Monday jp,
Ancient Arrow Maker, and Minerva Gray
their auto accompanied by their friend
as Minnehaha were especially good, and
Albert Hoffses and are stopping at the
the love scene between Hiawatha and
Searsport House,
Minnehaha came in for many compliLieut Wilbur J. Carver who has been
ments.
After the entertainment there
in charge of the wireless station at SayIt was
came the awarding of banners.
L.
has
been
transferred to Bosville,
I.,
hard to decide, but finally the banner
ton having charge of the Naval commuwas awarded to Valma Webber, and Isanications at the Charlestown Navy Yard.
belle Closson came second. Annie RogMr, and Mrs. William S. Gordon of ers w'on the needlework contest, though
Bridgewater, Mass., Miss Agnes Good- the other girls had a very good showing
bolds of East Boston and Miss Fanny of fancy needlework.
Frances Rogers
Blair of Montclair, N. J., were the guests and Isabel Frame sold candy; Isabelle
Sunday and Monday of Capt. and Miss Closson and Christine Eames sold balsam

Henry

G. Curtis.

lie

pillows; Edith Parse and Minerva Gray,
fancy work, and Annie Rogers, Valma

Monday Dy
automobile for Deer Isle for a four days’
campure

They

vjiris

leit

outing.
chaperoned by Mrs.
J. H. Duncan and driven to Deer Isle by
James H. Duncan, John Frame, Capt.
were

[

Webber and Blanche Morse sold cakes.
Lucile Havener was in oharge of the
balloting. This was the most pretentious
afTair yet given by the Campfire Girls
and deserves much praise.

James S. Parse and L. C. Havener. Ten
girls went, all of whom are Campfire
Girls excepting Lucile Havener. While
there they hope to have a Grand Council
lire with Deer Isle Campfire.
Dr. Sumner Chadbourne Pattee has
ceived his appointment

as

re-

first lieutenant

in the Medical Reserve Corps, U. S. A.
He is the son of the late James and Lydia

(Tasker) Pattee of Belfast and graduated
from Belfast High school in 1895.
Dr.
Pattee graduated with the degree of A.
B. from Bowdoin College in 1899, and
was

elected

Kappa,

an

a

member of the Phi Beta

honorary society

which

is

based upon distinction in scholarship, in
He was also a member
his junior year.
of the Deutsche Verein.
years

He spent four

in the medical school of the Uni-

HALLL'ALE.

Newell White
urday.
Wm.

was

Sibley, Jr.,

in Belfast last Satis

Mr. Davis preached here last Sunday
forenoon and evening.

Lloyd Clark

visited her

sister, Mrs. Aubrey Drake in Albion, last
Saturday night and Sunday.

We regret the typographical error in
last week’s issue which so mutilated the
Randell

17th. Mr. Otis took eight
bushels of strawberries with him for
which he found a ready sale.
While in Belfast last
chanced to meet his old

week, J. E. Hall
friend, Henry O.

who once worked for him. They
not met for twelve years. Mr.

Trundy,

versity of Pennsylvania, graduating in had
the year 1903. He has practised in Sears- Trundy is now a prosperous blacksmith
on Washington street, Belfast.
port over 13 years.
T. P. Thompson, an aged citizen of
Capt. William H. West, one of the best
known master mariners of Searsport,pass- Freedom, who had been sick for several
was
ed away at his home Saturday, after a lin- months, died July 19th. His funeral
at the church here Saturday afternoon.
He
was
illness
of
several
gering
years.
The reborn in Searsport Sept. 15,1844, the son of Rev. David Brackett officiated.
lot in
the late Enos and Jane (Robinson) West, mains were interred in the family
and worked on his father’s farm until he the Halldale cemetery.

item,

in our

The Sandypoint Shipyard company, I.
C.

Atkinson, manager, has moved its
Sandypoint, and located it near
the shipbuilding plant, recently established, adjacent to and including the steamoffice to

boat wharf.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

William

Lambert left

Monday morning in his auto

van

for La-

grange and vicinity, with a line of dry
and fancy goods which he sells throughout the country. Mrs. Lambert will
main with her daughter in Bangor.

re-

Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Ryder of Cambridge,
arrived by Saturday morning’s

Send

Please

Me

Your

Illustrated

STATE.STREET OK

R F.

D.

J

1

Express Co. of that city. Saturday night,
accompanied by a friend, Mrs. Gilbert
Keighley, she came for a week-end visit
with her parents, the family spending
Sunday at the Ames cottage.
Dr. and

short visit with her brother, Geo. RobinOn her return home she was ac-

MONROE.

Searsporf Savings Bank

son.

Earl Rand returned to Bangor
day after a week’s vacation.

Mrs. G. A.

indefinite time.

on

Sun-

Most of the household effects of the
late A. J. Curtis were disposed of at

the day proving the hottest of the

Friday afternoon,

friend,

Mr. Thomas

Mr. and Mrs. A. C.

become buried. The needle was located,
but it was not considered advisable to attempt to remove it at the present time.

During this busy season many are unable to attend the Red Cross meetings as
regularly as in the past, agd it is hoped
that all who can possibly come will do so

motored to Winter-

Mrs. Treat’s sister,
Mrs. James Freeman and Mrs. Henry
Clements. On the return of the party to

to make up for the unavoidable absence
The Stockton, Mr. and Mrs. Treat were
is plenty of work
invited to partake of the birthday supper of the others. There
of the Humiston son, a delicious meal for all.
being served with birthday cake illumiMiss Caroline Dolloil of Cambridge,
nated with candles, following the regular
hotel meal.
Congratulations and best Mass., called on friends here on Wedneswishes are extended to the young man—
day and Thursday of last w eek. She was
one of Stockton’s Boy Scouts.
i bn her way to Cherryfteld to visit her sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Milliken, who has
CENTER M0NXV1LLE.
been seriously ill—for some time, but is now
able to sit up

E. E. Tasker returned last Friday from
Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sherer of Rock-

|

land are at D. C. Cain’s.
Loren P. Stewart, C. E., has enlisted in
Engineer Corp and is at Fort Niagara,

N. Y.

his

season

Treat, with Mrs. F. S. Humiston and son,
Freddie, Mrs. Rich and little daughter

boat from Boston for their annual summer visit in the home of Mrs. Ryder’s

accompanied by

a

little.

The following Red Cross supplies were
shipped this week by the Monroe Auxiliary: 16 pairs service socks, 1 pair wrist-

lets, 2 dozen tray cloths, 1 dozen napkins,

companied by his daughter Doris, who
will spend a week in Camden.

SEARSPORT,
At the annual
rooms

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal,

TRUSTEES,

B. F. Colcord,
J, N. Pendleton,
J. A, Clement.

Seeley.
Mrs.

C.

B.

Goodwin are

Ring and Mrs. Cora A.
guests of Mrs. V. A. Sim-

SOUTH MONT VILLE.
_

Danvers Cram of Newport visited his
mother, Hattie Cram, this week.

Greenwich, Conn.,

Wednesday before.

Miss Lucy Hatch,a teacher in the High
Mrs. E. P.
Rowell and Mrs. Olive |
is spending
Stewart got home from Portland Mon- School at Andover, Mass.,
Mrs. John
her
W'ith
sister,
treated
vacation
her
her
had
eyes
day. Mrs. Rowell

a

was

Walter Simpson returned Tuesday from
brief visit to Boston. Mr.'Simpson is

in Belfast.

Myra Sullivan and Ruth Ramsay oi
have been guests ol
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Rowell.

the designer and master builder for the
Sandypoint Shipyard Co. and has been a

while there.

boarder at The Stockton until the removal of the office of said company to

Miss

Sandypoint.
M. Lancaster, who is repairing the
so-called Sprague block, now owned by
the Stockton Springs Trust Company,
has already put new gutters around the
E.

building and will place the stairway to
Denslow Hall, now on the outside, within
the northeast corner.
Automobiles are flying in all directions
through our village until street crossing
at timeB in the square reminds one of

26Wheat Meal,

Mrs.

W.

The W. C. T. U. will meet Wednesday,
July 25fh, with Mrs. Orrington Newhall.

Sukeforth.
A. Hamilton and daughter

Mrs.

W. C.

Bowen and two

sons

of

Mass., are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Burkill ai
Hill View Farm.

Waterville, who spent two weeks with
their mother, Mrs. J. W. Prescott,returned home this week.

C. P. Hutchins’ bam in Freedom,
struck by lightning Sunday afternooi
and burned.
The live stock was saved
etc., were lost

Mrs. J. W. Prescott’s niece, Mrs. Harof Freevey and son Ferrin, a graduate

Marion

of

Marlboro,

wai

Many tools, vehicles,
Small insurance.

Chuaren or/
FOR FfJTCHER'S

CASTOR

IA

dom Academy in 1917, of Knox
visited her one day last week.

Station,

David Conner and his sister, Mary
Howes of Tryon,N. C.,are spending a few
weeks with their sister-in-law, Mrs. C. F.
Conner and her daughter Minerva.
Mrs. ISadietHerrick of Camden, made"a

*

CORPORATORS.

E. A. Sargei
A. M. Ros
W. H. Co
Fred Perk
L.. W. Wert
W M t'a’-•
F. N Treat
C. O Saw •.
E. W. GiMJames P. N
John C. Blai
W, R. Gi k-

J. E.

Wentworth,
W.C. Pendleton,
Fred B. Smith,
B. F. Colcord,
L. M. Sargent,
James li. Duncan,
S, Lancaster,
A H. Nichols,
F C. Whitcomb,
F. K Sawyer,
E. C. Pike,
S. C. Pattee,

Anv»s'Nich"
W. V Nich<
Fred E. Stinson,
S. M W ebr
JAMES P. NICHOL
WALDO

SS.

In

Court of Proba

Belfast, on the 10th day of Ju y,
M. Bagley, guardian of Nellie M

LOO
00
7

of Monroe, in said County, having
her first and final account of admini
said estate for allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be g
successively, in The Repubin
nal, a newspaper published in BelfnCounty, that all persons interested r.
at a Probate Court, to be held at lithe 14th day of August next, and show
any they have, why the said a<

BORN

weeks

Hamilton
In Belfast, July 23. to Mr. and
Mrs. Everett L. Hamilton, a son.
Knowles. In W nterport. July —, to Mr
and Mrs. Frank C Knowles, a daughter, Grace
Elizabeth.
Fierce In Appleton, July 17, to Mr, and
Mrs. Harry Pierce, a daughter.
Taintek. In Winterport, July —, to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Fainter, a daughter, Frederica
Nellie.

not

be allowed.

HARRY E. BANC
A true copy

Attest:
Chas. E.

Johnson, 1

L H. BOYINGi

MAKK1&D.
Lothrop-Heal In Northport, July 25, by
Arthur E. Wilson, Dr. Ansel Mayo
Lothrop and Miss Marian Marguerite Heal, all
of Belfast.
Moody-Bradstreet. In Belfast, July 22, by
Rev. Charles W. Martin, Clyde G. Moody and
Miss Hazel Mildred Bradstreet, both of Bel-

Eye-Sight Speciai

Rev

OK THK

BOYINUTON OPTICAL

!

44

South Main Street, Winteroo

fast.
In Bucksport, July
Montgomery-Abbott.
16. by Rev. William Forsyth, George N. Montgomery and Miss Marian N. Abbott, both of

Isna Orrs and Mrs. Lewis Orrs of Bath 12
Pajamas
pairs operating leggings.
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. George i will be sent in the next shipment.

The son remained until Saturday with
his father,
Mr. Morrell leaving the

city

G. Seed,
Lard,

H.

Diimi.

were

mons

same

Flour,

13 00al6 50 Salt, T. 1.,
3 25 Sweet Potatoes,

John C. B
C O. Saw
VV. H. i,o,
W. M. Parse.

J. A. Clement.
J, N. Pendleton,

91

24 Sugar,

Clover seed,

at

It 17, the f.

OFFICERS.
Janies 1'

F. Colcord,
President.

B.

PAID PRODUCER.
PRODUCE MARKET.
12 00
Apples,P“r bbl,2 OUa 300 Hay.
"
19
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
10 00 Lamb,
25
Beans, pea,
50
9
Lamb
Skins,
1,00
B eans, Y. E„
35a38 Mutton,
8
Butter,
Ilal2 Oats, 32 lb.,
90
Beef, sides.
11
2 00
Potatoes,
Beef, forequarters,
00 Round Hog,
16
Barley, bu,
32 Straw,
8 00
Cheese,

MAIM

meeting heid

May 12,

on

elected:

cloths, 12 dozen handkerchiefs, 20 Bucksport
Roberts Sargent.
In Malden, Mass., July
abdominal bandages, 6 eye bandages, 20
i 26, Claude Bryant Roberts of Belfast and Miss
fracture pillows, 24 comfort pillow's and Dorothea Sargent of Malden.
34 face

the guest
last week of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Prescott.
Morrell of the

|

Catalog

tion from the Beal Business College in
Bangor, is in the employ of the American

an

Mr. Harold Prescott of Lawrence, Mass.,

|
i

NAME.CITY

Miss Inez Hanson, daughter of Mr. and
Hanson, since her gradua-

Mass.,

parents, the late Capt. and Mrs. J. French
Hichborn.

;

courses

:

Mrs. Wellman

Virginia as guests,
contribution, but port, calling upon

hope that the friends may like us, remember the old adage: “Accidents will happen” etc.

Arthur V. Otis and J. E. Hall were in
Belfast July

of last

week.

cutting Newell

White’s hay.

Mr. and Mrs.

The

Stockton Friday and Saturday

1917.

of study include all commercial subjects, modern office appliances a
a highly recommended normal training course.
No theory, but actual business. In i
vidual instruction. Bliss graduates are constantly in demand.

Miss

Hiawatha, with fringed trou26a30
SojTurkey,
Chicken,
Last Sunday was a very warm day, the
2
sers, Indian blanket, head dress and war
40;Tallow,
ualf Skins,
20. Veal,
13al5
Duck,
Maurice Runey who has been in the plumes. Mondamin, Edith Parse, Corn wearing a jacket poultice for a week!
humidity accentuating the apparent heat. private sale during the past week.
63
38,Wool, unwashed,
.Eggs
The late afternoon brought a heavy thunW aldo County Hospital since he was in- Spirit, looked very dainty.
Miss Hazel Scrymgeour, who has been rFowl’
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Goodhue of
Her scene
25 Wood, hard,
5 00
Hyde
3 50
der shower, the electrical display being the guest of Mrs. G. A. Palmer, went to I Geese,
jured at the P. C. A W. Co. plant last with Hiawatha and their wrestling was Park, Mass., arrived Sunday
18j Wood, soft,
morning by
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL TRICE.
winter, left Tuesday for the Soldiers’ one of the features of the evening. When Boston boat and opened their Sandypoint unusually vivid, accompanied by tremend- Orono last week to remain a few days.
1 10
22a28 Lime.
Beef, Corned,
InHome at Togus.
Mondamin is finally thrown by Hiawatha,
Maine
2nd
Co.
of
cottage for their annual summer visit to ous claps, while the rain fell in torrents.
Evans
F,
Chester
7
18»22 Oat Meal,
Butter Salt,
The
beautiful
evening
7
gave
Mr. Goodhue’s native town.
2 29 Onions,
starlight, fantry, came from Augusta Saturday Corn,
John C. Blanchard, manager of the the audience realized that they had wit14al5
2
Oil.
kerosene,
14
Cracked Coro.
which all hoped indicated an elimination
Whitney estate owned by a wealthy Bos- nessed a really fine piece of acting. In
evening, returning on Monday morning. Corn Meal,
10
Mr. Fred Wardwell of Boston was the
2 14 Pollock,
of the fog hanging about for days; but
24
tonian in Welaka, Florida, who has been the third scene, Minerva Gray was readto Bangor Cheese,
32 Pork,
went
Wildes
Ernest
Mrs.
guest of his father, Mr. George S. Ward- alas! the
113
2 70, Plaster,
fogginess was the principal feaCottonseed,
spending two weeks at his former home er, and there was a snappy dialogue be&
early last week to have an X ray exami- Codfish, dry,
10 Rye Meal,
well, designer and masterbuilder at the ture of the landscape Monday
Hiawatha and Nokomis. Blanche
morning, nation of her hand, in which a needle had Cranberries,
2 25
at Park, left Wednesday on his return to tween
11 Shorts,
plant of the Stockton Yard Inc. at
as

be

can

Griddle Cakes fried at the table to

Stevens, accomfor Hiawatha. A wigneral of her father, Capt. William H. propriate setting
Miss Mertie Jenkins of Belfast is visitpanied by his brother and wife, Dr. and
wam with Nokomis (Isabel Frame!
sitting
West.
Mrs. Nelson Curtis.
ing
Fred Harriman of Waterville and little Mrs. E. L. Stevens of Belfast, motored
in front of it making a basket, looked
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Black of Melrose,
Mrs.fCharles Mitchell has been ill for
Flora
to
to
dine
with
were in town the midtheir
niece,
Troy,
Sunday,
Myers,
parvery pretty, and Hiawatha, the papoose,
Mass., and sons Donald and Stanley ar- tjohn
dle of last week calling on relatives and ents, Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Stevens, re- more than a week with a severe case of
Frame) watching, completed the
rived Monday on a visit with Edward D.
the shingles.
picture. The readings, delivered by An- friends of his wife, formerly Miss Lillie turning in the afternoon, accompanied by
Black.
their mother, Mrs. S. J. Stevens, who
Mrs. M. J. Curtis went to Searsport on
nie Rogers and Isabelle Closson, were Moulton of this village.
Capt. and Mrs. Harold E. Marr and from the childhood of Hiawatha. The
We copy from the Boston Herald of will remain the guest of her elder son Tuesday to attend the funeral of her uncle,
son Harold
E., arrived Saturday from Second scene showed Frances Rogers July 21st the following: “Humidity? It’s and wife in their Stockton home for an Capt. William West.
Boston and were the guests of Mr.
and
Mrs. George E. Bowen.

hasty breakfast

a

$5.00 at Our Stores

Mr. and Mrs. Veazie Blanchard of Camden motored to Stockton, Sunday, to call
upon

minute for

Two or'it ore of these operations can be done at the same time. All
the dishes for the above cooking included with the Radiant Electric
Griil, attaches to any lamp socket.

v.

daughter,
Thelma, of Tenant’s Harbor arrived
Thursday to visit Mrs. Elden Shute and
1 her recent operation at the Eastern Maine
daughter, Miss Louise. On Saturday
General Hospital.
!
Mrs. Shute and daughter, accompanied
Mrs. J. F. Frye of Montclair, N.
J., by their guests, left in the Shute car for
| arrived
j main by boat Tuesday, July 17th, to re- Boston, with Arnold Knox as chauffeur.
through the hot weather with her Captain Holbrook will
join the party in
daughter and husbahd, Mr. and Mrs. the
city.'

ex-

The prologue before the curtain was by
Valma Webber. The curtains then rolled

H.

Morrison went to Bangor
Sunday to remain for a few days near his
;
wife, who is reported as doing well since

tremely well.

Miss Ethel M. Nichols and Miss Julia
B. Sullivan were the guests of Capt. and

now

Mr. John Blanchard of Welaka, Florida, I
after a ten days’ visit with relatives in
Searsport left the middle of the present
week to rejoin his wife in their southern
home.

Richard Swift and family have gone to
Flag, by Valma Webber. Then the singRockland, where Mr. Swift has employing of America by all, including theaudiment in the Cobb, Butler
shipyard.
ence.
An original paper, General HisMisses Edna and Hildreth
Montgomery tory of Campfire, by Christine Eames,
of Bucksport were in town until Wednes- '■ was
lineiy given and this was followed
day, the guests of Mrs. J. W. Black.
by the WTohelo Cheer. Isabelle Closson

Freitchie,

and his

The Ladies’ Aid society of the Universalist parish will meet with Mrs. F. S.

Horace M. Griffin.

convenience.

part of the program.
Following
this came a recitation, Your Flag and
My

recited Barbara

Elden

Mrs. Lena T. Sanborn, going to
Searsport and Prospect where they called
upon Mrs. Flavius Hopkins, a cousin of
Mrs. Treat.

Mr. Will H. Staples of Lowell, Mass.,
arrived Saturday by train to spend his
annual vacation with his mother, Mrs.

using a new covered auto delivery carriage—quite city like in appearance and

tiful

Lynn,

son

cousin,

Mrs. Etta

The Ames Grocery company are

kind of

one

suit one’s taste.

Sunday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Alvah
C. Treat took with them for an automobile ride, his niece,
Mrs. George C.

to her home.

Horace Staples.

Barge Spring arrived Thursday from
Mrs. John Frame. The song Kolah and
Philadelphia with 3.000 tons of coal to the the Law of
the Fire were given by the
P. C. Ac W. Co.
group, and then came one of the most efMr. and Mrs. Charles Widgren of Ply- fective scenes of
all, the candle lighting
mouth, N. H., are spending a few weeks ceremony by the following: Work—
at the Brookside.
“Okinvan,” Isabelle Closson; Health
J. F. Spellman’s crew have
completed “Goneshoho,” Valma Webber; Love,
the new wharf for the Hubbard Fertilizer “Ehawee,” Isabel Frame. These maidens
then sang. Lav Me tn SiWn in
Company at Mack's Pcdnt.
Mr. and Mrs. Nebemiah Roulstone ar- Flame, singing it sweetly and with all
rived Sundav from Boston and are the the expression possible. This was a beau-

Mr. and Mrs. Amos Nichols of

Eggs

Humiston at The Stockton this, ThursThis will be the last
day, afternoon.
It is expected that the Ladies’ Aid of meeting before the sale and it is hoped
the Universalist parish, will hold its an- there will be a general attendance of
nual sale Thursday, August 2nd, in Dens- members to assist in making the necessary arrangements.
low Hall.

Frame,

guests of Mrs. Flora Roulstone.-

occupy.

public’s demand

than

grilled deliciously.

the many seaside resorts.

Fletcher and little

one

Ham, Chops, Bacon

society will be entertained this, Thursday, afternoon by Mrs. Walter F. Trundy.

marched in.
The Blue Birds
their regulation head dress and blue
wings. Marching behind the girls came

Dr. S. L. Fairchild and family returned
a visit with relatives in

soon

so-

place,

The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist

wore

last week from

Railroad

which he and his wife will

feathers,

C. & W. Co.

on

in

Ready

Frank West of Belfast, Capt. Wilson N.
WOOD & BISHOP CO.
Bangor, Maine
West and Capt. Wilbert R. West, both
Miss Ruth Trundy of Boston is visiting
of Searsport. The funeral was held at
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy.
FOR SALE BY W. A. HALL,* BELFAST.
his late home Tuesday afternoon, Rev.
Thomas Rich has gone to Belfast to
T. H. Martin officiating.
Interment was
live with his daughter, Mrs. Annie Brown. in
metropolitanflife.Jr Last Sunday the^BanSTOCKTON SPRINGS.
the family lot in Elmwood cemetery.
gor population- and~inhabitants of surBrown
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Neliie
Clifton The bearers were Capt. C. H. Gilkey, C.
rounding towns seemed to have started
Whittum left Saturday for Waltham, A. Rogers, J. H. Sullivan and John
Several automobile parties were enterout bentjon finding some invigoration at
on
Mass.
the
hotel
at
tained
Sunday.
Frame.
are

the

more

cooking—and it does it well.]

and ask tor recommendations.

brothers,

Cooking

In Barbadoes, West Indies, July
Farrow
18, Capt. William E. Farrow of Islesboro, aged
38 years
Lloyd. In Belfast, July 24, Henry Albert
Lloyd of New York, aged 67 years.
THOMPSON. In Montville, July 19, Theodore
Thompson, aged 76 years.
In Searsport, July 22, Capt. William
West.
H. West, aged 72 years and 10 months.

WANTED
Board

for

an

elderly

lady about 70 years old
in a family where there
are no

children.

Write at

once

to Post-

office Box No. 129, Belfast.
a2**>

OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS

AND

IT

I WILL BE AT THK
Forest House, Monroe, Wednet
August 1.
York’s Hotel, Brooks. Thursday, A

The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday a. n
Central House, Unity, Friday p
Bellows’ House, Freedom, Satin
August 4.

Sale

Fire

My stock of groceries an
tures will go on sale l
July 27th, at 9 a. m.
All persons owing nu
settle within thirty day
be left tor collection.
P. D. H. CA R H l:

FOUND
On Waldo Avenue

a

pair

of

gl»*

by calling at t
this
proving property and paying for

owner can

have

same

""WANTED
A million feet of 2 in., ljj in. end Ig
delivered at our mill at Fairfield, Me
M. K. D-ARCY& SONS COM
61 No. Washington Street, Boat18tf

